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Executive summary
The objective of this study was to evaluate the federal research programme on earth
observation “STEREO II” covering the period 2006-2013 and in particular its relevance,
efficiency, effectiveness, and impact. This evaluation was performed by Technopolis Group
between July 2013 and April 2014.
With a budget of €25.85m, the overall objective of this programme was to develop an
autonomous Belgian Earth Observation (EO) expertise of international standard as a
contribution to the knowledge economy. This translated into the following specific objectives:


Consolidating Belgium‟s EO potential



Promoting innovation



Creating the capacity Belgian organisations need to ensure they are involved as much as
possible in international research programmes and European and international EO
activities



Lending support to the Belgian EO infrastructure



Developing an extensive form of interaction with users.

The evaluation covered all components of the STEREO II programme, from basic research, to
technological development and support actions for the scientific community, and
communication and dissemination activities. The methodology used for the evaluation was
based on the triangulation of information coming from different sources: desk research, a
survey of participants of the programme (including a mapping of their R&D competences), a
campaign of interviews of programme stakeholders and project coordinators, a bibliometric
analysis, a social network analysis and the drafting of six good practices illustrating the
different types of impacts achieved through the programme.
Key conclusions from the evaluation are presented hereafter followed by recommendations for
the future of the programme.
A programme with a relevant rationale but which would gain from a better focus
of its activities
The overall rationale behind the launch of the programme appears relevant: the programme
was designed to support the development of capacities in Belgium allowing for a return of
investment of its participation in international programmes related to earth observation, in
line with the federal policy objectives. The most important driver for participation in STEREO
II projects is indeed to develop and extend internal knowledge and capabilities. Most of the
projects focus on scientific research and much less on the development of applications and
services.
The relevance of the STEREO II programme, but also its activities as well as its strategic
importance for the organisations‟ activities are overall judged as high. On the same line, the
programme is judged to provide the right forms of support for the organisation/research
group to a large extent. As regards shortcomings of the programme coverage, they mainly
concern the lack of support for research continuation, application and exploitation of results,
which is however partly linked to the repartition of competences in the country.
The four pre-defined thematic areas are covered to a large degree by the projects; they
are overall perceived as highly relevant by the participants. In addition, much freedom exists
in scientific focus of the STEREO II project choices. The scientific expert panel noticed that an
explicit Belgian niche is however missing. For the next programming period, the programme
would gain from being more strategic in setting research priorities. Also, the coherence and
linkage between projects is relatively weak. Projects run fine in themselves, but through
further integration and cross-fertilisation among and between projects and society the
programme as a whole can be strengthened.
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The programme covers a broad spread of competences. Participants are specialised in the
EO related to image analysis and natural resources and most of them have expertise in the
skills that underpin EO, that is fundamental EO science and information science with a
particular focus on GIS, cartography and, image analysis and spatial data quality. The high
level of competences in “Image analysis and “landscape, habitat analysis, land use” high
competences are used significantly in the STEREO II programme but relatively less in the
regional programmes and other federal programmes. Some participants indicated
high/medium level competences in the EO fields “biodiversity”, “spatial data infrastructure”,
“coastal zone”, “land surface temperature”, “climate science”, “sea surface temperature”, and
“ocean colour” that were not used in the STEREO II programme. These fields may be regarded
as potential niches for new research themes. Interestingly, high-level competences of
the STEREO II researchers in the field of cartography are not used in the federal programmes
they participate in. It is possible that the other programmes attract researchers with a
somewhat different skill set as a result of differences in the project design. This might also
imply that the STEREO II programme is particularly well aligned with Belgian skills. An
additional possibility is that the STEREO II funding meets the needs of the majority of
researchers and therefore they do not have the need or capacity to bid for additional work from
other programmes. Overall, based on an analysis of competences of STEREO II researchers
the STEREO II programme complements other public support programmes in the field of EO.
The key aspects in which STEREO II has a significant value added in comparison to
initiatives at international, regional or national level relate to the scientific support provided
(such as acquiring images), the lower administrative burden and higher degrees of flexibility,
the benefits associated with the participation, as well as the relevance of research
areas/themes covered. It stands to reason that without STEREO II funding, many research
ideas would not have been realised in the first place, or at least not to the extent that was
possible in the framework of the STEREO II programme. The scientific expert panel noted that
mechanisms to link with other programmes and international EO activities are however still
weakly developed.
As regards the different activities of the EODesk, they are overall considered as relevant and
useful by the researchers and the stakeholders surveyed. However there is still a lack of
definition of the final targets of the actions implemented, posing the question of the
relevance of all of the EOdesk actions in the context of the overall Belgian science
policy, and in particular of education activities directed to the wider public. The scientific
expert panel was of the opinion that the overall services of the EODesk would benefit from a
refocusing of the activities on key actions that can ensure a broader take-up of the research
results in the public or private sector, more than on education activities, which go beyond the
scope of the STEREO II programme.
An efficient programme management allowing for the selection of good quality
projects
Overall, the STEREO II resources are mobilised in a well-targeted and timely manner. The
extremely good relationship between BELSPO and the different project
stakeholders (well-organised, availability for questions and remarks, openness to feedback,
flexibility, and good communication) is one of the key success factors of STEREO II. The
cost/benefit ratio of participation is generally deemed as positive. The comparatively small,
but very well networked EO research community in Belgium allows for strong networking
and support and through this brings about efficiency benefits for the STEREO II overall
management. The fact that young talents can also be included in projects‟ teams is also
positively assessed.
The main enabling factors for projects‟ efficiency and success are the 2-step selection
process involving a jury of experts, the international steering committee and the
ability to add international project partners to the consortium. The evaluation that
the project steering committee provides while the project is running serves indeed to steer the
projects effectively into the right direction with regards to reaching the predefined objectives.
The international connections are much appreciated due to the impact they bring about for
capacity building and the acquisition of new knowledge for the Belgian researchers. They are
responsible for growing international collaborations. This improved networking in turn
leverages the propensity to be successful in new projects on the international level. The overall
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positive outcomes and results of STEREO II (in terms of research outputs as well as
international connectivity) are hence directly and indirectly influenced by the international
steering committee and the international project partners.
The EODesk services are judged of a good quality. In particular, the annual Belgian Earth
Observation Day (BEODay) is an event that is highly appreciated by the majority of
STEREO II researchers, who believe it to be an efficient vehicle to bring all important
stakeholders of the Belgian EO community together.
However, the parallel involvement of the STEREO II team on activities not related
directly to STEREO II could become an issue, should there be a need to go more in depth in
some activities (e.g. to promote the wider use of results and more international partnerships).
A programme effective in supporting scientific outputs and nation-wide
collaborations but focussing on a small number of researchers
The researchers succeeded in most cases to produce the desired outputs. Overall, the benefits
from their participation in STEREO II are judged as high.
The most common outputs of STEREO II research are the direct scientific results of research
projects such as fusion techniques, algorithms, models and their combinations... but
also the writing and finishing of PhD theses (also Master‟s theses) by students, and the
training effects, as well as publications: The most prolific Belgian scientists in terms of
publications in the field of remote sensing are involved in the programme.
Successful networking and increased international visibility within the research community in
Belgium, and also at international level belong also to the positive outcomes of the projects.
STEREO II contributes indeed to a dense and effective collaboration network. The
STEREO II network of organisations is highly centralised, which a few organisations having a
great influence over what flows (and does not) in the network. All organisations are linked to
each other, whereas about 84% of all researchers are linked directly or indirectly to each other.
The small world effect that characterises the network could suggest that a feasible way of
joining STEREO II research projects is actually through the „supernodes‟: by joining research
projects led by larger organisations with better „reputation‟ and more experience of
participation. This also shows that STEREO II has reinforced key research performers in
Belgium allowing them to increase their participation to international collaborative projects.
Efforts could still be made to widen the network at the national and international level to gain
from new knowledge, insights and perspectives. The most central1 actors in STEREO II
research are Belgian organisations, the Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch Onderzoek
(VITO) being the most important. Among the Belgian central actors, there is a similar amount
of key Flemish organisations and French-speaking organisations. Federal research
organisations remain more peripheral to the STEREO II research networks.
Not surprisingly given the focus of the programme on scientific research practical
applications/ the exploitation of research results do not always go as initially expected
by the participants, such as the development of new methods, technologies and instruments as
well as prototypes, but also testing and technology transfer.
As regards the effectiveness of the actions of the EODesk, the interest and take-up have
increased during the last few years and in that sense it was a success. The EODesk‟s
exploitation and promotion activities are overall regarded as effective in reaching their
objective. In particular they contribute to improving the knowledge about remote sensing and
its use. The research community also perceives the BEODay as very effective.
A programme with excellent scientific achievements but which would benefit
from more cross-fertilisation between projects and higher involvement of
potential stakeholders
The most important longer-term impacts of STEREO II are in line with the programmes‟s
objectives, such as developing an autonomous Belgian earth observation expertise of
an international standard and to make Belgium an international centre of competence
in a number of niches. There have been strong scientific achievements, as measured in
1

according to centrality scores - representing the extent to which these organisations are needed as links in the chains
of contacts that facilitate the spread of information within the network
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terms of the quality of the produced scientific output, the role of researchers in the scientific
world and the advancement of Belgian remote sensing in the international domain. In
particular the programme is considered as having elevated the profile of EO in Belgium.
The highest positive impacts of participation to STEREO II can be subsumed under two
categories:


The acquisition of knowledge, expertise and scientific capabilities in both new
as well as familiar research fields.



Improved relationships, networking and enhanced visibility, both at national
and international level. Here, the analysis shows that VITO is not only the most important
participant in the network with regards the flow of information and knowledge, it is also
the most „cohesive’ participant, keeping a large part of the overall network together.

Very little impact is however recorded on the improvement of business opportunities or an
increased income/market share, which is not so surprising given the nature of the programme.
Also, career development and the mobility of researchers are not largely increased in the longrun. PhD students have difficulty finding academic and professional positions upon
graduation, which can become an impediment to longer term success.
The researchers perceive a strategic importance of the research projects in order to
bring about concrete long-lasting effects. To the latter belong, most of all, scientific
publications. Further outcomes that the research teams expect to benefit from in the long run
are improved expertise and training, along with an enhanced reputation. Positive network
effects of collaborative research can in particular be achieved for junior and less broadly
connected researchers, which obtain through collaborative research access to new research
partners and new ideas. Gender plays also a role within these groups. In particular young
female researchers seem profit from being involved in STEREO collaborative research
projects.
A majority of projects are leading to an improved access to further funding, being
induced foremost through building of new networks amongst the Belgian earth observation
community and with foreign partners. In particular two different circumstances seem to be
responsible to pave the way to the international level:


Firstly, the quality of the research results from STEREO II projects are leading to a higher
probability to apply for and to win project proposals with FP7, ESA or other international
programmes.



Secondly, the international steering committee functions as a catalyst for further project
funding at the international level. Several cases are reported where Belgian researchers
teamed up with steering committee members to apply for new, international projects. It
even goes to such lengths that in a couple of cases the steering committee members, being
potential customers, eventually purchased the developed application.

The impact of the programme on participation to international programmes related to
Earth observation cannot be directly assessed, even if there is a general increase in the
participation of Belgian teams to ESA initiatives and a good success rate in FP7 projects‟
applications. A majority of projects are leading to an improved access to further funding, for
any of the organisations involved demonstrating a leverage effect being induced foremost
through building of new networks amongst the Belgian earth observation community and with
foreign partners.
Looking at the effect of the programme on the overall scientific output of Belgian
researchers in the field of „remote sensing‟, 20% of the Belgian publications in 2007 resulted
from the programme. The share increased constantly to 25%, 44%, 50% to 72% in 2011:


Using a two-year citation window, the publications obtained on average 7 citations; if the
window is extended from publication date to November 2013, the publications obtained on
average 10.3 citations. More than 40% of the obtained citations in the first three years of a
are due to self-citations. The high propensity of early self-citations seems however to
trigger external citations: none of the publications that was not self-cited in the first
period, was cited externally. In terms of citations per paper, the STEREO II publications
obtained on average 4.05 (7.01 including self-citations) compared to an average of 1.56
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(2.82 including self-citations) within the field. While 34% of STEREO II publications
remain externally non-cited in the early first period, about 55% of publications in the field
remain non-cited. Taking a longer period, the field decreases the non-cited share to 44%
while STEREO II‟s further drop to a share of 27%. Thus we can observe that the
international field catches up 11 percentage points given a longer citation window versus 7
for the Belgian publications.


In terms of the quality of the journals in which the Belgian researchers publish, they are
above the field average: the STEREO II publications are in journals with an average as well
as median higher SNIP (source normalized impact per paper) and RIP (raw impact per
publication) indicators.

It comes out also that the results of research projects are not turned sufficiently into
practical applications allowing to transfer and disseminate the research findings from
STEREO II projects to various societal actors, which could lead to stronger public perception
of earth observation, remote sensing or the use of satellites. This is not surprising given the
focus of the programme on scientific research. Private stakeholders are however not yet
sufficiently pointed towards the possibilities created by earth observation and remote sensing
research. Moreover, decision makers should equally be addressed. Only six research projects
have involved a public administration as a partner, which might explain that the reaching out
to policy-makers on regional and federal level still appears low. However remote sensing
techniques are slowly spreading and are increasingly used.
Remote sensing data is also used in schools, which was promoted by the EODesk education
activities. A small, but still too limited influence of the STEREO II research and its applications
on students and adults alike is perceived. The EODesk would benefit from a re-focus and
modernisation of its functioning for the next stage of the programme.
To summarize, even if the scientific outputs are judged as very good, it was emphasised by the
scientific expert panel that the programme could become the victim of its own success, leading
to a reduction in impact, when continuing to do more of the same. One example is that
linkages and information sharing between projects are still weak.
A SWOT analysis of the programme prepared by the scientific experts is presented in the table
hereafter, summarising the main elements stemming out from this evaluation and leading to a
set of recommendations for the next programming phase.
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Table 1 SWOT analysis of the programme from the peer review
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES



The objectives for STEREO II have been largely
achieved





Excellent scientific results have been achieved



Steering based on end-user interest is limited



STEREO II has elevated the profile of EO in
Belgium



Performance indicators
achievements mainly



International reputation of Belgian EO science
has strongly improved



The number of spin-offs is low and should be
increased to increase impact on society



STEREO II has provided EO support in
geographical regions where it would otherwise be
absent



Young scientists have been supported, including
progress towards gender balance



Much freedom exists in scientific focus of the
STEREO II project choices



Operational focus on application of research results
is low. For example:
reflect

scientific



Mechanisms to link with other programs and
international EO activities are weakly developed



Linkages and information sharing between projects
are weak



While the financing of projects works well, there is
no follow-up on the coherence among projects and
on the promotion of STEREO projects

Management is made effective by the careful
selection of projects and by establishing steering
committees that are supportive to the project
teams



Research agenda is established mostly by the
researchers; balance with funder priorities could be
improved





The steering committee for each project is
effective and highly appreciated by participants

An explicit Belgian niche is missing





International partnering and exchange by the
individual projects is strong

PhD students have difficulty finding academic and
professional positions upon graduation





The Panel Review was impressed by the scientific
findings as reported in the Technopolis report

Results presented appear partly incomplete since
uncertainties (of data, models and assimilation)
were not addressed.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS



STEREO III could be more strategic in setting
research priorities



Facilitate partnering and knowledge transfer to
companies. Companies could be involved in
project organisation under similar conditions as
research teams from institutes and universities



Facilitate the creation of spin-offs, within the
context of Belgian (tax) laws, e.g. by subsidizing a
new company with a single instalment of €10k.



Improve BEO days :


Continue knowledge sharing as is being done
so far



Include and improve on integration across
and sharing of knowledge between projects
and open the doors for active participation of
stakeholders



Connect potential employers with graduate
students



Stimulate tool box
individual projects



Branding in international EO communities
(presence, websites, special sessions, subcommittees)



External links (e.g. with the Horizon 2020
programme)

development

from



STEREO II/III can become the victim of its own
success, leading to a reduction in impact, when
continuing to do more of the same



Long-term success is hindered by the lack of job
opportunities for students



The Belgian political situation

the
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Recommendations for the new programme phase
Based upon the SWOT analysis and the achievements of STEREO II, there is no debate on the
need to continue such a programme which demonstrates high scientific achievements, a high
level of collaboration at national and international level and a high level of efficiency. The
programme STEREO III has been approved end 2013: it will be a continuity of STEREO II
with the same headlines. The budget of €28.6m has been accepted for a period of 6 years.
The Scientific expert panel (see Annex for details on its composition and functioning) still
made some recommendations that could allow increasing further the outreach of the STEREO
III programme:
1. Develop a strategic roadmap of the programme.
Long-term targets of the programme should be formulated based on an analysis of the needs.
This should go along with the development of a monitoring system based on relevant
indicators allowing an assessment of the developments in relation to the strategic objectives.
A broader set of metrics (e.g to include the potential socio-economic impact) could thus be
developed for reviewing applications and monitoring the effectiveness/impact. For this
evaluation, the evaluation team has reconstructed the STEREO II intervention logic (see
Annex C). This can serve as a basis for redefining clearly what the programme wants to
achieve, how and how to assess the progress. Suggestions on the monitoring of scientific
outputs are also specifically proposed in the Box 2. It should also be ensured that the
internationalisation of the achieved results and of individual research groups is promoted so
that Belgium becomes a major player worldwide in the scientific community. The programme
could also address emerging priority areas, as spotted by the scientific expert panel:
a.

In terms of thematic areas, typically issues that are relevant from the Belgian society
perspective could include issues of transport and the urban fringe, the protection and
management of the coastal area, effects of climate change, etc. A stakeholder-oriented
meeting should possibly be organised at a short time to set the programme.

b. In terms of methodology areas, important areas to address include big data, crowd
sourcing, automatisation of the processing chain, standardisation, etc. In particular,
universities should be encouraged to explore these.
c.

Reporting to international agreements (e.g. the obligations that come along with
international treaties and initiatives such as Kyoto Protocol, GEOSS, Copernicus,
Galileo…) is a major activity and procedures should be developed for this on a regular
and automatic basis.

d. Upscaling and global analysis of projects results is important to link the specific
findings from individual STEREO III projects to the wider international agenda.
2. Allow for more flexibility in the programme as regards the types of projects
supported and potential additional activities.
The programme currently operates through calls for projects that are focussed on specific
projects‟ types. Basically big thematic projects are launched at the beginning of the
programme and then researchers have to wait a further 3-4 years for the next call and the next
programming period. The programme should allow for a more balanced mix of smaller and
larger scale projects, which would better allow remaining at the forefront of research. In doing
so, fragmentation of the programme should be minimised, without putting (time) limits to
excellent smaller projects. To allow for more cross-fertilisation and a broadening of the
research network it could also be considered to provide a financial support to developments
beyond the EO domain.
In the next programming period a major emphasis should be on financing of scientific
research. There is room, however, to allocate a substantial fraction of the total amount of
funding towards issues that have been identified from the STEREO II programme to require
additional funding: creation of spin-offs, international exchange, improving the BEO days.
Particularly, the BEO days seems to offer excellent opportunities to help PhD students to
network professionally, for example, through a job-market. Also the website should have a
prominent place for job offers and demands.
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3. Better integrate users and stakeholders in the programme.
Project teams should better describe the socio-economic context and research questions in
their project proposal. This should include the description of the intended users of the end
products, possible ways to reach users and include them in the project, and possibilities to
create end products (e.g. by prototypes or interfacing). More generally, the role of users in
projects could be reconsidered:
a.

Thematic projects: there should be an improvement of the description of socioeconomic impact and benefits in the applications and the progress should be
monitored.

b. Satellite projects: the user should be included in the project in particular in case of
projects targeted towards applications.
c.

Partnership projects: there should be a close collaboration with the user, and the
possibility to also finance commercial partners should be considered.

The links with society could also be improved through more contacts with users and
stakeholders, notably during the BEO days that could much better serve as an interface. This
could also be supported during the projects‟ steering committees that could involve public or
private users when the project is already well advanced. Cross-projects workshops could also
be organised by BELSPO to invite a set of stakeholders potentially interested by key research
developments in specific areas so they know what is underway. This should also involve
regional authorities which are in charge of funding applied research and demonstration
activities, and who could then provide a continuity of funding. Taking into account the
Belgian institutional framework, the role of the commercial partners in projects could also be
redefined. In principle, they could play the same role as the non-commercial stakeholders, but
satisfactory arrangements should be made about intellectual property, commercialisation of
products and the role of tariffs. Also commercial partners may play a role in coordinating
projects, but care should be taken that this does not lead to unfair competition in the society.
The programme managers could also require the implementation of uncertainties and
accuracy assessments in funded research. Many of the products delivered by the projects
suggest a level of certainty that can be considered false. The appreciation of uncertainty (of
data, models and assimilation) will provide a more realistic picture leading to a better
understanding by users and stakeholders.
4. Improve dissemination and branding, and develop a strategy for the EODesk.
An additional effort could be made to enhance dissemination of STEREO research activities
and results within the Belgian landscape but also in international EO communities (presence,
websites, special sessions, sub-committees). For instance, BELSPO could contribute
financially to presentations at big international conferences. It should also strive to increase
its involvement in societal decision making, so it could better address the needs of society
within the programme. The EODesk will have a major role to play in branding the programme
and in improving the BEO days. Where possible, it should enhance its capacity for reciprocal
information transfer among stakeholders and users. In addition to the modernisation of the
websites (e.g film-clips, pop-ups), an integration with social media (e.g LinkedIn groups) is to
be realised. BELSPO should indeed make use of current communication channels to
disseminate more the activities, results and potentialities of STEREO research to potentially
interested parties. In order for the EODesk to better focus on major achievements and
become more pro-active in its activities, its goals should be revised and a strategy developed.
To this aim a consultation is necessary among (scientific) stakeholders, potentially interested
companies and organisations, which would allow defining the needs. More specifically a clear
separation is to be made in sub-strategies:


The publicity to EO interested stakeholders should be strengthened; EODesk could be better
supported by the project managers so that the information publicised is of the latest date and
relevance;



The direct EO data acquisition by researchers should be facilitated;



Investment should be made to reach the general public by social media rather than by
traditional posters and flyers;



As regards science communication (e.g. to schools), the amount of traditional posters and
leaflets should be reduced and minimised.
Evaluation of the research programme for earth observation “STEREO II”
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Introduction
This final report presents the outcomes of the Evaluation of the Earth Observation Research
Programme STEREO II over the period 2006-2013. The study was performed between July
2013 and March 2014. According to the terms of reference (ToR), this study should provide an
overview of the performance of the programme components, assess whether the programme
achieved its initial objectives and provide recommendations for the next period.
The first section of this report presents the methodology adopted and the main activities
implemented to reach the objectives of the study. The report is then structured around the
broad evaluation questions of relevance, efficiency, effectiveness, utility, coherence (internal
and external), sustainability. Each of these aspects is specifically analysed keeping in view the
main objectives of the STEREO II programme, in particular between R&D support
programmes and dissemination/communication activities (EOdesk activities), namely:


Consolidating Belgium‟s EO potential



Promoting innovation



Creating the capacity Belgian organisations need to ensure they are involved as much as
possible in international research programmes and European and international EO
activities



Lending support to the Belgian EO infrastructure



Developing an extensive form of interaction with users.

The results are summarised in the last section of this report and lead to the formulation of
recommendations for the current new programming period.

1. Objectives and scope of the evaluation
The objective of this study was to evaluate the federal research programme on earth
observation “STEREO II” due to be completed in the coming months. In particular, this
evaluation aimed to:


Obtain an overview of the performance of the different STEREO II programme
components;



Estimate the overall performance of the STEREO II programme (were the initial
objectives reached?);



Formulate recommendations for the organisation and definition of research priorities of a
new programme phase.

The expected results of the evaluation were, among others:


An analysis and evaluation of the impact of the programme at the scientific and societal
levels;



An inventory of current R&D competences within STEREO II teams;



An horizontal analysis of the programme (“good practices”, visibility and positioning at
the international level; partnerships, strengths and weaknesses, etc..);



The development of recommendations for the design of a new programme phase.

This evaluation covers all components of the STEREO II programme, from basic research, to
technological development and support actions for the scientific community and
communication and dissemination activities. The covered period is 2006-2013, ie. all calls for
proposals of the programme. Noticeably not all projects were finalised at the time of the
evaluation, with still 24 projects ongoing (out of 64 projects) at the time of launch of the
evaluation.
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In order to address the terms of reference, the evaluation was organised in three
complementary phases, as outlined in the flowchart below:


Phase 1: Inception phase



Phase 2: Desk and field research



Phase 3: Synthesis, conclusions and recommendations.

A set of tools was used in a complementary way to address the evaluation questions (see
Annex for details). These are presented below.
Figure 1 Our methodological approach
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2. Relevance and coherence of the STEREO II programme
In this section of the report, we first sketch the policy context of the STEREO II programme,
illustrating its positioning among current federal initiatives and the contribution it is expected
to provide for the attainment of high level Belgian policy objectives. We then consider the
„overall‟ relevance of the programme, i.e. the relevance of the objectives and activities that
were implemented in the programme in the time period 2006-2013 to the needs, priorities,
problems and issues the programme was designed to address. We also analyse the overall
coherence of the programme with other public interventions interacting with it, including
other initiatives in Belgium, at the European or international level.

2.1 The policy context
Back in the 1970‟s, instead of creating a National Space Agency, Belgium played an active part
in the creation of the European Space Agency and the pursuit of its main objective: making
Europe sufficiently independent in access to space to preserve its sovereignty and essential
scientific and economic interests. Since those days, management of Belgium's participation in
European Space initiatives has been entrusted to the government department responsible for
national science policy, today called the Belgian Federal Science Policy Office (BELSPO). The
overall budget of the Belgian space policy is now on average of €180m per year. Earth
observation is one of the areas of activity.
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Satellite data are indeed privileged sources of information for both research purposes and as
aid to decision-making and management, helping to better understand and monitor the
Earth, its atmosphere and its oceans. Since 1975, Belgium is thus contributing to the earth
observation programmes of the European Space Agency (ESA), the European Organisation
for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) and the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). In 1986, while at the same time committing
itself to the SPOT programme2, Belgium set up its own national research and Earth
observation programme, known as TELSAT (National Research Programme on Remote
Sensing by Satellite3 - subsequently extended on three occasions). This was done in order to
maximise its return on investment and to prepare Belgian researchers to use the data
collected through the cooperation programmes. As successor to TELSAT, and in parallel to
the VEGETATION programme4, the STEREO (Support to the Exploitation and Research of
Earth Observation data) programme was initiated in 2001, covering for its first phase the
period 2001-2006 with a research budget of €11m5. The second phase of the programme,
known as STEREO II, covers the period 2006-2013 with a total budget of €25.85m, including
€21.12m for projects and is the subject of this evaluation.
The Earth Observation Platform (EODesk) is part of the Belgian Federal Science Policy Office
action plan "Support for an information society" which was approved by the Belgian
Government late 1995. In 1997, the Earth Observation Help Desk was initially set up at the
Royal Meteorological Institute in service of the (potential) users of earth observation data.
Since 2001 and the launch of the STEREO programme, the EODesk is an integral part of the
Belgian Federal Science Policy Office. This decision was made since research in earth
observation was funded structurally on the basis of a dedicated programme. The aim was to
offer a service to the researchers to provide them with earth observation data (thus fostering
the use of data) and at the same time supporting diffusion from the scientific world to other
scientific areas as well as to the wider public and schools6. It was highlighted during our
interviews with the policy officials that, at that time, the information sources on earth
observation were scarce and there was a clear need to gather the information to raise interest
about remote sensing and its applications, thus ultimately helping the Belgian industry
benefiting from the investments made.
The Ministerial Note of the Science Policy Ministry of 31 January 2006 on the STEREO II
programme describes the vision of the Belgian strategy for space policy, based on excellence
of scientific research, as follows:
Thanks to the excellence of their research laboratories, the specialised know-how of their
companies and the coordinated support by the government, Belgium and its regions are a
decisive player in the Europe of space.
In the specific field of earth observation the overall ambition is to allow the country to have a
scientific expertise of an international standing and a reliable set of instruments to support
decision-making in specific domains working for the well-being of the citizen. The strategic
goal of the STEREO II programme is the following7:

SPOT (Satellite for observation of Earth) is a high-resolution, optical imaging Earth observation satellite system
operating from space initiated by the CNES (Centre national d'études spatiales – the French space agency) in the
1970s and was developed in association with the SSTC (Belgian scientific, technical and cultural services) and the
Swedish National Space Board (SNSB).
3 The objectives of the first TELSAT programme (1985-1989) were the following:
 Investigating the possibilities of using satellite imagery (especially SPOT) in the fields of agriculture and forestry,
regional planning, cartography, and for specific applications for developing countries;
 Intensifying research efforts in the field of remote sensing;
 Raising the Belgian research potential to an international level
4 Over the period 2001-04, the Belgian programme "Scientific support for the exploitation of the VEGETATION
instrument” was launched in parallel to Belgium's participation in the development of the VEGETATION
instrument aboard the SPOT 4 and 5 satellites and was intended for basic research as well as for the development of
(pre)operational products and services in the domain of "monitoring of vegetation and related parameters on a
global and regional scale”. The total budget for the programme was €3m, of which €2m was assigned for research,
and the remainder for the development of products and services.
5 50 projects involving more than 130 scientists within 43 research teams, 7 private companies, 9 public sector
representatives and NGOs/IGOs and 18 foreign partners: see BELSPO (2007), STEREO 1 - Research Programme
for Earth Observation - Long distance comprehending
6 There is also one person in the BESLPO Space division in charge of information/valorisation/communication
activities for the whole division.
7 See Annex II of the Ministerial Note of the Science Policy Ministry of 31 January 2006
2
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STEREO II’s strategic goal is to develop an autonomous Belgian earth observation expertise
of an international standard as a contribution to the knowledge economy.
It was highlighted during the interviews with the policy officials that the programme in its
early phases (TELSAT, STEREO I) was more focused on basic research. The current
programme provides more balance between basic research and research oriented towards
application, in particular through the „partnerships‟ projects between researchers and users,
which might be „institutional‟ or „private‟ users. The policy objective of this evolution of focus
is to promote the use and diffusion of the satellite data within the broader economy.
Within the institutional setting of Belgium, it should be kept in mind that although space
policy is a field of competence of the federal authority, activities related to the economic
exploitation/valorisation of the research results are a regional competence, while scientific
research in public research organisations (except the Federal Research Institutes) is a
Community competence. A cooperation agreement has thus been signed at the launch of the
programme between the federal State, the three (language) Communities and the three
Belgian regions (Flanders, Brussels-Capital, Wallonia). This agreement sets up a steering
committee of the programme, involving the different entities, and defines its level of
involvement in the life of the programme. It is clearly stated that the results of the STEREO II
programme can provide to the federal State and to the federated entities useful elements that
can support policy-making in the field of environment, sustainable development, agriculture
and forest management, land planning, urban management, coast management, risk
management, health, development cooperation, defence and humanitarian actions.
In addition, it is acknowledged that a scientific collaboration at the Belgian level and the
creation of a Belgian research capacity allow Belgian researchers and organisations to be
better positioned to take part to international projects in the field of earth observation.
It is also noticeable that STEREO II is open to researchers from Luxembourg, based on a
bilateral cooperation agreement between the two countries signed in April 2004. Luxembourg
participates as an international partner to STEREO II projects on a self-funding basis.

2.2 Specific objectives and activities of the programme
The strategic objective of the programme is translated in five specific objectives. The
original Ministerial Note on the programme provides more explanation on the rationale of
each of these five objectives that are presented below:




Consolidating Belgium’s EO potential: given that existing expertise in EO is quickly
superseded and brain drain likely, it appeared impossible to be active in all EO domains
in a small country as Belgium. In order to capitalise on invested resources, it was felt
necessary to:


Focus efforts in limited number of thematic and technological niches where Belgium
can make a difference so the country can be put on the map as an international centre
of competence;



Strive for even more synergies and interdisciplinary collaboration between Belgian
EO actors: between research institutions, as well as between research institutions and
companies and public authorities (including between federal and regional
governments). This should allow consistently deploying earth observation as a
common technique in the greatest number of disciplines, organisations, companies
and social realms.



Stimulate the exploitation of products, developed within the research environment,
within an international framework. This would ensure that Belgium can produce and
deploy independently information that is crucial for its policy-making (at federal,
regional and municipal level) and meeting its international commitments (e.g. the
obligations that come along with international treaties and initiatives such as Kyoto
Protocol, GEOSS and GMES).

Promoting innovation: European EO efforts being increasingly focused on large-scale
projects, infrastructure and operational services, there was less room for more
fundamental research that is, nevertheless, required to enable future applications.
Accordingly, it was felt necessary to support innovation, notably to ensure a return on
investment from Belgium‟s participation to ESA and bilateral agreements with France.
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Creating the capacity Belgian organisations need to ensure they are involved
as much as possible in international research programmes and European
and international EO activities: given the high standards required to participate in
projects of the European Research Framework Programme and the lack of capacity of
relatively small Belgian teams to adequately prepare labour intensive research proposals,
synergies between federal and regional governments can:


Assist research institutes with arranging foreign contacts and preparing European
research proposals



Strive to create a few institutions or teams that have the necessary critical mass to
carry out a European project and are a preferred partner for European collaborations



Furthermore it is the purpose to coordinate European research within the hyper
spectral EO domain in the framework of an ERA-net.



Lending support to the Belgian EO infrastructure: in order to optimise the high
level of Belgian investment in EO infrastructure (e.g. CTIV in Mol), it was felt necessary to
employ this infrastructure in both operational and monitoring services. One of the
ambitions was anchoring Belgium as a key player in the Global Vegetation Monitoring
section of the GMES initiative.



Developing an extensive form of interaction with users: As a result of very rapid
technological developments, it was felt that the capacity of high-performing sensors was
not sufficiently known by users and suppliers of geo-information. This would require
continuous awareness raising efforts towards the potential users of EO products and
services.

In order to fulfil these specific objectives, the STEREO II programme is then structured
around four broad lines of activities, consisting of different types of initiatives and generating
specific outputs. The two first lines of activities are mainly implemented through calls for
projects (actual scientific research; development of products and services) while the scientific
support and exploitation and promotion activities are permanent activities of the Earth
Observation Helpdesk (EODesk). The contribution of the different initiatives to the
achievement of the programme‟s objectives are illustrated in the logic of intervention below
and in more detail in Annex (including measurement indicators for each level).
Figure 2 Logic of intervention of the STEREO II programme
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Belgian earth observation
expertise of an international
standard as a contribution to
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More specifically the EODesk is in charge of coordinating the scientific support activities:


Offering information to the scientific community of EO users via the Belgian Earth
Observation Platform (http://eo.BELSPO.be)



Acquisition and archiving of satellite images and serving as interface between Belgian
scientists and providers of data

The exploitation and promotion of remote sensing is the second cornerstone of the services
offered by the EODesk:


Offering information to the wider public within the area of earth observation via EOEdu
(http://eoedu.BELSPO.be): This website allows teachers of higher education and the
public at large to learn about remote sensing and the processes of satellite data
acquisition, image processing and analysis. It contains a tutorial, a glossary, the
characteristics of the common satellites and sensors, examples of applications, topical
links and a "Teacher's Corner" with educational announcements and resources.



Developing educational products



Participating in science promoting activities (Printemps des Sciences, Space Week,
Exhibition SOS Planet, Journée de la Géographie, Science in the Palace, …)



Permanent services / response to enquiries (requests for images, interviews, students
questions, …)



Promoting the visibility of projects financed by BELSPO (Publications, Fiches, support to
organisation of events, workshops…)



Participation in the Pléiades programme (build a database and redistribute the
PLEIADES data towards researchers and institutional users in Belgium).

Looking closer at the research projects of STEREO II, which represent 85% of the STEREO II
budget, these were either categorised as „actual scientific research‟ or as „development of
products and services‟. Not all project types were eligible for funding throughout the different
calls, mostly because of their duration, which should not go beyond the year 2013 (final year
of STEREO II):


Actual scientific research


Thematic projects: This refers to major projects of a duration of 3 to 5 years and
aimed at basic research and the development of applications. The research is
conducted via partnerships involving 2-5 research teams (from Belgium and
Luxembourg), whether or not rounded out by (an) international team(s). These
projects may also involve PhD students because of their long duration. There were
two calls for thematic projects, one in 2006 and one in 2008. A total of 11 thematic
projects were selected for funding (success rate of 32%), representing 55% of the
STEREO II budget allocated to projects.



Satellite projects: This involves small-scale projects, associated with thematic
projects, covering 12-24 months for individual research teams or partnerships,
comprising of 2 research teams from Belgium and Luxemburg whether or not
rounded out by an international team. There are four types of satellite projects:








Spin-off projects: closer look at specific problem or new line of enquiry. There
were four calls for such projects, leading to 13 projects selected (success rate of
68%) representing 13% of STEREO II budget.
Innovation projects: allow expert knowledge to be built up on the basis of new
methods, technologies and instruments. There were four calls for such projects,
leading to 14 projects selected (success rate of 70%) representing 11% of STEREO
II budget.
Support projects:
for the development and exploitation of "Belgian"
instruments (APEX, Pegasus), e.g. via dedicated airborne campaigns. It
represents 1% of budget.
Shared-cost activities: allow externally selected partners to be co-funded. It
represents 4% of budget.
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Development of products and services: This refers to three types of projects aimed at the
transfer of technology and knowledge for the development of pre-operational products
and services. The proposals must have a bearing on the four priority research themes
decided for scientific research. A maximum of three scientific teams, solely from Belgium
or Luxembourg, are responsible for the implementation of the project for a period of 12 to
24 months. The projects develop and/or improve the prototype of services or products
enabling public or private stakeholders to enhance their activities (cheaper, faster, more
accurate…), or create new activities. This may involve full-scale testing, validating in
various eco-geographical or social-economic environments, making user-friendly,
incorporating research results into a specific operational environment, […]. The financial
costs of participation from administrations and companies are not covered by BELSPO.
These entities should gain benefit from their status of users of results. In the case of
partnerships with administrations and NGOs, the projects have to meet the need for an
information product or service. For partnerships with companies, potential end users also
have to be involved within the project for defining and testing the finished product.
Projects may be designed as 'pre-operational', thereby implying further fine-tuning paid
for in full in a subsequent phase by the company itself, in light of the assumed market
outlook.


Partnerships between scientific partners and Belgian, Luxembourgian or
international (such as UNESCO) administrations, or NGOs headquartered
in Belgium or Luxembourg;



Partnerships between scientific partners and companies in Belgium or
Luxembourg;



Partnerships between scientific partners on the one hand and Belgian,
Luxembourg or international administrations, or NGOs headquartered in
Belgium or Luxembourg together with companies in Belgium and Luxembourg on
the other hand.

A total of 100 projects‟ applications for STEREO II funding were received during the six calls
between 2006 and 2012. About 52% of these applications were selected, which is a relatively
high success rate – an overview of applications and selections per project type is presented in
Figure 3. The big Thematic Projects attracted the largest number of applications, followed by
Innovation Projects and Spin-Off Projects8. However, looking closer at the projects that are
finally selected and funded, a big share of Spin-Off projects are eventually selected in
comparison to Thematic or Innovation Projects: this is mainly due to the relatively low, but
still high, success rate of Thematic Project applications – with 32% this rate is less than half of
the selection success rate for Spin-Off Projects. With a lower number of applications, the
shared-cost activities and the partnerships industry-research record high level of success of
the applications, with almost three quarters of the applications being successful.
This very high level of success rate of the projects‟ applications can be partly explained by the
project selection process, which involves a letter of interest of the applicant as a first step,
followed by a full proposal as second step and then an oral defence in front of a jury for final
selection. The 1-page letter of interest allows to immediately judging whether a research idea
is in line with the programme‟s objectives and the thematic priorities of the call, and whether
this idea has reached the appropriate level of maturity. This thus avoids submitting proposals
that are completely out of scope and allows for gathering a more suited team prior to the
submission of the full proposal. Another explaining factor can be that the EO community in
Belgium and Luxembourg is small and used to work together to develop meaningful proposals
at the Belgian scale.
As illustrated in the figures below, at the time of the evaluation, three project types account
for 59% of all projects in terms of project numbers, namely Thematic Poles, Innovation
Projects and Spin-Off Projects. In terms of allocation of budget, these three types of projects
even account for 79% of the total budget. If we take a closer look at how the total budget is
divided over the different activities within the calls of the STEREO II programme we see that
“Actual Research” (comprising thematic and satellite projects) takes 88% of the budget.
Within the activity “Development of Products and Services”, half of the requested budget goes
to Public Administration – Research Partnerships.
8

Further key information on the STEREO II projects is listed in Annex.
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Figure 3 Project Applications and Selected Projects within STEREO II (from 2006-2013)9
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Figure 4 STEREO II Projects by type (number of projects and budget allocated), 2006-2013,
source: BELSPO Project database
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2.3 The overall relevance of the type of support offered
Looking a the diversity of participants to the programme, it appears that 24% of the 296
project participants have participated to more than one project whereas 8 individuals have
participated to more than five STEREO II projects.

9

This table does not include the six „Outside Call‟ projects, as well as five Shared Cost projects. Finally, two initially
selected projects (HYPERLAND and HYPERLIGHT) merged into HYPERFOREST which is the one mentioned in
the full project list in Annex.
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Figure 5 Number of (multiple) participations in STEREO II projects between 2006-201310
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When assessing their own expertise of remote sensing and earth observation, most of the
STEREO II participants responding to the survey refer to themselves as scientific expert
(64%). Persons from academia applying remote sensing techniques on a daily basis and from
the public sector interested in developments in remote sensing for public use are the second
and third largest groups, respectively. Out of the respondents, only a small majority was
involved in Remote sensing/earth observation research prior to their participation to
STEREO II. Interestingly, one quarter were involved in such activities only to a small extent;
this was not the core of their activity.
Looking at the Earth Observation Helpdesk (EODesk) user survey respondents, most of them
also refer to themselves as scientific experts (45%), followed by private persons and persons
from the public sector interested in developments in remote sensing for public use. 70% of the
respondents indicate to have used the Belgian Earth Observation Platform (BEOP) website,
and 52% the Earth Observation Education (EOEdu) website. When looking at the information
source on the EODesk, the majority has first heard about it in publications or promotion
documents. Activities such as participating in research programmes, workshops and
conferences, and doing Internet research are also quite important to learn about the EODesk.
The overall majority of the interviewed project coordinators is since a long time involved in
BELSPO‟s earth observation programmes. Many already participated in STEREO I as well as
in earlier programmes, quite a few already since the TELSAT calls. A typical way of entering
the Belgian earth observation community seems to have been via a PhD in one of the BELSPO
earth observation programmes. The partnership of educational actors with BELSPO was
developed trough common activities based on the shared research interests for remote
sensing and earth observation.
Looking at the motivations of researchers to develop a project proposal, these can be
subsumed under two main categories:


To do subsequent research on a topic in question. In this case the projects‟ coordinators
had already acquired experience beforehand and planned to go into more detail within
their STEREO II project.



The second group of coordinators on the other hand reported that they previously did not
have knowledge in a certain field, but the objective to acquire a significant amount of
expertise.

In some of the cases - whether being a new research topic or not - the consortia were
responding to (pressing) research needs, for instance by developing algorithms that allow the
combination of various data. Motivation to pursue a specific research question can also be
influenced by potential research partners that present themselves at the right time, which
leads to the development of common ideas.
This is in line with the outcomes of the survey of participants where the most important driver
for participation in STEREO II is “to develop and extend internal knowledge and capabilities”,
which is rated as very or quite important by as much as 80% of the respondents. The access to
research funding is also regarded as an important driver but mainly for the Belgian
participants. The „development of new or improved relationships or networks‟ as well as the
possibility „to address specific questions, problems or issues‟ are also rated as very high or
quite important drivers by three quarters of the respondents.
With the exception of the provision of training for research staff, the remaining potential
motives are rated as less important. In particular, to increase the international visibility of the
own organisation is not amongst the most important motives. The interviews reflected that
even though international visibility is highly desired by the Belgian research community, it is
believed to be more effectively achieved through international programmes (FP7, ESA) than
through STEREO II (even though STEREO II serves to pave the way to the international
arena). It is hence not a main motive to participate in STEREO II but rather belongs to the
objectives.
10

This table is based on data from the Project Database (Access)
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Figure 6 Motives for participation in STEREO II, source: survey of STEREO II participants
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In line with the motivations of the projects‟ participants, it appears from the outcomes of the
survey that the objectives of the STEREO II research projects relate more to basic research,
knowledge acquisition and networking rather than developing pre-operational products and
services, prototypes, or testing products. This is not surprising given the objectives pursued by
the STEREO II calls and the low level of participation of companies or public users in the
projects.
In general, the relevance of the STEREO II programme, but also its activities (scientific
research, development of products and services, scientific support, exploitation and
promotion) as well as its strategic importance for the organisations‟ activities are judged as
high by on average 80% of all respondents. On the same line, overall, 74% estimate that the
STEREO II programme provides the right forms of support for their organisation/research
group to a large extent. Only 4% assess that the support is right only to a small extent.
As regards shortcomings of the programme overall coverage, they mainly concern the lack of
support for research continuation, application and exploitation of results. Hence, more
support for post-project (commercial) exploitation of products and processes, and
development of operational (business) plans based on research results is being suggested by
several researchers. Single interviewees lament that STEREO II usually does not provide
additional funding for the application of research results (e.g. in the framework of spin-off
projects), and impeding scientific findings to be used further. This seems to be especially the
case for the more short-term research projects. In this vein, other stakeholders see a need for
better links with users of remote sensing products, such as industrial stakeholders, as well as
public administrations.

2.4 The relevance and coherence of the thematic areas
2.4.1 Overview of thematic areas
Within the framework of the preparation of STEREO II, an analysis of the challenges and
opportunities guiding Belgian earth observation research activities was performed. This
covered the national, European and international context where various entities are active in
the environment and sustainable development field, the assessment of the most recent
technological developments in earth observation capacity and development of products and
services. Special attention was paid to the contribution Belgium can make to the process of
defining and implementing the Global Monitoring for Environment and Security (GMES)
programme, which is a joint initiative of the ESA and the European Union. This process led to
the identification of four key thematic areas for the programme, which are clearly related to
the European priorities (except for the climate studies and atmosphere that were excluded
from the research topics list). The idea was to build on the existing strengths without creating
too many restrictions in case the context was changing and to remain open to suggestions
from the research teams:
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Global monitoring of vegetation and evolution of terrestrial ecosystems;



Environmental management (water, soil, forests, agriculture, coastal areas, urban areas
and suburban areas);



Health and humanitarian aid;



Security and risk management.

These four thematic areas were further analysed in 2008, after the STEREO II programme
had been implemented for two years, comparing research themes within STEREO II with the
priority EO themes of ESA, the GMES and FP7. The analysis was performed on the basis of
the two first calls for projects of the programme, resulting in 23 projects. The analysis
demonstrated that the four main research areas generally correspond with the research
themes in the GMES and the FP programme. Nevertheless, two EU themes were not
developed within STEREO II – atmosphere chemistry and meteorology climatology – as they
were covered by BELSPO‟s PRODEX programme, as well as climate change.
In particular, the results of the analysis per thematic area were as follows:


Theme 1: Global Vegetation Monitoring: There was only one project within this theme.
Considering Belgian‟s participation to the programme SPOT VEGETATION, and given the
presence of Belgium in the centre for image production centre for Vegetation CTIV, it was
seen as opportune to strengthen this thematic strand by giving precedence to images
coming from this project.



Theme 2: Management of Local and Regional Environment: This theme grouped 7
subthemes, all corresponding rather well with programmes in GMES and FP. Within
STEREO II, the following subthemes were developed:


“Coastal Areas”, “Inland Water” and “Vegetation/Biodiversity” were very well
represented (3 research projects each)



“Soil” and “Agriculture” also (2 research projects each)



“Urban Area” is only represented by 1 research project, yet a large one (4 years, 3
universities, 1 Belgian research centre and 1 foreign partner)



FP7 aspect “Cultural Heritage” was not represented in STEREO II (because it was
covered by BELSPO, in framework of specific programmes with UNESCO)



“Forestry” was a STEREO II theme that corresponds with GMES – yet unfortunately
there was at the time of the analysis no project financed by STEREO II



Theme 3: Health and Humanitarian Aid: This theme corresponded exactly with the
GMES theme. One FP theme covered Health but also Risk-evaluation (covered by the
fourth theme in STEREO II). Five projects were financed within this theme, indicating the
importance of this research area in framework of EO.



Theme 4: Security and Risk Management: Corresponded closely to theme “systems for
risk management” (GMES), yet less to theme “Natural disasters and desertification” (FP).
The explanation for this probably stems from the small size of Belgium, but also from the
lack of big nature related risks on Belgian surface (earth quacks and shifts are rare, no
mountains limit the danger of forest firs or avalanches). Only one project was
implemented in STEREO II. Nevertheless, Belgian expertise can be useful in framework
of studies on safety and risk management in other parts of the world. The aspect of risk
linked to human activity and infrastructure could be included as well in a theme with
“Prevention and Management of Emergencies” as a potential name.

From the current analysis of the projects‟ database, where one project can belong to several
thematic areas, it appears that 81% of the projects implemented over 2006-2013 belong to the
thematic area „Monitoring Local Environment‟, 33% to „Security and Risk Management‟, 14%
to „Health and Humanitarian Aid‟ and 10% to „Global Monitoring of Vegetation‟. This
thematic coverage of the programme in terms of projects implemented is backed up by the
results of the survey of projects‟ participants: at least 50% are rating each theme as highly or
very highly relevant; nevertheless it is obvious that the topics „Environmental management‟
and „Global monitoring of vegetation and evolution of terrestrial ecosystems‟ are deemed to be
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significantly more important (over 80% ticking high and very high) than „Security and risk
management‟ and „Health and humanitarian aid‟.
Figure 7 Relevance of the thematic research priorities, source: survey of STEREO II
participants
Please provide ratings on the relevance of STEREO II thematic
research priorities
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Other than STEREO II, it should be noted that there are several key initiatives in Belgium in
the field of earth observation. The programmes that are organised within a similar time frame
at the federal level as STEREO II include ORFEO, Vegetation, PROBA-V, SSD (Science for a
Sustainable Development), and SPDS 1 (global change and sustainable development). All of
the above programmes are organised by BELSPO. The Table 7 in Annex indicates that the
strategic objectives of the above programmes are in the field of information science (e.g.
cartography), image analysis (e.g. in the field of agriculture/land use studies). It is noteworthy
that researchers working in these fields may also use techniques such as image analysis and
signal processing. Overall, the Belgian federal initiatives in the field of EO have some overlap
and are relatively complementary.

2.4.2 Comparative mapping of R&D competences of STEREO II participants
In order to assess the coherence of STEREO II within the national and international context
of earth observation initiatives, the R&D competences of programme participants were
mapped against a matrix of the technical competences and EO application areas 11. The matrix
was used in the on-line participant survey to profile each respondent‟s self-reported
competence, area by area, as well as profiling the participants‟ deployment of those
competences within the STEREO II programme, and within other federal programmes,
regional programmes or international programmes. The taxonomies for R&D competences for
EO and for EO application areas used in the competence mapping analysis are presented in
Annex. 78 respondents to the STEREO II participant survey provided data on:


Their level of R&D competence in various EO areas,



The use of the EO R&D competences in different public programmes: STEREO II,
regional, federal and international programmes.

Figure 8 presents the number of participants that reported either high or medium levels of
R&D competence for each of the defined areas of EO competence. The figure reveals a broad
spread of competences across the contributors, with the exercise revealing multiple
participants with self-reported expertise in the great majority of each of the specified EO
areas. Just two or three of these areas yielded very low counts, with Cryospheric Science the
one area where none of the responding organisations judged themselves to have relevant
skills.
11

The EO competences for EO include geoinformatics, eco-system modelling, instrumentation, data management and
the application areas for EO include monitoring of eco-systems /climate, natural resource management, disaster
response, cartography. The matrix of technical competencies was developed via desk research based on the
competences covered by large-scale programmes such as those of ESA and European Commission EO programmes,
the coverage of the GMES/GEOSS initiatives and the input of our technical expert Professor Alfred Stein.
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There are five EO areas where more than 40% of contributors judged they had high-medium
levels of expertise: image analysis, land cover and land use, landscape and habitat analysis,
GIS, and cartography. The distribution reveals 10 areas where more than a quarter of
respondents judged themselves to have high-medium level competencies. This clustering
suggests that participants are specialised in the EO related to image analysis and natural
resources. Image analysis competences are particularly focused on analyses with a strong
focus on land cover/land use, global vegetation and biophysical products and
landscape/habitat analysis. R&D competences were reported much less frequently in
oceanography, atmospheric science and meteorology, climate science, cryospheric science,
geodesy, geology and the near earth environment. Moreover, a relatively large share of all
participants has expertise in the skills that underpin EO, that is fundamental EO science and
information science with a particular focus on GIS, cartography and, image analysis and
spatial data quality.
To some degree, the difference in the proportion of participants with high/medium
competence across EO areas reflects differences in the breadth of the matrix of competences.
For example, underpinning competencies can be applied to a range of thematic EO areas and
geodesy is an example of a more specialised field within EO.
Figure 8 Level of competences of STEREO II participants
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The tables in Annex present the degree of use of the different R&D competences for each of
the EO funding programmes: STEREO II, regional programmes, other federal programmes,
and international programmes. More than half of the STEREO II participants responding to
the survey have already participated in other programmes on earth observation research on
the international level, 26% at the regional level and 28% at the federal level. It comes out that
the use of high and medium level competences in international funding programmes (which
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are presumed to be predominantly ESA and EC programmes), and in regional and other
federal programmes follows a similar pattern as that of the use of the competencies in the
STEREO II programme. Overall STEREO II participants are using their high level skills
mainly in EO areas such as “landscape, habitat analysis, land use”, “image analysis”, “GIS”,
“land cover and land use”, “cartography”, and “signal processing.” They do not use much their
high level skills in “cryospheric science”, “sea surface salinity”, “Wind and wave / sea state
modeling”, and “sea level and dynamics topography”.
As expected, in the STEREO II programme the use of competences appears closely aligned to
the distribution of competences of participants.
Overall, we find that the various programmes are complementary in providing opportunities
to participants with high or medium EO skills. Across the different programmes, it appears
that participants are active in similar application areas in which they have high or medium
level skills.
Some differences between the use of competence in the STEREO II programme and the use of
competence in other programmes are worth highlighting. “Image analysis and “landscape,
habitat analysis, land use” is used significantly in the STEREO II programme but is used
relatively less by the STEREO II participants in the regional programmes and other federal
programmes.
There also are quite a few participants that indicated high/medium level competences in the
EO fields “biodiversity”, “spatial data infrastructure”, “coastal zone”, “land surface
temperature”, “climate science”, “sea surface temperature”, and “ocean colour”. However, in
these fields, relatively less participants used these competences in the STEREO II programme.
These fields may be regarded as potential niches for new research themes.
Looking closer at the field of applications in which STEREO II researchers are working 12,
more than 10 participants (out of 78) indicate that they apply their work at a high or medium
level in the following areas: (i.) monitoring, natural and man made risk and
disasters/emergency management, (ii.) agriculture (iii.), spatial/urban planning, (iv.)
biodiversity/ecosystems, and (v.) water (see also Figure 25). As expected, the application
areas align to a large extent with the participants EO competences. Especially high is the level
of activity in agriculture, and the activity in biodiversity and ecosystems. STEREO II
participants have relatively high competence in land cover and land use, landscape and
habitat analysis, which is related to the application of EO in agriculture. Within regional
programmes the agriculture and biodiversity/ecosystems are the main application areas of the
respondents. Interestingly marine applications feature more significantly in STEREO II and
regional programmes than in other federal programmes. STEREO II has also greater reported
activity in monitoring natural and man-made risks/ disasters/emergency management than
other federal programmes. The application areas for international programmes are also
somewhat different with a more even distribution across a larger number of applications
areas in line with the range of services areas defined by Copernicus and GEOSS. At the level of
international programmes, the respondents mainly apply their work in the fields of
biodiversity/ecosystems, water, or agriculture. Overall, based on the information gathered
through the STEREO II participants, it appears that the STEREO II programme complements
other public support programmes in the field of EO.
Do the programmes generate a higher concentration of skills in predefined EO areas or are
participants able to attract different funding given their skills set? It is not clear if the pattern
of R&D competences and applications is driven by the needs of the Belgian and international
public authorities or by the competences and interests of the research community. To a large
extent, this depends on the degree to which the research community is able to influence
programme design. However, even if STEREO II programme participants already had
substantial competences in the various application areas before, it is likely that the STEREO
II programme enables research to develop their skills and capacities further.
Competences and use of competences are relatively well aligned for the STEREO II
programme (see Figure 26). Specifically, we find that usually participants that report a high
level competence in a given field have a high level of use of this competence. And, as expected,
12

Ten application areas were proposed to the respondents: agriculture, spatial/urban planning,
biodiversity/ecosystems, water, marine applications, meteorology, climate change, monitoring, natural and man
made risk and disasters/emergency management, security, health, and energy
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low levels of competence align with low levels of usage. Unlike in other programmes, we find
almost no participants that have a high competence in a specific area that was not used in the
STEREO II programme. One particular observation is that in „image analysis‟ there are some
participants that have low competence and yet, the STEREO II programme uses this
competence extensively. This may be an indication that the STEREO II programme is
successful in contributing to the development of participants‟ competences in new areas.
In contrast to the STEREO II programme, for the other programmes we find that there is a
fair degree of non-use of high and medium level competences. For example, high-level
competences of the STEREO II researchers in the field of cartography are not used in the
federal programmes they participate in. It is possible that the other programmes attract
researchers with a somewhat different skill set as a result of differences in the project design.
This might also imply that the STEREO II programme is particularly well aligned with Belgian
skills (depending on the degree to which the STEREO II participants are a good proxy for
Belgian competences in the field of EO). An additional possibility is that the STEREO II
funding meets the needs of the majority of researchers and therefore they do not have the
need or capacity to bid for additional work from other programmes.
Because the relative high level competences and use in STEREO II programme is, generally,
in line with the relative high level competences and use in international programmes, it
appears that the STEREO II closely follows international trends in EO. It is however not
possible to discern if the pattern of high competence combined with high use (and vice versa)
is being driven by user needs or the competences of the R&D community. It shows that the
Belgian EO R&D community is active in a sub-set of the proposed service areas of Copernicus
and GEOSS. As a result, this may imply that STEREO II helps researchers prepare for
participation in EO international programmes (e.g ESA, GMEs). While it is a sensible choice
for a small country to restrict its investments to key areas, it is important for policy-makers to
decide whether public investments in EO programmes should be science/curiosity driven or
driven by the application areas and the needs of society.

2.4.3 Potential areas for STEREO II support based on scientific peer review
Based on the peer review meeting and the review of the programme‟s current support, the
scientific experts suggested a set of emerging priority areas to address in the future
programming period:


In terms of topics, typically issues that are relevant from the Belgian society perspective
could include issues of transport and the urban fringe, the protection and management of
the coastal area, effects of climate change, etc.



In terms of methodology, important areas to address include big data, crowd sourcing,
automatisation of the processing chain, standardisation, etc.



Reporting to international agreements (e.g. the obligations that come along with
international treaties and initiatives such as Kyoto Protocol, GEOSS, Copernicus,
Galileo…) is a major activity and procedures should be developed for this on a regular and
automatic basis;



Upscaling and global analysis is important to link the specific findings from individual
STEREO III projects to the wider international agenda.

2.5 Added-value of the STEREO
regional/international initiatives

II

Programme

in

comparison

to

Looking at the added-value of STEREO II in comparison to other programmes on earth
observation research, only one third of the STEREO II participants responding to the survey
state not to have been involved in any other programme than STEREO II at regional, federal
or international level13. According to the participants, the key aspects in which STEREO II has
an added-value in comparison to these other initiatives are especially the scientific support
13 Examples of programmes in which STEREO II participants are involved at the regional/community level include:

regional applied research programmes, cluster projects, university project funding, community research funding…
At federal level, examples include: Inter-University attraction poles, Science for a Sustainable Development,
ORFEO, PRODEX… At international level, these include FP7-Space, FP7-Environment, JRC, UNDP, European
IncoDev, SPOT, ISPRS, GEO, FP6, ESA, other national programmes…
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(such as acquiring images), the level of administrative burden imposed on participants, the
level of positive benefits associated with the participation, as well as the research
areas/themes covered, as illustrated in the figure below. The added-value of the latter is
especially perceived vis-à-vis regional programmes, keeping in mind that space policy is a
federal competence in Belgium (the regions are however competent for applied research
projects and the communities for university research). For instance, projects often have
funding from different sources for different objectives (e.g. PhD funding versus 2year project
funding). In particular, the federal authority cannot directly support industrial applications
(as this is the responsibility of the regional level). It can direct researchers to the relevant ESA
programmes, but do not have any say on the programme. On the other side the regions and
communities can share their needs (and concerns) from the STEREO II programme during
the programme steering committees. One issue that was raised during the interviews is that
there are not really dedicated programmes for this type of applications at regional level, which
reduces the chances of further exploitation. However, there are specific
institutions/organisations that are involved in the promotion of remote sensing use at the
federated level (e.g. AGIV14).
In comparison to the international level, it is the lower administrative burden, the scientific
support, and the level of flexibility that advantages STEREO II. In particular, some interview
partners mention that STEREO II provides the ideal match with their research team‟s
methodological competences and thematic interests in remote sensing and earth observation.
It was highlighted that STEREO II projects mean a lot less time and effort spent during the
proposal phase and less administrative burden overall, compared to projects at European
level. This also includes that communicating with the STEREO II coordinators and creating a
consortium is perceived as easier and more effective, mainly due to the already established
high level of networking in the Belgian earth observation research community.
Furthermore, the programme in many cases seems to provide the basic financing to the
Belgian research teams. This especially pertains to smaller groups, foremost at university
level, who do mostly projects with shorter durations (e.g. 2-year projects) and with a limited
budget. This allows however a constant involvement in several STEREO II projects and seems
crucial to maintain their research capacity. In this vein, it turns out that there are several
project coordinators that are with their teams in a way dependent on the STEREO II
programme to access European funding in the first place.
Had STEREO II support not been available, the majority of the participants‟ survey
respondents indicate that the research idea would not have resulted in a project. The
probability that the projects would have been undertaken using alternative funding is low;
this emphasises the relevance of STEREO II in appropriately addressing the research needs of
the Belgian earth observation community.

14

The Flemish Agency for Geographical Information (AGIV-FGIA) aims at enabling an optimal application of
geographical information in Flanders. While STEREO II focuses on space data, AGIV focuses on air and ground
data. Using open platforms as GDI Vlaanderen for sharing images with policymakers, scientists and companies,
AGIV tires to promote the use of remote sensing images.
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Figure 9 Absence of STEREO II, source: survey of STEREO II participants
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Individual STEREO II participants propose some suggestions for funding for diverse items or
activities: free availability of data on FTP; acquisition of instruments; large infrastructures
like surveying aircraft; subscriptions to non-open access publications (e.g. Remote Sensing of
Environment, Applied Optics); funding for smaller application projects, where the achieved
new knowledge is applied to other test areas (including tailor-made airplane flight
campaigns); extra funding for international mobility of (young) researchers.

2.6 Relevance of the EODesk activities
The EODesk is carrying out a large range of activities, mainly linking between STEREO II on
the one hand and the Belgian society on the other hand. It does so mainly by maintaining two
websites, producing posters and leaflets, organising events, publishing study material for
schools and being available on demand. It is also responsible of the acquisition and archiving
of images and overall support to satellite data users.
Not surprisingly given the specificity of the programme on this aspect, the STEREO II
participants consider the purchase of remote sensing data (including the acquisition of
Pleiades images) as the most relevant EODesk service for them or their research
organisations. The provision of information about remote sensing provided via the BEO
platform comes second. Going further, the interviews also indicate that the programme is
valued for its flexibility as regards the amount of data that can be ordered through the
EODesk (which can become problematic in other programmes). Also the fact that the flight
campaigns are not to be paid by the project budget is seen as very positive.
The least useful services in the eyes of the researchers are the educational and science
promotion services. This is counterbalanced by the results of the survey addressed to the
„EODesk users only‟ (other stakeholders not participating in STEREO II projects), where the
EOEdu website and the educational products, such as exhibitions or posters, are deemed as
most useful by the majority of respondents, in addition to the provision of information about
remote sensing provided via the BEO platform. This difference in opinions shows the dual
nature of the activities of the EOdesk and thus of their targets: providing support to the
researchers, while supporting the diffusion of remote sensing in the wider society, notably
through education activities. There is still a lack of definition of the final targets of the actions
implemented, posing the question of the relevance of all of the EOdesk actions in the context
of the overall Belgian science policy, and in particular of education activities directed to the
wider public. The scientific expert panel was of the opinion that the overall services of the
EODesk would benefit from a refocusing of the activities on key actions that can ensure a
broader take-up of the research results in the public or private sector, more than on education
activities, which go beyond the scope of the STEREO II programme, and could possibly be
better addressed at the BELSPO level or at the community level.
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Figure 10 Usefulness of EODesk services for all EODesk users (incl. programme participants)

To what extent were/are the following services of the EO
Desk useful or relevant for you or your organisation?
(n=131)
Purchase remote sensing data for BELSPO researchers (n=
131)
Information about remote sensing (incl. results of BELSPO
projects) via the Belgian Earth Observation Platform
Activities for the promotion of science (i.e. Space Week,
Printemps des Sciences, Wetenschapsweek) (n=131)
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Support to Satellite Data Users (n=128)
EOEdu website and educational products (i.e. posters,
exhibition)(n=128)
Archive remote sensing data for BELSPO researchers
(n=126)
Support to the acquisition of very high resolution Pleiades
images by Belgian stakeholders (n=72)
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2.7 Key points on the relevance and coherence of the programme
The overall rationale behind the launch of the programme appears relevant: the
programme was designed to support the development of capacities in Belgium allowing for a
return of investment of its participation in international programmes related to earth
observation, in line with the federal policy objectives. It comes out that the most important
driver for participation in STEREO II projects is indeed “to develop and extend internal
knowledge and capabilities”. The objectives of the STEREO II research projects are overall in
congruence with fundamental research, much less with the development of applications and
services.
The relevance of the STEREO II programme, but also its activities as well as its strategic
importance for the organisations‟ activities are overall judged as high. On the same line, the
programme is judged to provide the right forms of support for the organisation/research
group to a large extent. As regards shortcomings of the programme coverage, they mainly
concern the lack of support for research continuation, application and exploitation of results,
which is however linked to the repartition of competences in the country.
The four pre-defined thematic areas are covered to a large degree by the projects; they
are overall perceived as highly relevant by the participants.
The R&D competency mapping reveals a broad spread of competences, with the exercise
revealing multiple participants with self-reported expertise in the great majority of each of the
specified EO areas, with Cryospheric Science the one area where none of the responding
organisations judged themselves to have relevant skills. Participants are specialised in the EO
related to image analysis and natural resources. Moreover, a relatively large share of all
participants has expertise in the skills that underpin EO, that is fundamental EO science and
information science with a particular focus on GIS, cartography and, image analysis and
spatial data quality.
The use of high and medium level competences in international funding programmes
(which are presumed to be predominantly ESA and EC programmes), and in regional and
other federal programmes follows a similar pattern as that of the use of the competencies in
the STEREO II programme. In the STEREO II programme the use of competences appears
closely aligned to the distribution of competences of participants. However “Image analysis
and “landscape, habitat analysis, land use” high competences are used significantly in the
STEREO II programme but relatively less in the regional programmes and other federal
programmes. Some participants indicated high/medium level competences in the EO fields
“biodiversity”, “spatial data infrastructure”, “coastal zone”, “land surface temperature”,
“climate science”, “sea surface temperature”, and “ocean colour” that were not used in the
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STEREO II programme. These fields may be regarded as potential niches for new
research themes. In contrast to the STEREO II programme, for the other programmes we
find that there is a fair degree of non-use of high and medium level competences. For
example, high-level competences of the STEREO II researchers in the field of cartography are
not used in the federal programmes they participate in. It is possible that the other
programmes attract researchers with a somewhat different skill set as a result of differences in
the project design. This might also imply that the STEREO II programme is particularly well
aligned with Belgian skills (depending on the degree to which the STEREO II participants are
a good proxy for Belgian competences in the field of EO). An additional possibility is that the
STEREO II funding meets the needs of the majority of researchers and therefore they do not
have the need or capacity to bid for additional work from other programmes.
There are some differences between the application areas of STEREO II participants
within the Belgian programmes: STEREO II has greater reported activity in monitoring
natural and man-made risks/ disasters/emergency management than other Belgian
programmes. Marine applications feature more significantly in STEREO II and regional
programmes than in other federal programmes. The application areas for international
programmes are also somewhat different with a more even distribution across a larger
number of applications areas in line with the range of services areas defined by Copernicus
and GEOSS. Overall, based on the information gathered, it appears that the STEREO II
programme complements other public support programmes in the field of EO.
It is not clear if the pattern of R&D competences and applications is driven by the needs of the
Belgian and international public authorities or by the competences and interests of the
research community. Even if STEREO II programme participants already had substantial
competences in the various application areas before, it is likely that the STEREO II
programme enables research to develop their skills and capacities further. It appears that the
STEREO II closely follows international trends in EO. This may imply that STEREO II helps
researchers prepare for participation in EO international programmes (e.g ESA, GMEs).
Half of the STEREO II participants responding to the survey have already participated in
other programmes on earth observation research on the international level. At the federal and
regional level their number is less with about 28% each. The key aspects in which STEREO II
has a significant value added in comparison to initiatives at international, regional or
national level are: the scientific support (such as acquiring images), comparatively less
administrative burden while granting from higher degrees of flexibility, the level of positive
benefits associated with the participation, as well as the relevance of research areas/themes
covered. It stands to reason that without STEREO II funding, many research ideas would not
have been realised in the first place, or at least not to the extent that was possible in the
framework of the STEREO II programme.
As regards the different activities of the EODesk, they are overall considered as relevant and
useful by the researchers and the stakeholders surveyed. However there is still a lack of
definition of the final targets of the actions implemented, posing the question of the
relevance of all of the EOdesk actions in the context of the overall Belgian
science policy, and in particular of education activities directed to the wider public. The
scientific expert panel was of the opinion that the overall services of the EODesk would
benefit from a refocusing of the activities on key actions that can ensure a broader take-up of
the research results in the public or private sector, more than on education activities, which
go beyond the scope of the STEREO II programme.

3. The implementation of the programme (efficiency)
In this section, we take a closer look at the implementation of the programme and its
efficiency. We here analyse the management processes, including the extent to which the
effects were achieved at a reasonable cost, and whether the costs of management were/are in
line with expectations.

3.1 Administrative efficiency of the overall programme
The STEREO II management team has been quite stable over the years, which contributes to
an efficient programme management. At the time of the evaluation, the effective spending of
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STEREO II represented about 95% of the initial planned budget, which goes mainly to the
research projects. STEREO II projects provided indeed the main financing source for a
significant number of EO-related research teams from public institutions in Belgium.
Interestingly, the costs for the acquisition of images was considerably lower than envisaged
(use of only 63% of the planned budget), as well as the valorisation costs (only 58% of
resources used), which cover the organisation of the annual Belgian Observation Day, of the
steering committees and the evaluation of the proposals and the EODesk valorisation
activities.
Table 2 STEREO II – comparison of planned and actually used budget, source: BELSPO,
August 2013
BUDGET

INITIAL (EUR)

EFFECTIVE (EUR)

DEVIATION (in %)

Contracts

21,119,000

20,804,079

-1.5%

Valorisation

1,670,000

963,415

-42.3%

620,000

391,451

-36.9%

Salaries

2,436,000

2,436,000

0%

TOTAL

25,845,000

24,594,945

-4,8%

Image acquisition

Overall, the beneficiaries appreciated the way the STEREO II programme was administered.
The STEREO II resources are mobilised in a well-targeted and timely manner. According to
the survey of programme participants, the overall satisfaction of the respondents with the
STEREO II procedures and processes is overwhelming. More than three quarters of
respondents grant good and very good reviews. The five most appreciated features of the
programme with regards to management and administration are the following (see
Figure 29):


The clarity of calls for proposals (88% of positive responses);



The suitability of calls for proposals in light of national/international support needs
(88%);



The rules relating to participation in STEREO II projects and activities (84%);



The support provided by the Steering Committee during project implementation (84%);



The feedback given in relation to the final (non) selection of proposal (82%).

The relationship between BELSPO and the different project stakeholders is a key factor for
the efficiency of the daily project management and the overall success of the STEREO II
programme. Overall, STEREO II beneficiaries complimented the programme administrators
on their good availability and communication, flexibility and their result-oriented approach.
The following statement by an interview partner exemplifies this:
I have particularly appreciated their flexible approach to administration, such as easy budget transfers,
and the light reporting load, which allows the project coordinators and scientists to concentrate on R&D,
publications, products, innovation, etc. This is in stark contrast to, e.g. FP7 projects, which are much
more rigid and admin-oriented. The result is that the STEREO projects I have participated in have had a
much, much higher publication rate per 100K Euro than similar FP7 projects.

Not surprisingly BELSPO is the main entity providing assistance when participating in
STEREO II (except for the help with preparing and drafting proposals, which is granted
rather by the own research organisation). The beneficiaries hence rather engage BELSPO than
their own organisation or other support providers, even for assistance with identifying
partners for joint proposals, help with the preparation of ideas for expression of interest, and
support with the dissemination and exploitation of research results. The beneficiaries are all
satisfied with the advice provided by BELSPO on STEREO II rules and procedures and the
advanced notification of funding opportunities (97% high or very high satisfaction).
A STEREO II success factor that was clearly identified is the project selection process, which
involves a letter of interest of the applicant as a first step, followed by a full proposal as second
step and then an oral defence in front of a jury for final selection. The 1-page letter of interest
allows to immediately judging whether a research idea is in line with the programme‟s
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objectives and the thematic priorities of the call, and whether this idea has reached the
appropriate level of maturity. The feedback provided from BELSPO and the jury members is
generally perceived as fair, helpful and sufficient.
The project steering committee is also perceived as very - if not extremely - helpful by the
overall majority of project coordinators. The fact that experts from abroad are selected, who
provide objective input to the projects and support through their strong experience, is much
appreciated. It is acknowledged that presenting to an expert group is invaluable, as it forces
the project team to define very clear objectives and results. The collaborating atmosphere
seems to be overall quite pleasant and constructive; being rather scientific discussions than
strict performance assessments. This is also demonstrated through the fact that several of
those collaborations are carried on as equal partnerships in the framework of new,
international projects. It is worth to mention that procedural aspects, such as the selection of
the steering committee members, are quite positively evaluated: project teams appreciate the
fact that they can invite committee members at their own discretion. On the other hand,
whenever they have been proposed by BELSPO, a large satisfaction and a usually great fit with
the project‟s objectives are highlighted. A drawback is reported from a couple of interview
partners in connection with the steering committee, who perceive a certain reluctance of the
members to provide very critical views, or to seek the discussion and put more pressure on
single research partners whose performance levels lack behind. In case however that a project
coordinator tries to motivate the partners without success, an intervention from the steering
committee members is believed to be very effective, given the greater authority.
Looking at the possible barriers to participate in STEREO II, only the “low chances of success
within the STEREO II application process” are perceived as a barrier by a slight majority of
respondents. Interestingly, the Belgium-based organisations perceive the difficulties to find
suitable project partners as a greater obstacle than non-Belgian participants, and are more
pessimistic as regards the chances of successfully going through the application process.
These considerations should however be put in perspective given the fairly high STEREO II
success rate of 52% in comparison to other national or international research programmes.
Looking closer at the EODesk activities, overall, they are overall judged as good or very good
when they have been used. Noticeably, more than 40% of the STEREO II participants
respondents declare not to have used services such as purchasing and archiving of remote
sensing data and the support to satellite data users, and thus cannot assess them. Being used
by most of the respondents, the Belgian Earth Observation Platform website is rated
positively as well as the news and information about research opportunities, the information
on STEREO II projects and participants, and the EOP Newsletter. As for the educative
activities, those who are in the position to judge rate them of good quality.
The annual Belgian Earth Observation Day (BEODay) is an event that is highly appreciated by
the majority of STEREO II researchers, who believe it to be an efficient vehicle to bring all
important stakeholders of the Belgian EO community together, to exchange experiences and
ideas and raise the probability of future collaborations. The events are said to be always well
organised and be held at nice locations in attractive venues (including good food etc.). The
time schedules allow for sufficient informal talks and networking. Some project coordinators
mentioned that they would prefer to have external experts as keynote speakers, presenting
their work. The following suggestions are furthermore provided by the participants for future
BEODays: to have parallel sessions and group them thematically; to undertake field trips to
points of interest (e.g. labs, measurement areas); to devote more time to support creation of
new consortia; to learn about involvement of researchers in international programmes to
enhance international connections. The current frequency of arranging the BEOdays one time
per year, is liked best by the majority, and overall a duration of one single day is preferred.
The yearly budget of the event has remained constant despite an ever growing Belgian EO
community, which is a sign of the overall efficiency with which this BEODay is run.
It can however here be noted that the parallel involvement of the STEREO II team in several
BELSPO initiatives could become an issue, should there be a need to go more in depth in
some activities (e.g. multiplicity of EODesk related activities). As an illustration, much time of
the EOdesk staff (according to the timesheet system implemented since 2013) is spent on
updates of the BEO website, graphic design, the organisation of workshops and events,
administrative activities related to publications (including translations), communication
activities including contacting the press, and this not only within the framework of the
STEREO II programme, but for earth observation in general. Several of these activities also
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benefit the entire Space Division of BELSPO, which also has a communication department, so
this might be an impediment to a higher level of efficiency of the STEREO II programme as
such. This was discussed with the scientific expert panel that more time could instead be
spent on cross-projects fertilisation, better support to access international collaborations (e.g
communication on STEREO II achievements in international fora to support wider diffusion);
establishment of stronger links with other similar programmes on the international level, final
multi-projects workshops to ensure broader take-up of results by a variety of stakeholders.
One interview partner provides some extended insights on possible adaptation of the EODesk
activities:
What could be nice is to have a story for some or all of the projects. Where they could highlight some
stories of success. Research results, application, highlight some recent achievements once in a while.
The cataloguing system is very nice, but some things could be highlighted. For instance, that a
certain research team has found this and that. Of course it is difficult for them to search for that. But
once in a while it would be nice. (…) How the website is now, is not journalistic or easy to read,
attractive. I don’t mean it should be on the level of laypersons, but to have it in an easily readable
way for researchers. For instance, to have the first page with the last 5 papers that came out with
some storyline, saying the research team did this and that. To get it a bit more attractive, if you
want to have an example of a good website for the EODesk, the first page of the FNRS is good. (…)
There is no need that there is more active involvement of the researchers, it should concentrate on
the research. The networking of the Belgian researchers is already supported very well.

3.2 Project efficiency
As for the organisation and distribution of tasks between the consortium members in the
projects, the reviews are overall positive. The personal interviews also demonstrate that costs
and burden of project management have in none of the cases been greater as expected prior to
involvement in the programme. Estimations of the cost/benefit ratio led in most of the cases
analysed to a positive judgement, in a few to balanced judgements - however none were
negative. STEREO II administrative tasks as part of the project management are perceived as
much less complex and work-intensive in comparison to projects at international level. This
also includes that communicating with the STEREO II coordinators and creating a
consortium is perceived as easier and more effective, mainly due to the already established
high level of networking in the Belgian earth observation research community. All in all, much
more time can be devoted to the actual research. These finding are supported by the survey
results: the cost/benefit ratio of the STEREO II participation is judged as positive by 80% of
the respondents, as illustrated in Figure 11.
When compared to the cost-benefit ratio in other programmes, the projects at the
international level are being judged as more beneficial for building of international networks
(leading to larger and more influential networks) but at the same time require much higher
input costs. On the other hand, while it is acknowledged that STEREO II does not reach the
same standards in terms of international visibility and international networking as for
instance FP or ESA, it defies all similar programmes through lower administrative efforts and
costs. These equations have thus the same results or even a slight positive advantage for
STEREO II (at least for early-career EO researchers in Belgium).
Figure 11 Cost/benefit ratio of STEREO II participation, source: STEREO II participants‟
survey
Overall, how have the costs and benefits associated with the STEREO II
participation of your organisation or research group balanced out? (n=75)
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In case the objectives of the projects were not/will not be reached, the survey results indicate
that this would be mainly due to a reduced project timeframe, followed by technical
difficulties (e.g. images were not acquired) or a lack of funding. Looking closer at the issue of
timeframe, the project durations of minimum 4 years (Thematic projects) are generally
perceived as very good and helpful to set up a well functioning consortium, employ PhDstudents and tackle pertinent research themes. On the other hand, several researchers
indicate to struggle with durations of 2 years (and lower budgets), especially in light of the
objectives to establish effective and sustainable collaboration among consortium members,
and to produce long-lasting outputs such as papers or publications (that can be submitted to
peer-reviews). More time for scientific publications is also deemed to be of relevance when
trying to increase the exploitation of project results.
Looking closer at the development of the projects‟ consortia, there is a great acceptance of the
concept of inviting international partners into the STEREO II project consortia; most
coordinators seem to make use of it whenever possible. Various benefits are reported from
improved networking with scientific institutions abroad. However when asked about their
satisfaction with the amount of funding provided to the international partners, the
interviewees overall deem it to be quite low – however enough as incentive – but would not
recommend to raise this budget to equal levels, considering that Belgian teams should be
prioritised. The fact that young talents can also be included in projects‟ teams is also
positively assessed, as universities support the projects with highly educated PhD students or
innovative, small start-up companies.

3.3 Key points on the efficiency of the programme
Overall, the STEREO II resources are mobilised in a well-targeted and timely
manner. The beneficiaries appreciated the way the STEREO II programme was
administered. Costs and burden of project management have in none of the cases been greater
as expected prior to involvement in the programme. The cost/benefit ratio is generally
deemed as positive.
The extremely good relationship between BELSPO and the different project
stakeholders (well-organised, availability for questions and remarks, openness to feedback,
flexibility, and good communication) is one of the key success factors of STEREO II.
The comparatively small, but very well networked EO research community in Belgium allows
for strong networking and support and through this brings about efficiency benefits for
the STEREO II overall management.
The main enabling factors for projects‟ efficiency and success are the 2-step selection
process involving a jury of experts, the international steering committee and the
ability to add international project partners to the consortium. The evaluation that
the project steering committee provides while the project is running serves to steer the
projects effectively into the right direction with regards to reaching the predefined objectives.
The international connections are much appreciated due to the impact they bring about for
capacity building and the acquisition of new knowledge for the Belgian researchers. They are
responsible for growing international collaborations. This improved networking in turn
leverages the propensity to be successful in new projects on the international level. The
overall positive outcomes and results of STEREO II (in terms of research outputs as well as
international connectivity) are hence directly and indirectly influenced by the international
steering committee and the international project partners.
The fact that young talents can also be included in projects‟ teams is also positively
assessed, as universities support the projects with highly educated PhD students or
innovative, small start-up companies.
The EODesk services are judged as good or very good when they have been used. In
particular, the annual Belgian Earth Observation Day (BEODay) is an event that is highly
appreciated by the majority of STEREO II researchers, who believe it to be an efficient vehicle
to bring all important stakeholders of the Belgian EO community together.
The parallel involvement of the STEREO II team on activities not related directly to
STEREO II could become an issue, should there be a need to go more in depth in some
activities (e.g. to promote the wider use of results and more international partnerships).
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4. The effectiveness of the STEREO II programme
In this section we cover the evaluation questions related to the effectiveness of the
programme, i.e. to what extent the programme contributed to reaching its overall objective.
We analyse the extent to which projects have achieved their specific objectives and hereby
contributed to reaching the objectives of the programme.

4.1 Effectiveness of the R&D funding provided
It is part of scientific research to fail at times and to be rewarded with positive, even
unexpected results at other times. The evaluation outcomes indicate that the same is true for
the outputs produced by the STEREO II projects. From the interviews of projects‟
coordinators, it appears that the researchers succeeded in most cases to produce the desired
outputs, and that they are overall satisfied with their results. Overall, the majority of survey
respondents rate the benefits from their own participation in STEREO II as high or very high
(74%), and only 5% of the respondents provide a judgement as low or very low. This is not so
surprising given the core focus of the programme on science. The most common outputs of
STEREO II research are indeed the direct scientific results of research projects such as fusion
techniques, algorithms, models and their combinations... but also the writing and finishing of
PhD theses (also Master‟s theses) by students, and the training effects. The acquisition of
knowledge and expertise in various specific subject areas is seemingly going very well. It also
appears that some of the efforts to publish in scientific journals went better then expected.
Figure 12 Rating of benefits from STEREO II, Source: Survey of STEREO II participants
Please rate the following benefits of STEREO II
Increased international reputation of research/research group (n=90)
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Publications are indeed presented as the most important output achieved from STEREO II
projects. With a significant distance, this is followed by new or significantly improved
methods, technologies and instruments and then by sustained long-term collaborations with
project partners. A quarter of the respondents declare that their outputs in terms of
publications are not as high as expected against 14% stating that they went above
expectations.
Not surprisingly given the focus of the programme on scientific research, practical
applications/ the exploitation of research results do not always go as initially expected by the
participants(such as the development of new methods, technologies and instruments as well
as prototypes; also technology transfer and testing of finished products for SME‟s). Issues
connected to intellectual property rights, for instance, are rather rated of low and very low
importance.
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Figure 13 Outputs rated of high and very high importance against initial expectations (n=70),
Source: Survey of STEREO II participants
Outputs rated of high and very high importance, against initial expectations (n=70)
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Looking a bit closer at scientific publications to analyse whether the programme enabled the
development of an independent high-level expertise in the field of remote sensing 15, we
observe that:


Out of the total number of 158 Belgian authors between 2000-2013 having at least 5
publications related to “remote sensing”, 37% participated in STEREO II. Looking closer
at the 10 most prolific Belgian scientists (i.e with a Belgian affiliation) in Scopus (ie., more
than 20 publications in the field of remote sensing), only one scientist did not participate
in STEREO II. Within the group of scientists with 11-20 publications (44 researchers),
41% did participate, and in the group of those up to 10 (100 researchers), 30%
participated.



This clearly indicates that the most prolific Belgian scientists are involved in the
programme. This also suggests that the pool of Belgian researchers in the field is wider
than currently tapped by STEREO II. Since the remote sensing field is made of
researchers from a number of disciplines, many programme participants‟ affiliations are
not necessarily in environmental sciences or engineering, but they come for example from
agriculture, biology, geology, or space. In this respect, STEREO could be a meeting point
for even more interdisciplinary research.



Considering that in the group of low publication numbers the share of young researchers
is relatively high, there seems to be a wider potential of young, non-established Belgian
scientists that could be involved in further calls.

Successful networking within the research community in Belgium, and also at international
level belong also to the positive outcomes of a large majority of projects. Many project
coordinators expected to raise their international visibility and collaborations, and they are
satisfied about the results across all STEREO II projects. Even though a large part of the
international collaboration happens via the steering committee, and the involvement of
international partners in STEREO II projects which is limited in terms of man-hours and
budget, the programme has a strong impact on the visibility of Belgian EO research on the
international level. From the projects‟ outputs that were judged as being of high and very high
importance16 by the programme participants, the outputs that were above expectations
pertain indeed mostly to international visibility, such as the participation in international
As explained in Annex of this report, the field „earth observation‟ is by far smaller than „remote sensing‟ in terms of
publications. We have thus based the analysis on the broader field of remote sensing.
16 The survey participants, in a question about a list of potential outputs resulting from STEREO II projects, were
asked the following: Please give your opinion on how important these outputs are for the project(s)' success. Then
indicate whether your own outputs were above, in line with, or below your expectations.
15
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research and scientific conferences/workshops. The survey results also show that
collaborations seemed to have been sustained better than expected in the long run.
Looking more closely at collaboration networks, results from the Social Network Analysis
developed at the level of research organisations and researchers as individuals show
interesting evidence in terms of the programme‟s achievements 17. Based on data on STEREO
II beneficiaries, it shows how the networks were built between participants over time, as well
as how they differ in size and scope across different types of projects. The indicators are
reported comparatively for the network of research organisations and the network of
researchers.
Regarding the density of the networks – or the ratio between the number of actual
relationships within projects and the maximum theoretical number of possible relationships about 9.3% of all possible one-to-one relationships take place in the network of organisations,
compared to 4.2% in the network of researchers. The results also show that both networks are
well connected: the largest component found in each network covers all organisations
involved in STEREO II research and 84% of all researchers involved. The second largest
component contains only 18 researchers (6% of all). This shows some insights on the
effectiveness of STEREO II in promoting research collaboration, as the majority of research
organisations and researchers involved are, directly or indirectly, connected via collaboration.
The number of other participants to which a participant is directly connected is higher for the
organisations‟ network equalling 26 organisations, compared to 13 researchers for the second
network. A stronger structural cohesion of the organisations network appears if compared to
the researchers network.
A measure often used to quantify the effectiveness of a network in connecting different
participants and facilitating knowledge and information flows is the average distance. It
measures the number of steps that have to be taken in order to connect two randomly selected
participants. The average separation between pairs of organisations and researchers is
relatively small: it takes only an average of 2.3 steps for the STEREO II organisations and 3.1
steps for the researchers to reach a randomly chosen participant from any other. This
phenomenon of relatively short paths that connect randomly selected pairs of actors is termed
as the “small world effect”18. This could suggest that a feasible way of joining STEREO II
research projects is actually through the „supernodes‟: by joining research projects led by
larger organisations with better „reputation‟ and more experience of participation in research
programmes. This small world effect is illustrated by one project coordinators:
The BELSPO programmes are extremely important for the research community. This is the only way we can
work together with Flemish and Walloon researchers. I really hope it will continue the way it is. You get to
be part of this community that thanks to BELSPO has been build up over the last 10 years in Belgium.

A core concern of the Social Network Analysis is to examine the position occupied by different
participants in the network in order to identify central actors. There are different ways to
understand the position occupied by a participant in a network, however the most important
being the notion of Network Hub. A hub can be defined as a participant with a large number
of connections and that is highly influential in the network. The top 10 hub organisations are
presented in Figure 14. Only 23 organisations (or 34% of total) participated in more than one
STEREO II research project. Looking at the type of organisations that compose the network of
research organisations, only two of the top organisations are not Belgian: both are
Luxembourgish organisations (the Centre de Recherche Gabriel Lippmann and the Musée
National d’Histoire Naturelle du Luxembourg). In terms of acquiring centrality in the EO
research network, the programme has thus mainly benefited Belgian organisations. Figure 16
graphically shows the network of STEREO II research organisations based on the indicator of
betweenness centrality. It shows how important is an organisation to the transmission of
information through the network, and to what extent the organisation has a „broker‟ or „gatekeeper‟ role for the connection with the other organisations in the collaboration network. The
most central participants in the network, according to centrality scores are the Flemmish
Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch Onderzoek (VITO), the French Université Libre de
Bruxelles (ULB), and the French Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL).

17 Details on the Social Network Analysis are provided in Annex of this report.
18 Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Cowan and Jonard, 2004
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Figure 14 Hubs in the STEREO II organisations network
Rank

Organisation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch Onderzoek
Université Libre de Bruxelles
Université Catholique de Louvain
Université de Liège
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Universiteit Gent
Centre de Recherche Gabriel Lippmann
Royal Military Academy
Avia GIS
Musée National d‟Histoire Naturelle du Luxembourg

Organisation
Type
Flemish
French
French
French
Flemish
Flemish
Luxemburg
Federal
Flemish
Luxemburg

Country
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Luxemburg
Belgium
Belgium
Luxemburg

Betweenness
Centrality
0.3663
0.2567
0.2188
0.1681
0.1230
0.1021
0.0332
0.0303
0.0120
0.0082

Moreover, given that the ULB and the UCL have participated in STEREO II projects through
different departments, we have looked at the centrality measures at department level for these
two organisations. Figure 14 provides an overview of the centrality scores at department level
in both universities for the case of those departments that were involved in more than one
STEREO II project. In addition, Figure 19 in Annex shows the network position of these
departments when treated individually in a graphical way.
Figure 15 Centrality scores for academic departments in the UCL and ULB
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Organisation
UCL
UCL
ULB
UCL
ULB

Academic Department
Geography
Earth and Life Institute
SIGTEL - Système d‟Information Géographique et Télédétection
Research Laboratory in Environmetrics and Geomatics
IGEAT
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Betweenness
Centrality
0.1848
0.1683
0.1030
0.0188
0.0076
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Figure 16 Network of STEREO II research organisations
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Moving the analysis to present how networks differ when analysed separately per type of project and in
time by looking at the different calls and looking at the network characteristics of thematic poles per
call the main highlight is that all organisations are agglomerated in one large component, indicating
direct or indirect linkages between all participants. This is the case for all calls and for each of them
individually. The top central actors in this type of projects are VITO, the UCL and the ULB. The top
central actors in the 2006 call are mainly “French-speaking” organisations, with the exception of VITO;
whereas the 2008 call benefited in terms of centralisation of the network mainly Flemish organisations.
There are only two central international institutions: the WUR in the Netherlands, and the Joint
Research Centre, located in Italy. No other central international actors were identified and there was
none of them in the 2008 call. Figure 17 presents graphically the thematic poles networks. The size of
the nodes in the graphs corresponds to their value of betweenness centrality: VITO and the University of
Gent have relatively the same values of centralisation in the 2008 call.
Figure 17 Networks of STEREO II thematic poles projects
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With regards to satellite projects, this is the type of projects where international participations are
comparatively higher. This is evident from Figure 18 that presents graphically the network of Satellite
project participants. VITO is at the core of the network globally, but was also the main actor in the 2009
and 2011 calls. The University of Gent and the UCL were both main actors in the 2006 call. There are
however marked differences per calls. The 2011 call is the one that involved the largest number of
participants, whereas the 2007 call involved only 6 participants in total and was not cohesive in the
sense that it did not create a large amount of links between its beneficiaries (only 2). The 2006 call
created two different sub-networks: one led by the ULG, involving mainly French-speaking participants,
and another one led by the University of Gent, involving mainly Flemish participants. Even though this
type of projects reached international partners the most, none of the international partners were central
actors in any of the calls.
Figure 18 Network of STEREO II satellite projects, all calls

Finally, looking in more detail at organisations that participated in projects involving a partnership,
including partnership public administration–research, industry–research and NGO–
research there were 27 organisations involved in this type of projects. The most central actor is the
Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL), followed by the ULB, and the Flemish VITO. A graphical
representation of this network is presented in Figure 19. Centrality scores show a particular
characteristic of the network: while VITO is the most central actor overall, the UCL is the most
important for partnership type of projects.
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Figure 19 Social network of STEREO II research organisations involved in partnership projects

From the overall Social network Analysis, it appears clearly that the STEREO II network of organisations
is highly centralised, which a few organisations having a great influence over what flows (and does not)
in the network. Concretely, having such central actors could be beneficial or not for STEREO II
depending on the overall (future) objectives of the programme. If the overall objective is to create a few
strong hubs that become excellent internationally (putting Belgium at the forefront of space research)
and that accumulate knowledge over time, having such central actors is not a bad thing. In contrast, if
the objective is to widen the community, share knowledge and favour information flows, more attention
should be given to the organisations that are peripheral to the network.

4.2 Effectiveness of the support activities (EOdesk activities)
Interestingly the majority of the STEREO II participants answering the survey do not carry out research
promotion activities in Earth Observation directed to the wider public, apart from their core research
and innovation activities. This is however one of the missions of the EODesk. The following box provides
an overview of some of the EODesk activities and their outreach.
Box 1 Example of actions of the EODesk and their reach


Support to users of satellite data:

Belgian Earth Observation Platform: http://eo.belspo.be: as of January 2014, 2700 unique
visitors per month.
BEOP newsletter: More than 720 people, mostly scientists, are regularly informed about the latest
developments in the field of satellite EO.
Purchase of images for STEREO 2 over 2006-2012: total of 267 images (cat-1 images not counted),
including 55% of a high resolution (5m – 20m), 20% of a very high resolution (>5m), 15% of low
resolution (200m-2km) and 10% of medium resolution (20m-200m)


Provision of information on remote sensing to the wider public:

EOEdu website: http://eoedu.belspo.be: 16,000 unique visitors per month as of January 2014, the
majority from Belgium, followed by France and the Netherlands.
EOEdu newsletter: around 600 subscribers as of January 2014
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Development of educative products – Examples of actions of the EODesk

Exhibition Satellites and World Heritage sites, partners to understand climate change
(2012): series of 25 panels showing satellites images of selected WH sites
Initially developed by UNESCO with the financial aid of the Flemish Government and contributions
from Planet Action, BELSPO, ESA and DLR, and shown in Cancun (16th UNCC Conference Dec 2010),
Beijing, Paris, Durban (2011), the objective of the exhibition was to highlight the specific climate change
challenges facing World Heritage sites and demonstrate the use of satellite observation to assess the
effects of Climate Change. This was adapted for for the Belgian public by BELSPO (beginning of 2012)
and shown in spring 2012 in Brussels (50aire), in summer in Flanders (KULeuven) and in autumn in
Wallonia (Mons). A Catalogue FR & NL has also been edited in collaboration with UNESCO Vlaanderen:
2000 copies; http://eoedu.belspo.be/unesco/exhibition.pdf
Exhibition Imaging the world’s forests (2011-2012): Small travelling exhibition developed on
the occasion of the International Year of Forests 2011
The objective of the exhibition was to show the public at large how satellite images can help to better
manage and preserve the forests of our planet. This was developed in collaboration with the Flemish
Institute for Technological Research (VITO) and the Earth and Life Institute from the UCL. The
exhibition has been shown since September 2011 and is still running in various locations across Belgium:
Château de la Hulpe, Planetarium Brussels, CRIE Région wallonne, Rouge cloître Auderghem,
Europlanetarium Genk, VITO Mol, BELSPO, Euro Space Center Transinne, KULeuven, Cinquantenaire
Brussels, Bocholt, Mons…. A booklet EN-NL-FR has also been edited: 1 000 copies;
http://eoedu.belspo.be/forests
Posters and website 10 Years of Imaging the Earth: SPOT VEGETATION (2008)
A set of 7 posters, a global one and one for each continent (except Antartica), has been designed to
celebrate the 10th anniversary of the SPOT VEGETATION system, in collaboration with Earth and Life
Institute from the UCL. 21 000 posters have been distributed among the EO scientific community and
put at disposition of interested teachers via Belgian associations of Geography teachers and the ESA
ESERO (European Space Education Resource Office) office in Brussels. A website
http://eoedu.belspo.be/vgt10 (English, French, Dutch) also provides online access to the posters and a
complement of information about each one of the themes presented on the posters.
It appears from the data provided by the EODesk on the take-up of the different activities that interest
and take-up have increased during the last few years and in that sense it was a success. This is confirmed
by the survey indicating that the EODesk‟s exploitation and promotion activities are overall regarded as
effective in reaching their objective. In particular they are considered as effectively contributing to
improving the knowledge about remote sensing and its use.
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Figure 20 Effectiveness of exploitation and promotion activities for EODesk users
To what extent do you agree with the following statement? The EO Desk and the
exploitation and promotion activities of STEREO II are effectively contributing to...
(n=139)
0%

10%

20%

30%

Promote the use of remote sensing

60%

70%

34

66

Meet the needs of the Belgian scientific community active in the field of EO

33

56

Inform a wide public on the research projects within the STEREO programme or
other BELSPO programmes

52

Develop and distribute educative products

51

Maintain constant interactions with users

50

To a small extent

80%

32

73

Maintain and extend the Belgian Earth Observation Platform and EOEdu websites

To a medium extent

50%

82

Improve knowledge of remote sensing

To a large extent

40%

39

20

8 0

20

100%

32

40

39

7 0

38

50

43

Not at all

50

6 1

35

33

90%

46

10

1

33

I don't know

The STEREO II programme contains several activities targeted at improved networking, not only at the
international level, but also within the Belgian earth observation and remote sensing community, such
as specific events or the annual Belgian Earth Observation days. As regards the assessment of the
Belgian Earth Observation Day, the capacity to rise awareness about the STEREO II projects is beyond
question. The same is true for the creation of networking possibilities offered through this event. The
interviews of project coordinators also reveal the overall success of the BEOdays. Every interview
partner likes the concept and the execution. The following points are emphasised by the project
coordinators as successful elements:


To get a good overview about the ongoing STEREO II projects;



The opportunity for direct communication and exchange of ideas and experiences, etc.;



It is recognised as good and important that there are time slots for informal talks and networking.

Even if the opinions about the importance of the existence of the day for the EO community are divided,
it is still considered as important by in total over 60% of the respondents. One interviewee expresses his
opinion in a way that is representative also for the other project coordinators.
This is of course the key day of the year for the community. This is very important. If it wouldn’t exist, we would
need to set it up. You would otherwise never know what is going on in Belgian labs. For instance, there is no
equivalent of such a day in France. If you look for Belgian partners, heard about a project and want to know more,
this is a good place to get the observation.

The day allowed in some cases securing new academic partnerships, whereas the possibility to secure
partnerships with the industrial sector are more improbable, even though single respondents had
positive results. It is generally considered that one BEOday per year is sufficient.

4.3 Key points on the effectiveness of the programme
The researchers succeeded in most cases to produce the desired outputs. Overall, the benefits from their
participation in STEREO II are judged as high or very high.
Usually in line with the expectations are the following outputs and outcomes:


The most common outputs of STEREO II research are the direct scientific results of research
projects such as fusion techniques, algorithms, models and their combinations... but also
the writing and finishing of PhD theses (also Master‟s theses) by students, and the training
effects. Also some of the efforts to publish in scientific journals went better then expected.



The most important outputs from STEREO II projects are publications: The most prolific Belgian
scientists in terms of publications in the field of remote sensing are involved in the programme.
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Successful networking within the research community in Belgium, and also at international level
belong also to the positive outcomes of a large majority of projects. The outputs that were above
expectations pertain indeed mostly to international visibility, such as the participation in
international research and scientific conferences/workshops. The survey results also show that
collaborations seemed to have been sustained better than expected in the long run.



STEREO II contributes to a dense and effective collaboration network. The network of
researchers and research organisations funded by STEREO II is well connected. All organisations
are linked to each other, whereas about 84% of all researchers are linked directly or indirectly to
each other.



The average separation between pairs of organisations and researchers is relatively small: it takes
only an average of 2.3 steps for the organisations and 3.1 steps for the researchers to reach a
randomly chosen participant from any other (“small world effect”). This could suggest that a
feasible way of joining STEREO II research projects is actually through the „supernodes‟: by joining
research projects led by larger organisations with better „reputation‟ and more experience of
participation.



The most central19 actors in STEREO II research are Belgian organisations, the Vlaamse
Instelling voor Technologisch Onderzoek (VITO) being the most important. Among the Belgian
central actors, there is a similar amount of key Flemish organisations and French-speaking
organisations. Federal research organisations remain more peripheral to the STEREO II research
networks.



The top central actors in thematic poles projects are VITO, the Université Catholique de Louvain
(UCL) and the Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB). The top central actors in the 2006 call are
mainly French-speaking organisations, with the exception of VITO; whereas the 2008 call benefited
mainly Flemish organisations. There are only two central international institutions involved in
thematic poles: the WUR in the Netherlands, and the JRC, located in Italy. VITO is also the central
actor in Satellite projects. With regards to projects focusing on the development of products and
services, the most central actor is the UCL, followed by the ULB, and the Flemish VITO.



Not surprisingly given the focus of the programme on scientific research practical applications/
the exploitation of research results do not always go as initially expected by the participants
(such as the development of new methods, technologies and instruments as well as prototypes; also
technology transfer and testing of finished products for SME‟s).

A set of projects‟ success factors and barriers to reach the expected outputs and outcomes in single
projects have been mentioned during the interviews with projects‟ coordinators and are summarised in
the following table.
Table 3 Projects‟ success and hindering factors
Success factors (+)

Hindering factors (–)

 Choosing the right partners to create a
consortium
 Intense collaboration with the project partners
and high involvement
 Team-building exercises leading to a better
atmosphere within the project
 Good level of researchers/students
 Interest of public organisations to use the
developed tool

 Too high expectations from public agencies and lack
of expertise to judge possible applications in a more
realistic way
 No follow-up funding from STEREO leads to missed
chances for commercialisation
 International partners from overseas having
difficulties to interact successfully with consortium
& much budget spent on travel expenses
 External not manageable factors (e.g weather)

As regards the effectiveness of the actions of the EODesk, the following comes out:


The interest and take-up have increased during the last few years and in that sense it was a success.
This is confirmed by the survey indicating that the EODesk‟s exploitation and promotion activities

19

according to centrality scores - representing the extent to which these organisations are needed as links in the chains of contacts
that facilitate the spread of information within the network
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are overall regarded as effective in reaching their objective. In particular they are considered as
effectively contributing to improving the knowledge about remote sensing and its use.


The research community throughout perceives the BEODay as very effective.

The good practice 1 presented in Annex provides an overview of the type of data gathering activities
supported via the EODesk providing services to the STEREO II participants and supporting better
collaboration and use of data outside of STEREO II.

5. Impacts of the programme and sustainability
In this section we cover the evaluation questions related to the broader impacts of the programme and
the expected sustainability of the benefits deriving from the projects and the EOdesk activities.

5.1 Types of impacts achieved through the programme
The impacts of the projects are not monitored directly at the end of the projects. However, the close
relationships of the programme managers with the Belgian EO community allow them to keep track of
some of the developments. Overall, the survey of STEREO II participants shows that the contribution of
STEREO II to the achievement of impacts is rated as high or very high. The programme contributes to
develop an autonomous Belgian earth observation expertise of an international standard for 95% of the
respondents and to make Belgium an international centre of competence in a number of niches. The
impact the programme could have on policymakers is rated as somewhat smaller, but still relatively high
with a majority speaking about a large contribution. Only the effective contribution of STEREOII to
create the capacity for the organisations to be involved in international research programmes and
activities is rated slightly lower, but still very high.
Figure 21 Contribution of STEREO II to the achievement of impacts
To what extent do you think the STEREO II Programme is effectively
contributing to... (n=72)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Develop an autonomous Belgian earth observation expertise of an
international standard

80%

45

Lend support to the Belgian EO infrastructure

44

4

1

17

1 3

3

6

16

26

Not at all

5

1 3

17

37

to a small extent

8

18

47

Create capacity in my organisation to be involved in international
research programmes and European and international Earth
Observation (EO) activities

100%

16

49

Develop an extensive form of interaction and networking with other
users

90%

12

52

Deploy earth observation as a common technique in a great number of
disciplines, organisations, companies, and social realms

To a medium extent

70%

54

Promote innovation

To a large extent

60%

60

Make Belgium an international centre of competence in a number of
niches

Ensure Belgium can produce and deploy independently information that
is crucial for its policymakers

50%

4

4

9

4

5

don't know

The STEREO II projects are all carried out with view to develop applications that enhance societal,
ecologic and economic conditions in the long run. Overall, the project coordinators assess the strategic
importance of their project as quite high for their scientific research field, as well as for the Belgian EO
research community as a whole. Many named scientific publications as the most long-lasting outcomes,
mostly important for themselves and their research team. Also for many, a stronger international
network and international visibility belongs to the long-term project outcomes.
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“This project was certainly a big push in our relationship. Before that we only talked together at conferences.
And during the project we did a lot together, that really set off the collaboration. Hopefully for the rest of my
career”.

Further outcomes that the research teams expect to benefit from in the long run are improved expertise
and training, along with an enhanced reputation.
“The expertise gotten out of this project is quite important. We are going to a lot of conferences, and then the
people learn that you are an expert in the field”.
“The former PhD student of this project is now a PostDoc. A large part of his reputation today is built on
STEREO projects. This shaped his career enormously”.

It overall comes that the highest positive impacts of participation to STEREO II can be subsumed under
two categories:


First and most important is the acquisition of knowledge, expertise and scientific capabilities in both
new as well as familiar research fields.



Secondly, positive impacts are cantered on improved relationships, networking and enhanced
visibility, both at national and international level.



Very little impact is recorded on the improvement of business opportunities or an increased
income/market share. Also, career development and the mobility of researchers are not largely
increased in the long run.

Figure 22 Positive impacts of participation, source: STEREO II participants‟ survey
Please indicate what scale of positive impact your participation had
(or is expected to have) (n=73)
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Overall, the impact of the programme on participation to international programmes related to Earth
observation cannot be directly assessed, even if there is a general increase in the participation of Belgian
teams to ESA initiatives, which is also related to the bilateral agreements with France (SPOT and then
PLEIADES): the contribution of Belgium to the ESA has reached the budget ceiling for the five next
years. As regards the participation to the European research framework programme (FP7 20), BELSPO
has performed an analysis of the Belgian participation to the FP7 in the framework of the preparation of
the Annual Report on Science and Technology Indicators for Belgium 201321. It comes from the analysis
that 99 Belgian project partners were main listed in the FP7 Space thematic area out of 247 applications
20 FP7 is with €50.5bn for the period 2007-2013 the biggest programme that funds research and technical development (RTD) in

Europe. The FP7 is structured in four thematic areas. The first is „Cooperation‟ which „supports all types of research activities
carried out by different research bodies in trans-national cooperation and aims to gain or consolidate leadership in key scientific
and technology areas‟. This thematic area includes eleven sub-themes including Space.
21 The dataset used is the e-Corda database of the European Commission with an update from 19 June 2012.
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(15% as coordinators), i.e a success rate of 40%, which is the highest success rate for Belgium in thematic
FP7 cooperation programmes (excluding „general activities‟) and 38% success rate for projects
coordinators (2nd highest success rate after the field „security‟) 22. This is an indication that Belgium has a
significant amount of very good and experienced space researchers, be it influenced or not by the
STEREO II programme.
More generally it is evident from the interviews that a majority of projects are leading to an improved
access to further funding, for any of the organisations involved. Almost every interview partner is able to
report at least one story of a successful leverage effect, being induced foremost through building of new
networks amongst the Belgian earth observation community and with foreign partners. In particular two
different circumstances seem to be responsible to pave the way to the international level:


Firstly, the quality of the research results from STEREO II projects are leading to a higher
probability to apply for and to win project proposals with FP7, ESA or other international
programmes. This is of course enhanced whenever well collaborating consortia were created (for
instance by letting foreign partners into the partnership).



Secondly, the international steering committee functions as a catalyst for further project funding at
the international level. Several cases are reported where Belgian researchers teamed up with
steering committee members to apply for new, international projects. It even goes to such lengths
that in a couple of cases the steering committee members, being potential customers, eventually
purchased the developed application.

5.2 Scientific impact of the programme
5.2.1 Analysis of publication output
Looking more closely at the publication output based on an analysis of the Scopus database the number
of publications worldwide in the field „remote sensing‟ 23(journal articles and reviews) has evolved
between 2000 and 2013 with an average annual growth rate of 8.3%. The growth rate of publications
involving Belgian researchers was slightly lower with 7.9%. Out of the total number of almost 50,000
articles published in this period, the Belgian share of scientific contributions is small with 655, or 1.3%.
Publication output is here clearly a function of size: in terms of its world publication share in general,
Belgium is the ninth largest EU-Member State (SCImago country ranking). It is also a mirror of
specialisation and thus, when it comes to remote sensing, Belgium is the seventh Member-State in terms
of publications – thus being relatively more specialised in the field than Sweden and Poland, the two
other countries with worldwide larger shares but behind Belgium in this field.
It is however difficult to estimate the effect of the programme to the overall scientific output of Belgian
researchers in the field. A list of publications, supplied by the participants, and treated as direct output
of the programme was analysed in greater detail. A list of 356 items was provided, including scientific
articles, conference papers and workshop contributions as well as a few book chapters. Taking the
articles from 2007-2011 indicated as being direct output of the programme, and comparing those to the
Belgian publication numbers in the field of „remote sensing‟, 20% of the publications in 2007 resulted
from the programme. Particularly noteworthy is that this share increased constantly each year to 25% in
2008, 44% in 2009, 50% in 2010 to reach 72% in 2011.
Given the differences in publication means, citation habits as well as citation analysis restrictions, the
citation analysis was based only on the 129 scientific articles that were identified in Scopus 24:
Success is defined as a project that has been selected on the „main list‟. Projects on the main list are invited for negotiations by
the European Commission. This does not necessarily mean that these projects will be funded, although that will generally be the
case. For example, negotiations may collapse or the project may fail during the security scrutiny procedures. On the other hand,
projects on the „reserve list‟ may become a subsidized project as well, in case additional funding opportunities are found.
23 The keyword “remote sensing” proved to be much wider than “earth observation” with more than 61,000 hits on Scopus over
2007-2013, against about 3,000 publications for “earth observation”. Looking closer at “remote sensing” publication means,
conference proceedings represent 48.7% compared to 46.7% for articles. In terms of contributing fields, computer science and
earth and planetary sciences are on par, followed with some distance by engineering, environmental science and physics and
astronomy. In terms of journals, there are leading conference proceedings such as the „International Geoscience and Remote
Sensing Symposium IGARSS‟ being the main publication means with more than 7,000 relevant publications. In terms of countries,
China takes the lead with 18,000 publications, followed by the US (15,000) and Germany (3,800). 14 countries have publication
rates above 1.000. Belgium follows shortly with 700.
24 53 articles (29% of the scientific articles included in the original list) were not identified in Scopus:
22
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Using a two-year citation window and calculating all citations (thus, including self-citations), the
publications obtained on average 7 citations; if the window is extended from publication date to
November 2013, the publications obtained on average 10.3 citations.



Using a two year citation window and excluding self-citations, the number of citations was 4.1;
extending the citation window to Nov 2013 increased the average number of citations to 7.



More than 40% of the obtained citations in the first three years of a publication are due to selfcitations. This is far above the average rate of 19% for self-citations in the journals, the Belgian
authors chose for publishing, and it is also not typical for international scientists in the field, in the
same set of publications. The high propensity of early self-citations seems however to trigger
external citations: none of the publications that was not self-cited in the first period, was cited
externally.



In terms of citations per paper, the STEREO II publications obtained on average 4.05 (7.01
including self-citations) compared to an average of 1.56 (2.82 including self-citations) within the
field. As mentioned, it is estimated that the very high propensity to early self-citations triggers a
significant share of external citations and is a non-negligible explanatory factor for the outstanding
citation results.



The high propensity for self-citations also influences the share of cited vs. non-cited literature. While
34% of STEREO II publications remain externally non-cited in the early first period, about 55% of
publications in the field remain non-cited. Taking a longer period, the field decreases the non-cited
share to 44% while STEREO II‟s further drop to a share of 27%. Thus one can observe that the
international field catches up 11 percentage points given a longer citation window versus 7 for the
Belgian publications.



In terms of the quality of the journals in which the Belgian researchers publish, they are above the
field average: the STEREO II publications are in journals with an average as well as median higher
SNIP (source normalized impact per paper) and RIP (raw impact per publication) indicators. Using
comparative field measures (as proxied by a random sample drawn from „the field‟), the journals the
STEREO II participants chose vis à vis the field are also slightly more often cited: on average 14% of
the articles in these journals remain non-cited versus 18% of the field.

5.2.2 Analysis of collaborations between researchers
“I think the remote sensing community is relatively big compared to the size of Belgium. In other countries you
don’t have such a density of RS labs. And we are performing well, also at the international level. This is really
linked to the duration of the programme; BELSPO is offering the opportunity to getting trained in this area
since 1986. We are even exporting specialists to international organisations.”

We also used Social Network Analysis to understand the impact of the programme on researchers
collaborations in STEREO II projects. In order to identify the central researchers in the collaboration of
STEREO II projects the indicator of betweenness centrality was depicted for each of the researchers
involved in projects. Following the centrality scores 25, the top 3 researchers on the collaboration network
of STEREO II research projects are Els KNAEPS from the Flemish Vlaamse Instelling voor
Technologisch Onderzoek (VITO); Lucien HOFFMANN from the Centre de Recherche Gabriel
Lippmann (CRPGL) of Luxembourg, and Pierre DEFOURNY from the French Université Catholique de
Louvain (UCL). Not surprisingly, the top 10 researchers are affiliated to the top research institutions.
Most of them have also acted as promoters, with the exception of three of them, that have had a dual role
of collaborators and promoters (KNAEPS Els, DUCHEYNE Els and SWINNEN Else).
Social Network Analysis also allows identifying the importance of social ties to the diffusion of
information within the STEREO II programme social network. We have identified 5 „cut-vertexes‟ that
are keeping the social network together in STEREO II research projects. A cut-vertex is a participant
whose deletion increases the number of components (e.g independent groups) in the network. If one of
these participants would not be part of the network, the network would be broken and would lose some
parts of its participants. The graphical representation of the main bi-components, or the sub-networks
that would be lost without these participants is presented in Figure 23. These are the Vlaamse Instelling
voor Technologisch Onderzoek (VITO); Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (KULeuven); the Université
25

We consider as top researcher those that have a betweeness centrality value of over 0.01. As a reminder, having a low
betweenness centrality value means that a given research is not crucial to maintain node connections in the network.
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Libre de Bruxelles (ULB); the Université de Liège (ULG); and the Royal Military Academy (RMA).
Noticeably almost all of these bi-components only involve a few organisations, indicating that not a big
part of the network would be lost without these participants. On the contrary, VITO is at the heart of the
main bi-component, which is not circled in the graph presented in Figure 23 because it basically spams a
large majority of participants that are directly and only linked in the network to this key participant.
Thus, VITO is not only the most important participant in the network with regards the flow of
information and knowledge, it is also the most „cohesive‟ participant, keeping a key role as a cut-vertex.
Figure 23 Bi-components (manually circled) in the STEREO II research organisations network

An interesting insight on cooperation patterns in the programme can also be provided through the
analysis of publications. The publication histories of three researchers (out of 38) that have indicated in
the survey that STEREO II has improved their Belgian/international co-operation were thus analysed:


The first one is a male who participated in one STEREO II project (2006-2010). His publication
history dates back to 1993 – this indicates 13 years working experience at the time the STEREO II
project started and suggests an experienced researcher. His publication list contains about 120
publications. He has a few preferred co-authors, with his preferred one he shares 88 co-publications,
with the second one 35. The preferred co-author can be traced back to the earliest publications, the
two are in the same department. Together with a second co-author (albeit with only two copublications) and one more colleague (no prior co-publications), the four are in the same STEREO II
project and collaborate with five other colleagues from three organisations. The participation in
STEREO II has not influenced his co-publication patterns in the sense of greater co-publications
with the new STEREO II partners. There are indeed two publications from 2006 onwards where one
or more of the new collaborators are co-authors. There are however 8 co-publications with the
formerly not included colleague – one can speculate that this was a junior since the co-publications
occurred from 2006-2012.



Another example concerns a female researcher that was involved in three STEREO projects in the
period 2010-2013. Her publication history dates back to 2003 and includes up to now 35
publications. Within her three projects, seven different collaboration partners are mentioned; four
are from a different organisation than her own. Out of her 49 co-authors, three are among her
STEREO II collaborators, among them, her preferred co-author (sharing 21 publications) from her
own department (this collaboration dates back to 2005) and one from another organisation with
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whom she collaborates since 2008. The third co-author is from her department, it is likely a new
researcher. With the four colleagues from other organisations, she has no co-publications so far.


The third example is a woman whose publication history dates back to 2007, who was involved in
three STEREO II projects running since 2008 to now. With these projects, she collaborated with 19
individuals, three from her own department, three from another department and the 13 others from
a number of different organisations. Among her 16 publications, two are with STEREO II partners –
however they are from her own organisation, two being even in her department.

Given this very limited sample of three researchers, it is of course insufficient to draw conclusions for the
whole programme. However, the publication behaviour of these three participants does not indicate a
widening of their professional networks through the participation of STEREO II but rather a clear
dominance of department and organisational-level only co-publications.
The good practice 2 presented in Annex highlights efficient collaboration behaviours within one of the
STEREO II projects.

5.3 Societal impact of the programme
One objective of the STEREO II programme was to broaden the earth observation community, notably
through the websites and the dissemination and education activities. The acquisition and provision of
satellite imagery is a specificity of the EODesk that allowed scientists to get the necessary data, which
otherwise is very expensive for small research teams, representing a high entry barrier to the field. It
appears from the previous analysis that the community of Belgian researchers has indeed grown.
On the user side however, results are less clear. There are research projects such as EPIDEMOIST that
are bringing to a commercialisation of results thanks to a partnership with a private company but this is
more the exception rather than the rule (see good practice 3 in Annex However generally very little
impact is recorded on the improvement of business opportunities or an increased income/market share.
This is not surprising given that the outputs of this programme are not necessarily practical applications,
instruments or prototypes, nor the testing of final products, but rather algorythms. One concern that
was raised during the interviews is that it should make sure that projects results could be
operationalised by bringing applicants more to clarify their added value at the proposal stage and to see
projects as a step to operationalisation (funded by other programmes, at the regional or international
level). According to the interview partners, in order to generally disseminate the research findings from
STEREO II projects to various societal actors, these results should indeed be turned more often into
practical applications. This would lead to stronger public perception of earth observation, remote
sensing or the use of satellites. Private stakeholders should indeed be better pointed towards the
possibilities created by earth observation and remote sensing research. This point was also strongly
emphasised by the scientific expert panel, who suggested that BELSPO takes a more active role in the
cross-fertilisation and promotion of research results to the public and private actors, at the Belgian an
international level.
It was also argued that different channels should be used by the STEREO II researchers, to also
disseminate their scientific insights to the wider scientifically interested public: for instance magazines
with science topics, such as “EOS”. Moreover, decision makers should equally be addressed.
As regards the impact of the programme on policy-making, only six research projects have involved a
public administration as a partner, which might explain that the reaching out to policy-makers on
regional and federal level might still appear lower than desired. However it appears that remote sensing
techniques are slowly spreading and are increasingly used. Some examples of policy use of remote
sensing data that were cited by policy officials are:


The presentation of the annual map on forest, based on remote sensing data, by the Flemish
Minister of Culture at a parliamentary session in 2011;



With the use of STEREO II project, it was also possible to see through time series whether the yield
on a certain moment was exceptional compared to the average yield. This helped to determine where
the damage was exceptional;



Monitoring of water quality of the North Sea for touristic purposes;



Reporting to the European Union on the habitats (Natura2000)…
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Looking in more detail at organisations that participated in projects involving a partnership, including
partnership public administration–research, industry–research and NGO–research, there were 27
organisations involved in this type of projects. Being the most central actor the Université Catholique de
Louvain (UCL), followed by the ULB, and the Flemish VITO. A graphical representation of this network
is presented in Figure 24. Centrality scores show a particular characteristic of the network: while VITO is
the most central actor overall, the UCL is the most important for partnership type of projects.
Figure 24 Social network of STEREO II research organisations involved in partnership projects

When looking only at international organisations, we identify only six participating in STEREO II
research: the EC Joint Research Centre (JRC); the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United
Nations (FAO); the United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS); the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO); the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP); and the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF). A graphical representation of their
collaboration network is presented in Figure 24. Only the UNEP, FAO and the JRC are directly
connected to each other. This is exclusively because of the participation of these organisations in the
project World Wide Watch by Earth Observation Services – Phase I and Phase II (WWW and WWW2).
No other cohesion has been created between this type of organisations thanks to STEREO II. The good
practice 4 in Annex provides some insights on the collaboration with international organisations
initiated in STEREO II projects.
Remote sensing data is also used in schools, which was promoted by the EODesk education activities.
The interviewed education experts perceive a small, but still too limited influence of the STEREO II
research and its applications on students and adults alike.
“I think for the students it is interesting to see the applications and the nice images, but to have the real
meaning of a satellite image is something different (…) For the wider public in general, I think it is only the
nice pictures, which they like. But I don’t know if they know what the real impact of remote sensing to society
is”.
“It has much less impact than Google Earth”.

The educational products in place so far are not deemed to be of sufficient influence to increase the
enrolment of students in space-related studies. The interviewed experts judge such an undertaking as
quite complex, generally doubting that educational products can have a direct causal influence on the
enrolment. According to one interviewee, this limited impact is due to the small time (ca. 3 hours) that is
granted for earth observation and remote sensing in the highschools‟ science/geography curriculum
(plus only directed towards students going to university or those from technical schools). Even the
promotion of the materials to other education actors remains limited, the reason being the lack of skills
(teaching geography in Belgian schools is possible for teachers with background in History), small
affinity to technology, low interest, or practical barriers (e.g. in schools the computer room might not be
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available). For students, the topic of remote sensing is quite difficult to understand and with only two to
three lessons available, the teachers must be quite skilled to teach it in an easily understandable way.
“There could be an incentive to get to a good level of space related studies. Study trips to labs abroad could be
funded. To have their Master’s student going to another university abroad, in a kind of fellowship to support this.
It would improve the collaboration between the organisations. It would motivate students and also help to develop
shared visions among the universities. It could help a lot to have a small fund for this. Not only for the future
career opportunities of the student, but also to better connect with other labs.”

Furthermore, to spread earth observation and remote sensing knowledge more within schools, it is
suggested to establish stronger links with associations of geographers and/or geography teachers and
similar groupings in Belgium, and explain to them which materials are available, and how best to use
them. According to the interviewees should one widen the educational activities‟ impact, networking
with other (international) educational players in this field should be sought after.
The good practice 5 in Annex provides insight on education and dissemination activities of the
programme.
Finally, and interestingly, while the programme has no specific gender objective, the evaluation team
identified some positive effects of STEREO II in particular on female researchers. While about 28% of
the STEREO participants were female, the survey included a question on whether the programme
participation had a positive impact on research collaboration within Belgium and internationally. Out of
the respondents who answered this question with a clear yes (a total of 37 individuals), 43% were women
– thus a by far larger percentage than the overall female participation rate.
Since the age of the participants is not known and thus it is not possible to identify whether they are
junior or more experienced researcher, an indirect indicator was constructed to have a closer look at this
data. By using the publication history of researchers and identifying their starting year in terms of
appearing as author, the evaluation team was able to broadly classify researchers as young, advanced,
senior etc., depending on premises such as average age at first publication and the number of years
considered for any category. The 37 respondents were thus classified in terms of junior (publications
starting 2006 and later), advanced (publications starting between 1995 and 2005) and senior
researchers (publication history starting earlier than 1994). Out of the 37 respondents only 8 were
classified senior, 19 advanced and another 10 were junior researchers. The findings correspond to social
network analyses‟ findings that link age and status (hierarchical position) to the extent of a professional
network: the older and experienced a researcher, the less he or she needs extra measures to extend its
already wide professional network, while the opposite is true for young and less experienced (and thus
less broadly connected) people. This corroborates the finding that positive network effects of
collaborative research can in particular be achieved for junior and less broadly connected researchers,
which obtain through collaborative research access to new research partners and new ideas. Gender
plays also a role within these groups. There is only one woman among the group of senior researchers,
while there are 10 women in the advanced, and 5 in the group of junior researchers. Thus, in particular
young female researchers seem profit from being involved in collaborative research projects. This is
illustrated in the good practice 6 in Annex.

5.4 Key points on the impact of the programme and sustainability
The most important longer-term impacts of STEREO II are in congruence with the programmes‟s
objectives, such as developing an autonomous Belgian earth observation expertise of an
international standard and to make Belgium an international centre of competence in a
number of niches. The highest positive impacts of participation to STEREO II can be subsumed
under two categories:


The acquisition of knowledge, expertise and scientific capabilities in both new as well
as familiar research fields.



Improved relationships, networking and enhanced visibility, both at national and
international level.



Very little impact is recorded on the improvement of business opportunities or an increased
income/market share, which is not so surprising given the nature of the programme. Also, career
development and the mobility of researchers are not largely increased in the long-run.
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The STEREO II projects are all carried out with view to develop applications that enhance societal,
ecologic and economic conditions in the long run. The researchers perceive a strategic importance of
the research projects in order to bring about concrete long-lasting effects. To the latter belong, most
of all, scientific publications. Further outcomes that the research teams expect to benefit from in the
long run are improved expertise and training, along with an enhanced reputation. Positive network
effects of collaborative research can in particular be achieved for junior and less broadly connected
researchers, which obtain through collaborative research access to new research partners and new ideas.
Gender plays also a role within these groups. In particular young female researchers seem profit
from being involved in collaborative research projects.
A majority of projects are leading to an improved access to further funding, being induced foremost
through building of new networks amongst the Belgian earth observation community and with foreign
partners. In particular two different circumstances seem to be responsible to pave the way to the
international level:


Firstly, the quality of the research results from STEREO II projects are leading to a higher
probability to apply for and to win project proposals with FP7, ESA or other international
programmes.



Secondly, the international steering committee functions as a catalyst for further project funding at
the international level. Several cases are reported where Belgian researchers teamed up with
steering committee members to apply for new, international projects. It even goes to such lengths
that in a couple of cases the steering committee members, being potential customers, eventually
purchased the developed application.

An analysis of the societal impact of the programme shows that VITO is not only the most important
participant in the network with regards the flow of information and knowledge, it is also the most
„cohesive’ participant, keeping a large part of the overall network together.
The impact of the programme on participation to international programmes related to Earth
observation cannot be directly assessed, even if there is a general increase in the participation of Belgian
teams to ESA initiatives and a good success rate in FP7 projects‟ applications. A majority of projects are
leading to an improved access to further funding, for any of the organisations involved demonstrating a
leverage effect being induced foremost through building of new networks amongst the Belgian earth
observation community and with foreign partners.
Looking at the effect of the programme on the overall scientific output of Belgian
researchers in the field of „remote sensing‟, 20% of the Belgian publications in 2007 resulted from the
programme. The share increased constantly to 25%, 44%, 50% to 72% in 2011:


Using a two-year citation window, the publications obtained on average 7 citations; if the window is
extended from publication date to November 2013, the publications obtained on average 10.3
citations. More than 40% of the obtained citations in the first three years of a are due to selfcitations. The high propensity of early self-citations seems however to trigger external citations:
none of the publications that was not self-cited in the first period, was cited externally. In terms of
citations per paper, the STEREO II publications obtained on average 4.05 (7.01 including selfcitations) compared to an average of 1.56 (2.82 including self-citations) within the field. While 34%
of STEREO II publications remain externally non-cited in the early first period, about 55% of
publications in the field remain non-cited. Taking a longer period, the field decreases the non-cited
share to 44% while STEREO II‟s further drop to a share of 27%. Thus we can observe that the
international field catches up 11 percentage points given a longer citation window versus 7 for the
Belgian publications.



In terms of the quality of the journals in which the Belgian researchers publish, they are above the
field average: the STEREO II publications are in journals with an average as well as median higher
SNIP (source normalized impact per paper) and RIP (raw impact per publication) indicators.

It comes out however that the results of research projects are not turned sufficiently into practical
applications allowing to disseminate the research findings from STEREO II projects to various societal
actors, which could lead to stronger public perception of earth observation, remote sensing or the use of
satellites. This is not surprising given that the outputs of this programme are not necessarily practical
applications, instruments or prototypes, nor the testing of final products, but rather algorythms. Private
stakeholders are not yet sufficiently pointed towards the possibilities created by earth observation and
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remote sensing research. Moreover, decision makers should equally be addressed. As regards the impact
of the programme on policy-making, only six research projects have involved a public administration as
a partner, which might explain that the reaching out to policy-makers on regional and federal level still
appears low. However it appears that remote sensing techniques are slowly spreading and are
increasingly used.
Remote sensing data is also used in schools, which was promoted by the EODesk education activities. A
small, but still too limited influence of the STEREO II research and its applications on students and
adults alike is perceived.

6. Overall conclusions and SWOT analysis of the STEREO II programme
On the basis of the various analysis performed for this evaluation and the peer review meeting, it
appears that the STEREO II programme was successful: the major objectives as set out in the STEREO
II programme have been reached.
A programme with a relevant rationale but which would gain from a better focus of its
activities
The overall rationale behind the launch of the programme appears relevant: the programme was
designed to support the development of capacities in Belgium allowing for a return of investment of its
participation in international programmes related to earth observation, in line with the federal policy
objectives. The most important driver for participation in STEREO II projects is indeed to develop and
extend internal knowledge and capabilities. Most of the projects focus on scientific research and much
less on the development of applications and services.
The relevance of the STEREO II programme, but also its activities as well as its strategic importance for
the organisations‟ activities are overall judged as high. On the same line, the programme is judged to
provide the right forms of support for the organisation/research group to a large extent. As regards
shortcomings of the programme coverage, they mainly concern the lack of support for research
continuation, application and exploitation of results, which is however partly linked to the repartition of
competences in the country.
The four pre-defined thematic areas are covered to a large degree by the projects; they are overall
perceived as highly relevant by the participants. In addition, much freedom exists in scientific focus of
the STEREO II project choices. The scientific expert panel noticed that an explicit Belgian niche is
however missing. For the next programming period, the programme would gain from being more
strategic in setting research priorities. Also, the coherence and linkage between projects is relatively
weak. Projects run fine in themselves, but through further integration and cross-fertilisation among and
between projects and society the programme as a whole can be strengthened.
The programme covers a broad spread of competences. Participants are specialised in the EO
related to image analysis and natural resources and most of them have expertise in the skills that
underpin EO, that is fundamental EO science and information science with a particular focus on GIS,
cartography and, image analysis and spatial data quality. The high level of competences in “Image
analysis and “landscape, habitat analysis, land use” high competences are used significantly in the
STEREO II programme but relatively less in the regional programmes and other federal programmes.
Some participants indicated high/medium level competences in the EO fields “biodiversity”, “spatial
data infrastructure”, “coastal zone”, “land surface temperature”, “climate science”, “sea surface
temperature”, and “ocean colour” that were not used in the STEREO II programme. These fields may be
regarded as potential niches for new research themes. Interestingly, high-level competences of
the STEREO II researchers in the field of cartography are not used in the federal programmes they
participate in. It is possible that the other programmes attract researchers with a somewhat different
skill set as a result of differences in the project design. This might also imply that the STEREO II
programme is particularly well aligned with Belgian skills. An additional possibility is that the STEREO
II funding meets the needs of the majority of researchers and therefore they do not have the need or
capacity to bid for additional work from other programmes. Overall, based on an analysis of
competences of STEREO II researchers the STEREO II programme complements other public support
programmes in the field of EO.
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The key aspects in which STEREO II has a significant value added in comparison to initiatives at
international, regional or national level relate to the scientific support provided (such as acquiring
images), the lower administrative burden and higher degrees of flexibility, the benefits associated with
the participation, as well as the relevance of research areas/themes covered. It stands to reason that
without STEREO II funding, many research ideas would not have been realised in the first place, or at
least not to the extent that was possible in the framework of the STEREO II programme. The scientific
expert panel noted that mechanisms to link with other programmes and international EO activities are
however still weakly developed.
As regards the different activities of the EODesk, they are overall considered as relevant and useful by
the researchers and the stakeholders surveyed. However there is still a lack of definition of the final
targets of the actions implemented, posing the question of the relevance of all of the EOdesk
actions in the context of the overall Belgian science policy, and in particular of education
activities directed to the wider public. The scientific expert panel was of the opinion that the overall
services of the EODesk would benefit from a refocusing of the activities on key actions that can ensure a
broader take-up of the research results in the public or private sector, more than on education activities,
which go beyond the scope of the STEREO II programme.
An efficient programme management allowing for the selection of good quality projects
Overall, the STEREO II resources are mobilised in a well-targeted and timely manner. The extremely
good relationship between BELSPO and the different project stakeholders (well-organised,
availability for questions and remarks, openness to feedback, flexibility, and good communication) is
one of the key success factors of STEREO II. The cost/benefit ratio of participation is generally
deemed as positive. The comparatively small, but very well networked EO research community in
Belgium allows for strong networking and support and through this brings about efficiency benefits
for the STEREO II overall management. The fact that young talents can also be included in projects‟
teams is also positively assessed.
The main enabling factors for projects‟ efficiency and success are the 2-step selection process
involving a jury of experts, the international steering committee and the ability to add
international project partners to the consortium. The evaluation that the project steering
committee provides while the project is running serves indeed to steer the projects effectively into the
right direction with regards to reaching the predefined objectives. The international connections are
much appreciated due to the impact they bring about for capacity building and the acquisition of new
knowledge for the Belgian researchers. They are responsible for growing international collaborations.
This improved networking in turn leverages the propensity to be successful in new projects on the
international level. The overall positive outcomes and results of STEREO II (in terms of research outputs
as well as international connectivity) are hence directly and indirectly influenced by the international
steering committee and the international project partners.
The EODesk services are judged of a good quality. In particular, the annual Belgian Earth
Observation Day (BEODay) is an event that is highly appreciated by the majority of STEREO II
researchers, who believe it to be an efficient vehicle to bring all important stakeholders of the Belgian EO
community together.
However, the parallel involvement of the STEREO II team on activities not related directly to
STEREO II could become an issue, should there be a need to go more in depth in some activities (e.g. to
promote the wider use of results and more international partnerships).
A programme effective in supporting scientific outputs and nation-wide collaborations
but focussing on a small number of researchers
The researchers succeeded in most cases to produce the desired outputs. Overall, the benefits from their
participation in STEREO II are judged as high.
The most common outputs of STEREO II research are the direct scientific results of research projects
such as fusion techniques, algorithms, models and their combinations... but also the writing
and finishing of PhD theses (also Master‟s theses) by students, and the training effects, as well as
publications: The most prolific Belgian scientists in terms of publications in the field of remote
sensing are involved in the programme.
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Successful networking and increased international visibility within the research community in Belgium,
and also at international level belong also to the positive outcomes of the projects. STEREO II
contributes indeed to a dense and effective collaboration network. The STEREO II network of
organisations is highly centralised, which a few organisations having a great influence over what flows
(and does not) in the network. All organisations are linked to each other, whereas about 84% of all
researchers are linked directly or indirectly to each other. The small world effect that characterises
the network could suggest that a feasible way of joining STEREO II research projects is actually through
the „supernodes‟: by joining research projects led by larger organisations with better „reputation‟ and
more experience of participation. This also shows that STEREO II has reinforced key research
performers in Belgium allowing them to increase their participation to international collaborative
projects. Efforts could still be made to widen the network at the national and international level to gain
from new knowledge, insights and perspectives. The most central26 actors in STEREO II research are
Belgian organisations, the Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch Onderzoek (VITO) being the most
important. Among the Belgian central actors, there is a similar amount of key Flemish organisations and
French-speaking organisations. Federal research organisations remain more peripheral to the STEREO
II research networks.
Not surprisingly given the focus of the programme on scientific research practical applications/ the
exploitation of research results do not always go as initially expected by the participants, such as
the development of new methods, technologies and instruments as well as prototypes, but also testing
and technology transfer.
As regards the effectiveness of the actions of the EODesk, the interest and take-up have increased
during the last few years and in that sense it was a success. The EODesk‟s exploitation and promotion
activities are overall regarded as effective in reaching their objective. In particular they contribute to
improving the knowledge about remote sensing and its use. The research community also perceives the
BEODay as very effective.
A programme with excellent scientific achievements but which would benefit from more
cross-fertilisation between projects and higher involvement of potential stakeholders
The most important longer-term impacts of STEREO II are in line with the programmes‟s objectives,
such as developing an autonomous Belgian earth observation expertise of an international
standard and to make Belgium an international centre of competence in a number of niches.
There have been strong scientific achievements, as measured in terms of the quality of the produced
scientific output, the role of researchers in the scientific world and the advancement of Belgian remote
sensing in the international domain. In particular the programme is considered as having elevated the
profile of EO in Belgium.
The highest positive impacts of participation to STEREO II can be subsumed under two categories:


The acquisition of knowledge, expertise and scientific capabilities in both new as well
as familiar research fields.



Improved relationships, networking and enhanced visibility, both at national and
international level. Here, the analysis shows that VITO is not only the most important participant in
the network with regards the flow of information and knowledge, it is also the most „cohesive’
participant, keeping a large part of the overall network together.

Very little impact is however recorded on the improvement of business opportunities or an increased
income/market share, which is not so surprising given the nature of the programme. Also, career
development and the mobility of researchers are not largely increased in the long-run. PhD students
have difficulty finding academic and professional positions upon graduation, which can become an
impediment to longer term success.
The researchers perceive a strategic importance of the research projects in order to bring about
concrete long-lasting effects. To the latter belong, most of all, scientific publications. Further outcomes
that the research teams expect to benefit from in the long run are improved expertise and training, along
with an enhanced reputation. Positive network effects of collaborative research can in particular be
achieved for junior and less broadly connected researchers, which obtain through collaborative research
26

according to centrality scores - representing the extent to which these organisations are needed as links in the chains of contacts
that facilitate the spread of information within the network
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access to new research partners and new ideas. Gender plays also a role within these groups. In
particular young female researchers seem profit from being involved in STEREO collaborative
research projects.
A majority of projects are leading to an improved access to further funding, being induced
foremost through building of new networks amongst the Belgian earth observation community and with
foreign partners. In particular two different circumstances seem to be responsible to pave the way to the
international level:


Firstly, the quality of the research results from STEREO II projects are leading to a higher
probability to apply for and to win project proposals with FP7, ESA or other international
programmes.



Secondly, the international steering committee functions as a catalyst for further project funding at
the international level. Several cases are reported where Belgian researchers teamed up with
steering committee members to apply for new, international projects. It even goes to such lengths
that in a couple of cases the steering committee members, being potential customers, eventually
purchased the developed application.

The impact of the programme on participation to international programmes related to Earth
observation cannot be directly assessed, even if there is a general increase in the participation of Belgian
teams to ESA initiatives and a good success rate in FP7 projects‟ applications. A majority of projects are
leading to an improved access to further funding, for any of the organisations involved demonstrating a
leverage effect being induced foremost through building of new networks amongst the Belgian earth
observation community and with foreign partners.
Looking at the effect of the programme on the overall scientific output of Belgian
researchers in the field of „remote sensing‟, 20% of the Belgian publications in 2007 resulted from the
programme. The share increased constantly to 25%, 44%, 50% to 72% in 2011:


Using a two-year citation window, the publications obtained on average 7 citations; if the window is
extended from publication date to November 2013, the publications obtained on average 10.3
citations. More than 40% of the obtained citations in the first three years of a are due to selfcitations. The high propensity of early self-citations seems however to trigger external citations:
none of the publications that was not self-cited in the first period, was cited externally. In terms of
citations per paper, the STEREO II publications obtained on average 4.05 (7.01 including selfcitations) compared to an average of 1.56 (2.82 including self-citations) within the field. While 34%
of STEREO II publications remain externally non-cited in the early first period, about 55% of
publications in the field remain non-cited. Taking a longer period, the field decreases the non-cited
share to 44% while STEREO II‟s further drop to a share of 27%. Thus we can observe that the
international field catches up 11 percentage points given a longer citation window versus 7 for the
Belgian publications.



In terms of the quality of the journals in which the Belgian researchers publish, they are above the
field average: the STEREO II publications are in journals with an average as well as median higher
SNIP (source normalized impact per paper) and RIP (raw impact per publication) indicators.

It comes out also that the results of research projects are not turned sufficiently into practical
applications allowing to transfer and disseminate the research findings from STEREO II projects to
various societal actors, which could lead to stronger public perception of earth observation, remote
sensing or the use of satellites. This is not surprising given the focus of the programme on scientific
research. Private stakeholders are however not yet sufficiently pointed towards the possibilities created
by earth observation and remote sensing research. Moreover, decision makers should equally be
addressed. Only six research projects have involved a public administration as a partner, which might
explain that the reaching out to policy-makers on regional and federal level still appears low. However
remote sensing techniques are slowly spreading and are increasingly used.
Remote sensing data is also used in schools, which was promoted by the EODesk education activities. A
small, but still too limited influence of the STEREO II research and its applications on students and
adults alike is perceived. The EODesk would benefit from a re-focus and modernisation of its
functioning for the next stage of the programme.
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To summarize, even if the scientific outputs are judged as very good, it was emphasised by the scientific
expert panel that the programme could become the victim of its own success, leading to a reduction in
impact, when continuing to do more of the same. One example is that linkages and information sharing
between projects are still weak.
A SWOT analysis of the programme prepared by the scientific experts is presented in the table hereafter,
summarising the main elements stemming out from this evaluation and leading to a set of
recommendations for the next programming phase.
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Table 4 SWOT analysis of the programme from the peer review
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES



The objectives for STEREO II have been largely
achieved





Excellent scientific results have been achieved



Steering based on end-user interest is limited



STEREO II has elevated the profile of EO in
Belgium



Performance indicators
achievements mainly



International reputation of Belgian EO science
has strongly improved



The number of spin-offs is low and should be
increased to increase impact on society



STEREO II has provided EO support in
geographical regions where it would otherwise be
absent



Young scientists have been supported, including
progress towards gender balance



Much freedom exists in scientific focus of the
STEREO II project choices



Operational focus on application of research results
is low. For example:
reflect

scientific



Mechanisms to link with other programs and
international EO activities are weakly developed



Linkages and information sharing between projects
are weak



While the financing of projects works well, there is
no follow-up on the coherence among projects and
on the promotion of STEREO projects

Management is made effective by the careful
selection of projects and by establishing steering
committees that are supportive to the project
teams



Research agenda is established mostly by the
researchers; balance with funder priorities could be
improved





The steering committee for each project is
effective and highly appreciated by participants

An explicit Belgian niche is missing





International partnering and exchange by the
individual projects is strong

PhD students have difficulty finding academic and
professional positions upon graduation





The Panel Review was impressed by the scientific
findings as reported in the Technopolis report

Results presented appear partly incomplete since
uncertainties (of data, models and assimilation)
were not addressed.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS



STEREO III could be more strategic in setting
research priorities



Facilitate partnering and knowledge transfer to
companies. Companies could be involved in
project organisation under similar conditions as
research teams from institutes and universities







STEREO II/III can become the victim of its own
success, leading to a reduction in impact, when
continuing to do more of the same



Long-term success is hindered by the lack of job
opportunities for students



The Belgian political situation

Facilitate the creation of spin-offs, within the
context of Belgian (tax) laws, e.g. by subsidizing a
new company with a single instalment of €10k.
Improve BEO days :


Continue knowledge sharing as is being done
so far



Include and improve on integration across
and sharing of knowledge between projects
and open the doors for active participation of
stakeholders



Connect potential employers with graduate
students



Stimulate tool box
individual projects



Branding in international EO communities
(presence, websites, special sessions, subcommittees)



External links (e.g. with the Horizon 2020
programme)

development

from

the
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7. Recommendations for the new programme phase
Based upon the SWOT analysis and the achievements of STEREO II, there is no debate on the need to
continue such a programme which demonstrates high scientific achievements, a high level of collaboration
at national and international level and a high level of efficiency. The programme STEREO III has been
approved end 2013: it will be a continuity of STEREO II with the same headlines. The budget of €28.6m
has been accepted for a period of 6 years.
The Scientific expert panel (see Annex for details on its composition and functioning) still made some
recommendations that could allow increasing further the outreach of the STEREO III programme:
5. Develop a strategic roadmap of the programme.
Long-term targets of the programme should be formulated based on an analysis of the needs. This should
go along with the development of a monitoring system based on relevant indicators allowing an
assessment of the developments in relation to the strategic objectives. A broader set of metrics (e.g to
include the potential socio-economic impact) could thus be developed for reviewing applications and
monitoring the effectiveness/impact. For this evaluation, the evaluation team has reconstructed the
STEREO II intervention logic (see Annex C). This can serve as a basis for redefining clearly what the
programme wants to achieve, how and how to assess the progress. Suggestions on the monitoring of
scientific outputs are also specifically proposed in the Box 2. It should also be ensured that the
internationalisation of the achieved results and of individual research groups is promoted so that Belgium
becomes a major player worldwide in the scientific community. The programme could also address
emerging priority areas, as spotted by the scientific expert panel:
a.

In terms of thematic areas, typically issues that are relevant from the Belgian society perspective
could include issues of transport and the urban fringe, the protection and management of the
coastal area, effects of climate change, etc. A stakeholder-oriented meeting should possibly be
organised at a short time to set the programme.

b. In terms of methodology areas, important areas to address include big data, crowd sourcing,
automatisation of the processing chain, standardisation, etc. In particular, universities should be
encouraged to explore these.
c.

Reporting to international agreements (e.g. the obligations that come along with international
treaties and initiatives such as Kyoto Protocol, GEOSS, Copernicus, Galileo…) is a major activity
and procedures should be developed for this on a regular and automatic basis.

d. Upscaling and global analysis of projects results is important to link the specific findings from
individual STEREO III projects to the wider international agenda.
6. Allow for more flexibility in the programme as regards the types of projects supported
and potential additional activities.
The programme currently operates through calls for projects that are focussed on specific projects‟ types.
Basically big thematic projects are launched at the beginning of the programme and then researchers have
to wait a further 3-4 years for the next call and the next programming period. The programme should
allow for a more balanced mix of smaller and larger scale projects, which would better allow remaining at
the forefront of research. In doing so, fragmentation of the programme should be minimised, without
putting (time) limits to excellent smaller projects. To allow for more cross-fertilisation and a broadening
of the research network it could also be considered to provide a financial support to developments beyond
the EO domain.
In the next programming period a major emphasis should be on financing of scientific research. There is
room, however, to allocate a substantial fraction of the total amount of funding towards issues that have
been identified from the STEREO II programme to require additional funding: creation of spin-offs,
international exchange, improving the BEO days. Particularly, the BEO days seems to offer excellent
opportunities to help PhD students to network professionally, for example, through a job-market. Also the
website should have a prominent place for job offers and demands.
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7. Better integrate users and stakeholders in the programme.
Project teams should better describe the socio-economic context and research questions in their project
proposal. This should include the description of the intended users of the end products, possible ways to
reach users and include them in the project, and possibilities to create end products (e.g. by prototypes or
interfacing). More generally, the role of users in projects could be reconsidered:
a.

Thematic projects: there should be an improvement of the description of socio-economic impact
and benefits in the applications and the progress should be monitored.

b. Satellite projects: the user should be included in the project in particular in case of projects
targeted towards applications.
c.

Partnership projects: there should be a close collaboration with the user, and the possibility to
also finance commercial partners should be considered.

The links with society could also be improved through more contacts with users and stakeholders, notably
during the BEO days that could much better serve as an interface. This could also be supported during the
projects‟ steering committees that could involve public or private users when the project is already well
advanced. Cross-projects workshops could also be organised by BELSPO to invite a set of stakeholders
potentially interested by key research developments in specific areas so they know what is underway. This
should also involve regional authorities which are in charge of funding applied research and
demonstration activities, and who could then provide a continuity of funding. Taking into account the
Belgian institutional framework, the role of the commercial partners in projects could also be redefined. In
principle, they could play the same role as the non-commercial stakeholders, but satisfactory
arrangements should be made about intellectual property, commercialisation of products and the role of
tariffs. Also commercial partners may play a role in coordinating projects, but care should be taken that
this does not lead to unfair competition in the society. The programme managers could also require the
implementation of uncertainties and accuracy assessments in funded research. Many of the products
delivered by the projects suggest a level of certainty that can be considered false. The appreciation of
uncertainty (of data, models and assimilation) will provide a more realistic picture leading to a better
understanding by users and stakeholders.
8. Improve dissemination and branding, and develop a strategy for the EODesk.
An additional effort could be made to enhance dissemination of STEREO research activities and results
within the Belgian landscape but also in international EO communities (presence, websites, special
sessions, sub-committees). For instance, BELSPO could contribute financially to presentations at big
international conferences. It should also strive to increase its involvement in societal decision making, so
it could better address the needs of society within the programme. The EODesk will have a major role to
play in branding the programme and in improving the BEO days. Where possible, it should enhance its
capacity for reciprocal information transfer among stakeholders and users. In addition to the
modernisation of the websites (e.g film-clips, pop-ups), an integration with social media (e.g LinkedIn
groups) is to be realised. BELSPO should indeed make use of current communication channels to
disseminate more the activities, results and potentialities of STEREO research to potentially interested
parties. In order for the EODesk to better focus on major achievements and become more pro-active in its
activities, its goals should be revised and a strategy developed. To this aim a consultation is necessary
among (scientific) stakeholders, potentially interested companies and organisations, which would allow
defining the needs. More specifically a clear separation is to be made in sub-strategies:


The publicity to EO interested stakeholders should be strengthened; EODesk could be better supported by
the project managers so that the information publicised is of the latest date and relevance;



The direct EO data acquisition by researchers should be facilitated;



Investment should be made to reach the general public by social media rather than by traditional posters
and flyers;
As regards science communication (e.g. to schools), the amount of traditional posters and leaflets should
be reduced and minimised.
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Box 2 Suggestions for monitoring the scientific and knowledge transfer efforts of STEREO
In order to enable the monitoring of the scientific impact, it may be useful to develop a simple reporting
template, preferably in MS-Excel to which the authors can report.
Any bibliometric analysis is made easier and more coherent, if the information provided is similar and
does not require a heavy „cleaning‟ effort.
Many bibliometric analyses focus on journal articles only – the main reason for this is the option to
measure their citation impact. This limited option is gradually been widened since the large database
providers such as Scopus are enriching their databases with book collections and thus citable scientific
output. While for funding decisions, scientific articles are often the only publication means to be taken
into account, this limitation does not do justice to the variety of knowledge transfer means of researchers
and scientists. There are however in particular in several eastern Member States „credit point‟ systems,
which take into account the various publication means, distinguished for example by international or
national, peer-reviewed or non-peer reviewed publication. Therefore, the monitoring of STEREO could
embrace the various publication means and take them into account.
We noticed that authors include in their provisions a number of spelling mistakes within the titles or
wrong variants of journal titles – which without cleaning, would simply not be identified in a bibliometric
search. Publication related information is contained within the DOI – however, if the DOI includes an
error, the publication will either not be identified or a wrong one will be. Thus, corrective additional
information (such as the title) are important. Scopus and the WoS have provided unique author IDs at
least for authors with multiple records. This ID is also important in particular to distinguish persons with
common names like Smith or Chang. This basic information however enables a rather straightforward
bibliometic search and further analysis.
In order to obtain a standardised format that limits typing errors and thus manual cleaning effort, a
simple reporting template could be envisaged. It needs to include
 Author 1 Last Name
 Author 1 First name or Initial
 Possibly the author 1‟s ID (Scopus/WoS)
 Author 2 Last Name
 Author 2 First name or Initial
 Possibly the author 2‟s ID (Scopus/WoS)
 {…} to be repeated for the relevant number of authors
 Source type (1-Journal article, 2-Book chapter, 3-Working paper, ….)
 Publication year
 Title of the publication
 Source (journal name, publisher,…)
 DOI
Concerning conference papers, research on their impact is rather rare. In a few disciplines such as
engineering and computer sciences, conference proceedings are an important and final output of the
research. In fact, for emerging disciplines, proceedings are attributed a greater importance than articles
(Visser and Mood 2005). Research further suggests that proceedings aim at diffusing knowledge; they are
however no good means to improve the scientific impact of a researcher since they are not widely cited.
They do present the most recent knowledge and are as such faster cited as other types of publications, but
they equally age much faster than other publications which renders them a shorter half-life (Lisée,
Larivière, Archambault 2008).
While conference proceedings may be a very interesting data source (geographic reach, uptake in patents
and/or publications) their coherent reporting and monitoring may be to cumbersome for the rather
limited use (in terms of scientific impact for example). If participating and presenting in conferences is a
strategic aim of the programme, monitoring for example how many people were involved, whether junior
or senior researchers obtained acceptance to present, in which countries the conferences take place, etc.
can be monitored. This information should however be treated as qualitative rather than quantitative.
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Appendix A The evaluation tools

Data and document analysis
The objective of the data and documentation analysis was to set the background and context to the impact
analysis and to collect all existing information that could be further analysed and exploited in the course of
the evaluation. In particular the review of the documents contributed to the assessment of the relevance of
the programme as well as the ressources used. The study team has received a copy of the projects,
proposals and evaluations databases of the STEREO II programme as well as key information on the
previous programme and its „thematic evaluation‟. The STEREO II managers requested all STEREO II
participants to communicate the list of all their publications and/or patents resulting from their project
participation, in order to support the bibliometric analysis.
A database was progressively compiled with key indicators and information on the projects. The objective
of the database analysis was also to produce some basic and informative indicators on project statistics
(budget per project, organisation, research topics, etc.). This allowed characterising the composition of the
projects funded and the programme coverage (in terms of funding and number of projects).

Interviews
In the course of the study, direct interviews were conducted with stakeholders of the programme. These
include:


BELSPO officials (face-to face interviews);



A sample of 12 project co-ordinators (phone or on-site interviews);



Some researchers and project coordinators were also contacted in the frame of the preparation of the
six fiches on good practices.

The interviews were a key element for this study. Their core objective was to validate and complement the
outcomes of the (statistical) data analysis and the desk research during the various stages of the analysis;
they were a precious tool for reaching a 360 view on facilitators and barriers for impact attainment, thus
ultimately facilitating the formulation of the recommendations. All interviews of project coordinators were
carried out on the basis of the same reporting template.

Comparative mapping of R&D competences
In order to appreciate the relevance and coherence of STEREO II within the national and international
context of earth observation initiatives, the R&D competences of programme participants were mapped
against a matrix of the technical competences necessary for earth observation (e.g. geoinformatics, ecosystem modelling, instrumentation, data management, etc.) and application areas for EO (monitoring of
eco-systems /climate, natural resource management, disaster response, cartography, etc.) to identify the
participants‟ skill set and the areas where the programme has impact. The matrix was developed via desk
research based on the competences covered by large-scale programmes such as those of ESA and
European Commission EO programmes, the coverage of the GMES/GEOSS initiatives and the input of our
technical expert.

On-line surveys
The purpose of the electronic surveys was to gather views on the project and programme of all participants
and applicants to the STEREO II programme. From October 4 until November 4 2013, one survey was
addressed to STEREO II participants, a separate survey was directed to users of the EODesk, and one
survey targeted the applicants to the programmes that never got selected. The link for the online-survey
was sent to 297 STEREO II participants with in total 309 distinct and useable email addresses. Out of
these, only five opted out from the study on their own discretion, meaning that they would not receive
further reminders, and 196 recipients never entered the survey despite of various reminders via email. The
survey was entered by 113 people, out of which 81 finished it completely (71.7%). Overall, a total number of
107 datasets could be used for the analysis. Not all of those 107 respondents answered the complete
questionnaire. Overall, the resulting response rate is 36% (107 out of 297 in total), which is very satisfying.
A link for an online-survey directed to the EODesk users was also sent to 1109 email addresses from the
Belgian Earth Observation Platform mailing list, the EOEdu mailing list and the EODesk-team‟s external
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contacts. Overall, 217 respondents started the EODesk survey, but only 109 – about half – went through
till the end. Since some of them did not answer any questions, exactly 100 datasets remained that could be
analysed. The response rate here was with 9% quite low, however acceptable in light of the large variety of
people from different countries, who were addressed (some had e.g. changed career paths or interests over
time, as seen from individual email replies). In addition, part fo the questions of the STEREO II
participants survey were similar to the ones addressed to the EODesk users.
Finally, a survey was designed and directed to the 37 applicants that never got selected: since only four
replies were collected (and not complete), this was not further analysed in this evaluation.

Bibliometric analysis
The use of bibliometric methods is a well-known tool for measuring scientific output and impact, although
there are many caveats with measuring scientific output. We analysed the STEREO II projects involving
academic partners and funded over the period 2006-2011 using Scopus as our source database. Earth
observation is however not a defined discipline or field, which requires for the evaluation of the STEREO
II programme an individual approach. The bibliometric analysis is thus based on two pillars: an analysis
of the publications as provided through self reporting by the programme participants, which includes
general descriptive statistics and citation analysis, and a comparison of a sample of researchers outside
the programme and their publications in order to analyse performance and to compare to the outputs of
the STEREO II participants. The complete analysis is available in Annex of this report.

Social Network Analysis
The aim of the social network analysis (SNA) was to give a picture of collaboration dynamics in the
programme. Networks have proven to be convenient abstractions to capture dynamics for studying RTDI
collaborations for evaluation proposes. We used SNA to analyse the network dynamics of STEREO II
participants, where nodes in the network represent project participants and an edge between a pair of
nodes represent their collaboration on a research project. Based on data on STEREO II beneficiaries, it is
possible to see how the networks were built between participants over time, as well as how they differ in
size and scope across different types of projects. In contrast to more traditional networks (i.e. citation
networks, patent networks), the analysis of R&D collaboration networks for a programme such as
STEREO II allows to analyse for more significant internal and external perturbations.
It helped answering some of the efficiency and effectiveness evaluation questions, especially in relation to
synergies and cooperation. It revealed key players and core groups around which the programme is
structured. The complete analysis is available in Annex of this report.

Good practice fiches
We prepared six good practice fiches that illustrate the path of STEREO II projects and the different types
of results and impacts that can be obtained from participation in the programme. They focus on the ability
of the programme to generate benefits for the participants and for society. They address issues related to
the evaluation questions focussing on the relevance, effectiveness, sustainability and added value of the
programme and analyse in depth the facilitators and barriers to the full realisation of impacts. They are
provided as illustrations in this final report.

Peer review
In order to get direct input from the field and launch a collective reflection on possible recommendations
for the programme we had a two-day scientific peer review of the programme (4-5 February 2014),
encompassing six scientific peers with an international reputation and a good overview of the earth
observation field. The peers were, because of their expertise and on the basis of the analysis performed,
capable of assessing the scientific output and impact of the programme, identifying specific strengths and
weaknesses of the programme, identifying the degree of innovation in the research and discussing the
competitive position of Belgium in the area of earth observation in the international context. They could
look back on the results of the STEREO II programme as well as advice on a possible future course to take,
in particular at the thematic level but also in terms of governance, pursued objectives and dissemination
strategies to be adopted.
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Appendix B Composition of the scientific peer review panel, 4-5 February
2014

The Panel Review gathered at BELSPO for a two days meeting, on 4 and 5 February 2014.. The aim of the
visit was to provide an analysis of the structure and content of the programme. The second objective was
to provide recommendations for the recently started STEREO III programme. During the review meeting
individual projects were presented, and an opportunity was provided to hear from and meet with PhD
students, economic users and policy and public stakeholders. The review did not include a financial
analysis.
The Panel Review started with two presentations, one from BELSPO and one from the EODesk. Then a
presentation of the report prepared by Technopolis on the STEREO II programme was given. The next
part of the programme was split into sessions covering the different types of projects. During each session,
a range of presentations were given by the project leaders. From the 38 invited participants, 22 showed up
and all gave a 10 minutes presentation. After each presentation, project leaders were questioned and
finally conclusions were drawn, also by associating the presentations from the different projects. A special
session was organized for PhD students. Four of them were present and an informal one hour meeting was
convened. The second day started with two sessions on the users, both the economic and the
political/societal ones. The last half day was organised to provide a SWOT analysis and to formulate
conclusions and recommendations. The panel gave a presentation to the BELSPO officials at the close of
the second day.
The following experts participated to the Panel Review:


Prof. Alfred Stein, University of Twente, The Netherlands (Chair)



Dr Peter Atkinson, University of Southampton, United Kingdom



Dr Lorenzo Bruzzone, University of Trento, Italy



Dr Mario Hernandez, International Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing



Dr William Keeton, University of Vermont, USA



Dr Jens Nieke, European Space Agency
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Appendix C STEREO stakeholders invited for peer review panel

Category

Name

Organisation

Global Monitoring of vegetation

Lieven Bydekerke

VITO

Vincent Balthazar

UCL

Kathy Steppe

Ugent

Els Knaeps

VITO

Jean-Marie Beckers

ULg

Soil

Bas van Wesemael

UCL

Forest

Frieke Van Coillie

Ugent

Nature reserves and biodiversity

Ben Somers

KUL

Agriculture

Isabelle Picard

VITO

Biodiversity + development of algorithms

Paul Scheunders

UA

Eva Declercq

UCL

ElŽonore Wolff

ULB

Management of the local and regional environment urban and peri-urban

-

-

Security and Risk management

François Kervyn

Africamuseum

Xavier Neyt

RMA

Economic users of programme results

Guy Hendrickx

AVIA-GIS

Stakeholders of programme results

Nicolas Stassin

Defence

Walter Debruyn

VITO

Vincent Tigny

GIM

Environmental
management

Water

Health and humanitarian aid

PhD students

Shari
Wittenberghe

Van

Marijn Hendrickx
Tim Van de Voorde
Julien Radoux
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Appendix D Programme intervention logic
Strategic Objective
Autonomous Belgian
earth observation
expertise of an
international standard
as a contribution to the
knowledge economy

Measurable indicators







Belgian expertise and competences in remote sensing in line with latest
international developments
High level of reputation of Belgian researchers at the international level (relative
scientific performance, impact, participation)
Diffusion of remote sensing technologies within the wider national and
international economy (new research areas, new sectors, licensing, exports, new
companies, etc.)
Increased investments of Belgian public and private stakeholders in remote
sensing R&D
High level of awareness of the (young) population on the benefits of remote
sensing (new curricula, students, graduates)
New (foreign) investment in the region, e.g. business R&D facilities attracted by
increased R&D capacity and reputation in earth observation

Means of verification











Specific Objectives
Consolidate Belgium’s
EO potential
Promote Innovation
Create capacity for
participation in
international
programmes/ projects
Lend support to
Belgium’s EO
infrastructure
Develop an extensive
form of interaction

Measurable indicators







Evolution of number of (co-)publications of Belgian researchers in peer reviewed
journals and citation impact in well-established research areas and in new niches
Evolution of the number of patents, prototypes, new products/services in remote
sensing compared to a pre-project baseline for the partners
Share of research results exploited in follow on projects with industry and other
user groups
Additional euro spent on R&D due to the funded project by research organisations
and firms involved in collaboration
Increased revenue for universities and research institutes participating in the
programme from knowledge transfer (licensing, etc.) and contract research or
technological services
Enhanced capacity to manage/implement collaboration projects in both science
and industry, at the national and international level: Number and type (bilateral,
consortium,etc.) of collaborations of Belgian researchers before, during and after
intervention (incl. new collaborations with foreign experts, public-private
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National economic and education
data (R&D investments, exports,
business creation, graduates, etc.)
Programme documentation review
(incl budget data on federal
investments in space research (cf
“ESA return”)
Positioning of Belgian scientific
performance and scientific expertise
against comparable countries
and/or the world average
(Comparative R&D competences
mapping)
Peer review of Belgian performance
against international developments
Documentation on participation in
international programmes
Interviews with BELSPO officials
Survey of participants and nonparticipants
Review of STEREO II good practices

Means of verification










Project documentation review (e.g
interim reports, final reports,
evaluations)
Bibliometric analysis
Comparative R&D competences
mapping
Survey of participants
Social Network Analysis
Interview with BELSPO officials
Peer review by external experts
Review of documentation on
website use (incl. Google Analytics)
and image acquisition
Review of good practices (incl
interviews with association of

Assumptions
Political and
economic stability

Assumptions
Political and
economic stability
Adequate
provision of
support through
international
programmes in
earth observation
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with users






Outputs
Quality research
Internationally visible
research
Increased research
collaboration at the
thematic, country and
organisation level
Training of
researchers and PhDs
Exchange of
researchers
Services to scientific
EO community
Education of wider
public

Measurable indicators















Activities



Development of
Products and Services



Exploitation and
Promotion (EODesk)

Number of scientific (co)-publications published within projects
Number of pre-operational products and services developed within projects
Number of patents (applications and grants), licences, etc. issued from
projects
Number of partnerships with companies, administrations, NGOs within
projects
Number of cross-thematic collaborations within projects
Number of international cooperations within projects
Number of conferences in which STEREO II participants took part or were invited
to (as speakers and as participants)
Number of workshops and (international) events organised within projects
Number of researchers in EO retained or attracted to participant organisations
Number of doctoral and postgraduate training delivered
Number of personnel mobile between research institutes and firms within projects
Number of EO users supported by EO Desk services (images request and purchase,
provision of information)
Number of products developed for outreach to wider community (EOEdu, teaching
products, exhibition products, etc.)
Use of EOPlatform and EOedu websites (number and type of visitors, downloads)

Measurable indicators

Scientific Research

Scientific Support
(EODesk)

collaborations; ratio of partners without earlier expertise over partners with
existing expertise), newly established or extended networks, in particular evolution
of participation of Belgian researchers in European or international research
programmes in EO
Level of satisfaction of users of EODesk services (Belgian scientists, education
stakeholders)
Share of Belgian geography teachers using education material provided by EODesk
Number of new Master/PhD enrolled in geographic studies or areas related to
remote sensing
Outreach of events organised through STEREO II (e.g BEODays, workshops) and
other communication activities incl. number of participants, level of satisfaction





Budget (total, per call, per project, per theme, per type of partner, per
country, per type of activity)
Number of contracts awarded versus proposals received (per theme, type of
project, country)
Number of projects implemented
Personnel involved (management and project implementation)
Equipment used (images, specific equipment…)
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geography teachers)

Means of verification






Survey of participants
Monitoring database analysis
Programme and project
documentation review (incl on
EODesk activities)
Social Network Analysis
Interview with projects coordinators

Means of verification




Monitoring database
Programme and project
documentation review (incl on
EODesk activities)
Survey of programme participants

Assumptions
Full cooperation
of STEREO
partners
Sufficient number
of researchers and
companies with
research and
innovation
potential in earth
observation are
willing to
participate in the
programme
Companies/resear
ch organisations
can part-finance
the projects.

Assumptions
Timely tendering
and contracting
The availability of
suitable partners
to work with.
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Appendix E List of STEREO II projects

Project
Acronym

Project
Type

Coordinator
Organisation

Nr. of
Participant
s

Call

Total
Budget

STEREO
II
Contribut
ion

Start
date

End
date

Durati
on
(month
s)

BELCOLOUR-2

Thematic
pole

Royal Belgium
Institute of Natural
Sciences

20

2006

1.167.272

1.070.000

12/01/06

06/30/12

60

EPISTIS

Thematic
pole

Université libre de
Bruxelles

21

2006

1.431.290

1.305.000

12/01/06

06/30/11

49

GLOBAM

Thematic
pole

Université
Catholique de
Louvain

27

2006

1.178.000

995.000

12/01/06

06/30/11

49

HABISTAT

Thematic
pole

VITO

15

2006

1.348.752

1.255.000

12/01/06

06/30/11

48

HYDRASENS

Thematic
pole

Universiteit Gent

13

2006

1.768.625

1.470.000

12/01/06

06/30/12

60

MAMUD

Thematic
pole

Vrije Universiteit
Brussel

16

2006

1.454.241

1.430.000

12/01/06

06/30/11

48

APLADYN

Thematic
pole

Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven

8

2008

660.000

600.000

12/01/09

11/30/13

48

BIOHYPE

Thematic
pole

Universiteit
Antwerpen

8

2008

575.230

527.875

12/01/09

12/31/13

49

FOMO

Thematic
pole

Université
Catholique Louvain

9

2008

894.188

806.488

12/01/09

12/31/13

48

HYPERFOREST

Thematic
pole

Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven

13

2008

1.068.976

827.946

12/01/09

06/30/14

49

11

2008

697.689

637.689

12/01/09

04/30/14

49

1.113.115

993.182

VITO
VEGECLIM

Thematic
pole

Université
Catholique de
Louvain

15

Average Thematic pole

51

DYNMAP

Innovation
project

Université
Catholique de
Louvain

6

2006

144.000

144.000

12/01/06

04/30/0
9

24

RIMS

Innovation
project

Universiteit Gent

5

2006

190.000

190.000

12/01/06

12/31/08

18

MUSAR

Innovation
project

Royal Military
Academy

5

2007

151.845

151.845

12/01/08

12/31/11

19

WAVARS

Innovation
project

Universiteit Gent

3

2007

261.000

261.000

12/01/08

07/31/11

28

HISEA

Innovation
project

Université de Liège

3

2009

120.000

120.000

12/01/10

12/31/12

25

HYPERMIX

Innovation
project

VITO

3

2009

207.637

207.637

12/01/10

06/30/13

27

SOC3D

Innovation
project

Université
Catholique Louvain

4

2009

269.231

101.250

12/01/10

12/31/12

24

TICKRISK

Innovation
project

Université
Catholique Louvain

4

2009

172.970

168.035

12/01/10

12/31/12

19

VEGEMIX

Innovation

VITO

5

2009

150.000

150.000

12/01/10

12/31/12

25
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Project
Acronym

Project
Type

Coordinator
Organisation

Nr. of
Participant
s

Call

Total
Budget

STEREO
II
Contribut
ion

Start
date

End
date

Durati
on
(month
s)

project
BESST

Innovation
project

Université de Liège

4

2011

132.000

120.000

02/01/12

12/31/13

24

ESSENSE

Innovation
project

VITO

7

2011

175.314

170.314

02/01/12

12/31/13

24

SATHELI

Innovation
project

Universiteit Gent

7

2011

260.000

260.000

02/01/12

12/31/13

24

SENSAR

Innovation
project

Université
Catholique de
Louvain

4

2011

222.000

222.000

02/01/12

12/31/13

24

188.923

174.314

5

Average Innovation Project

23

ALGASED

Spin-off
project

Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven

9

2006

238.672

216.000

12/01/06

03/31/10

30

ECOSEG

Spin-off
project

Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven

4

2006

149.000

137.000

12/01/06

08/08/0
8

18

MOCA

Spin-off
project

Université
Catholique Louvain

7

2006

123.135

98.000

12/01/06

12/31/08

12

RE-COLOUR

Spin-off
project

Université de Liège

5

2006

160.000

160.000

12/01/06

12/31/08

24

MICAS

Spin-off
project

VITO

4

2007

241.158

220.909

12/01/08

01/31/12

25

MULTITICK

Spin-off
project

Université
Catholique Louvain

2

2007

190.513

190.513

12/01/08

11/30/12

37

ASIMUD

Spin-off
project

VITO

5

2009

229.798

209.798

12/01/10

12/31/13

24

GEOCOLOUR

Spin-off
project

Royal Belgium
Institute of Natural
Sciences

6

2009

330.000

300.000

12/01/10

12/31/13

37

ANAGHLIA

Spin-off
project

Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven

6

2011

222.744

177.174

02/01/12

12/31/13

22

FLOODMOIST

Spin-off
project

Universiteit Gent

9

2011

431.687

200.030

02/01/12

12/31/13

24

GRAZEO

Spin-off
project

Université libre de
Bruxelles

5

2011

219.947

199.947

02/01/12

12/31/13

24

RE-LEARN

Spin-off
project

Universiteit
Antwerpen

3

2011

220.720

200.720

02/01/12

12/31/13

24

SEASWIR

Spin-off
project

VITO

7

2011

236.949

205.689

02/01/12

06/30/14

24

230.333

193.522

125.000

125.000

125.000

125.000

5

Average Spin-off project
HEATHRECOVER

Shared-Cost

VITO

6

Shared
Cost

5

Average Methodology Project

25
12/01/11

12/31/13

24
24

RESORT

Partnership
industry research

International
Marine & Dredging
Consultants

8

2006

278.080

210.000

12/01/06

12/31/08

24

EPIDEMOIST

Partnership
industry research

Avia GIS

7

2007

400.509

300.000

12/01/08

08/31/11

25

POPSATER

Partnership
industry research

Keyobs

5

2007

288.000

212.000

12/01/08

06/30/11

25
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Project
Acronym

JELLYFOR

Project
Type

Shared-Cost

Coordinator
Organisation

Royal Belgium
Institute of Natural
Sciences

Partnership
NGO research

Call

2

Shared
Cost

5

Average Partnership industry research
MORECA

Nr. of
Participant
s

World Wide Fund
for Nature

5

2009

5

Average Partnership NGO research

Total
Budget

STEREO
II
Contribut
ion

Start
date

190.000

190.000

12/01/09

289.147

228.000

320.475

251.875

320.475

251.875

End
date

Durati
on
(month
s)

06/30/12

31

26
12/01/10

12/31/12

24

24

ENDELEO

Partnership
public
administrati
on - research

Universiteit Gent

7

2006

400.000

320.000

12/01/06

06/30/0
9

24

GORISK

Partnership
public
administrati
on - research

Royal Museum for
Central Africa

12

2006

470.800

190.000

12/01/06

12/31/09

24

ADASCIS

Partnership
public
administrati
on - research

FPS Economy

6

2007

315.121

266.121

12/01/08

06/30/11

25

INSHORE

Spin-off
project

VITO

4

2007

187.612

187.612

12/01/08

10/31/10

18

UNESCO-WATCH

Partnership
public
administrati
on - research

UNESCO

3

2009

229.603

179.603

12/01/10

07/31/13

25

ENDELEO-OPS

Partnership
public
administrati
on - research

Universiteit Gent

7

Outsid
e call

135.605

101.105

12/01/09

12/31/10

10

OCTOPUS

Partnership
public
administrati
on - research

Royal Military
Academy

2

Outsid
e call

30.000

30.000

11/01/07

11/01/08

12

WWW

Partnership
public
administrati
on - research

Université
Catholique de
Louvain

7

Outsid
e call

373.500

180.000

09/01/0
7

08/31/09

12

WWW2

Partnership
public
administrati
on - research

Université
Catholique de
Louvain

6

Outsid
e call

373.500

180.000

09/09/0
9

10/31/10

12

279.527

181.605

6

Average Partnership public
administration - research

18

BEL-GOYA

Shared cost

Royal Belgium
Institute of Natural
Sciences

2

2012

124.971

124.971

04/01/13

03/31/14

12

BUSHTICK

Shared cost

Université
Catholique Louvain

3

2012

76.129

76.129

05/01/13

04/30/13

12

EVA-3M

Shared cost

Royal
Meteorological
Institute

3

2012

82.650

82.650

04/01/13

03/31/14

12

REMEDY

Shared cost

VITO

1

2012

127.928

127.928

04/01/13

06/30/14

14

SPRINT

Shared cost

Royal Military

3

2012

55.650

55.650

07/01/13

12/31/13

6
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Project
Acronym

Project
Type

Coordinator
Organisation

Nr. of
Participant
s

Call

Total
Budget

STEREO
II
Contribut
ion

Start
date

End
date

Durati
on
(month
s)

Academy
BE-REDD-I

Shared cost

VITO

5

Shared
Cost

99.889

49.922

12/15/09

01/31/12

25

VALI-URB

Shared cost

Université libre de
Bruxelles

4

Shared
Cost

99.000

99.000

12/01/11

12/31/13

24

Vi-X

Shared cost

Royal Museum for
Central Africa

4

Shared
Cost

245.500

203.000

12/01/11

12/31/13

24

113.965

102.406

3

Average Shared cost
PROCESS

Support to
operational
services

VITO

3

SR II Outsid
e call

3

Average Support to operational
services

101.802

101.802

101.802

101.802

16
12/01/10

10/31/13

35

35

BELAIR

Valorisation
project

VITO

4

Outsid
e call

315.000

210.000

01/06/13

30/06/14

13

SIDSAT

Valorisation
project

Universiteit Gent

2

Outsid
e call

80.500

80.850

01/04/13

31/03/14

12

197.750

145.425

Average Valorisation project

3
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Appendix F R&D Competence and Application mapping

The R&D competences include competences at two levels:


Underpinning competences relevant for EO i.e. fundamental EO science, information science and EO
equipment design, operation and management



Image interpretation and analysis competences to identify and quantify key features of the Earth and its
atmosphere such as land cover, ocean temperature, geodesy etc. and their use in scientific contexts such
as climate science, biodiversity, cryospheric science etc.

Separate to the image interpretation and analysis categories are application areas which make use of EO data
but are not necessarily directly aligned with image interpretation and analysis categories. For example
applications of EO in agriculture might make use of land cover and soil moisture while in health, land cover,
hydrology and biodiversity might be used to study the spread of disease. The application areas were selected
to align (in the main) with the services to be provided by Copernicus and GEOSS.
Table 5 Earth Observation R&D Competences
Description and potential further disaggregation

Sub-elements

Fundamental EO Science
Physics of EO

The physics of electromagnetic and the interaction
between radiation and matter; and the principles of
radiometry and other measurement techniques.

By EM band / type
of parameter:
 Visible
 NIR
 Thermal
 Microwave
 Radar
 Hyperspectral
 Geomagnetic
 Gravimetric
 etc.

Other measurement
techniques:
 Interferometry
 Polarimetry
 Tomography

Image analysis

The conversion of raw data from EO device /equipment
into meaningful information. It includes single images,
multiple images and multitemporal images (monitoring )








Image fusion
Optical with optical
Combinations with radar and LIDAR
Airborne
Spaceborne
Terrestrial

Signal processing

The use of statistical methods and techniques (theory and
practice) in 1 or 2 dimensions. Signals through the
atmosphere as well as photogrammetry and pattern
recognition.






Wavelets
Fourier analysis
Kalman and Particle filters
Etc.

Atmospheric
Corrections

The development and deployment of techniques for
making atmospheric corrections and interpretation



Information Science
GIS

Information processing of information using segmentation  EO data in models
and classification methods. Considers uncertainty,
 Scenarios
databases, logical reasoning and generalization
 3D databases
 ST databases

Cartography

Map making of objects in space.

 Visualization
 Scale
 Historical cartography

Spatial Data Quality

Checking and ensuring data quality - for accuracy and
fitness for use






Spatial Data

VGI, web interfaces
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Description and potential further disaggregation

Sub-elements
Infrastructure

Equipment design, operation, management
EO sensor /
instrument design

The design of robust/rugged sensors/ instrumentation for
deployment in space

 Design of EO equipment based on optics,
microwave, radar etc.
 Designed for deployment:
 Airborne
 Spaceborne
 Terrestrial

Communications

The theory and design of communications links

 Coding and modulation (theory & practice)
 Antenna /receiver design

Operation and
management of EO
equipment

The operation and management of equipment and ground
stations

 Orbit determination
 Instrumentation control
 Data management (collection, assimilation,
archiving)
 Calibration and validation of results

Image interpretation / analysis for application in specific scientific research fields
Feature recognition, assessment of parameters, data fusion (merging with other non-EO data sets), accuracy analysis, visualisation,
etc. to put EO outputs to scientific use in particular fields.
And developing and using models based on EO outputs
Oceanography






Ocean circulation
Sea level & dynamic Topography
Wind and wave/sea state modelling
Ocean colour

 Sea surface temperature
 Sea surface salinity
Coastal zone

Atmospheric science  Troposphere parameters /modelling
/ meteorology
 Stratosphere parameters /modelling
 Upper atmosphere parameters /modelling

 Greenhouse gases
 Clouds/aerosols
 Air quality

Climate science

 Climatology
 Greenhouse gases
 UV levels

 Carbon cycle
 Water cycle (rainfall, evapotranspiration)
 Sea-land-atmosphere interaction

Cryopspheric
science

 Sea ice thickness and extent
 Polar mass balance
 Glaciology

 Snow
 Permafrost

Geodesy

 Gravity field
 Height systems

Geology

 Geodynamics
 Lithosphere and mantle

 Mass transport
 Geomorphology

Near Earth
environment

 Magnetic field (core, lithosphere, ionosphere,
magnetosphere)

 Electric field and current systems, plasma
studies
 Thermospheric density and high-latitude winds

Natural resources /
ecology

 Land cover and land use
 Global vegetation and bioogeophysical products (Leaf
Area Index (LAI), Dry Matter Productivity, etc.)
 Land surface temperature
 Soil moisture

 Hydrology, inland waters (resources, runoff,
aquifer, quality, level)
 Albedo
 Biodiversity

Agricultural science

 Soil moisture
 Land cover and land use
 Global vegetation and bioogeophysical products (Leaf
Area Index (LAI), Dry Matter Productivity, etc.)

 Land surface temperature
 Hydrology, inland waters (resources, runoff,
aquifer, quality, level)

Ecology/ ecosystem
science






 Land surface temperature
 Hydrology, inland waters (resources, runoff,
aquifer, quality, level)
 Biodiversity

Landscape / habitat analysis, land use
Soil moisture
Land cover and land use
Global vegetation and bioogeophysical products (Leaf
Area Index (LAI), Dry Matter Productivity, etc.)
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Table 6 Earth Observation Applications/Services
High-level
competency area
Applications /
services

Sub-elements

Description

Potential further disaggregation /
comments

Agriculture

Using EO data to monitor and manage
land /natural resources

 For public agencies (national and
international)
 For farmers

Spatial/ urban
planning

Using EO data to monitor and manage
land resources

 For public agencies (national, regional, local)
 For private sector

Biodiversity/
Ecosystems

Using EO data (from land, marine and
atmosphere) to monitor and manage
ecosystems and biodiversity

 Ecosystems
 Biodiversity

Water

Monitoring and managing the water
cycle

 Availability of water
 Quality of water
 Identifying potential risks (linked to natural
disasters – floods and droughts)

Marine applications

Using EO data to monitor and manage
marine resources and activities

 Management of marine resources
 Support to safe shipping and offshore
operations
 Search and rescue
 Oil Spills
 Ship Detection
 Coastal water quality

Meteorology

Weather forecasting

Climate change

Using EO data (from land, marine and
atmosphere) to monitor and predict
climate change and support mitigation
and adaptation

 Monitoring Essential Climate Change
Variables (GHGs, ice levels, sea temperature
etc.)
 Monitoring evidence of impacts of climate
change
 Monitoring effects of mitigation/adaptations

Monitoring natural
and man-made risks
and disaster/
emergency
management

Using EO data to monitor features,
forecast risks to support
 Contingency planning
 Event mapping /crisis area mapping
 Mapping critical assets
 Providing data to support emergency
response
 Post event damage assessment and
monitoring

 Monitoring risks of:
 Landslides
 Subsidence
 Earthquakes
 Volcanoes
 Floods
 Fires
 Hurricanes

Security

Using EO data to support
 Border surveillance
 Maritime surveillance
 Support to EU External Action

Health

Providing environmental information
for public health decision-making

 Air quality
 Water quality
 Existence and dispersal of allergens, toxins,
infectious diseases
 Changes to health related to climate
/ecosystem change

Energy

Using EO data to monitor and manage
natural resources for public agencies
and private businesses

 Geological information /resources
 Land resources
 Ocean /weather information
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Table 7 Participants‟ use of competences
Corresponding survey question:
Please rate your level of competence/expertise in each of the Earth Observation fields listed below. Assess also the level of use of this
competence in STEREO II and in other programmes. (Please leave the field empty if this is not among your field of knowledge or if
you don't use it.)
Number of
Percentage of Number of
Extent of use of
participants
participants
participant
high/medium
with
with
s declaring
competences by
high/medium
high/medium high/medi
participants
competences
competences
um use in:
Percentage of participants declaring high/medium use in:
Other
STEREO
Regional
federal
International
STEREO II
II
programmes programmes programmes
Image analysis
48
78.69
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Land cover and
land use
44
86.27
36
70.59
41.18
27.45
54.90
GIS
41
77.36
32
60.38
32.08
18.87
39.62
Landscape/habitat
analysis, land use
32
88.89
25
69.44
27.78
27.78
55.56
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29
63.04
23
50.00
19.57
10.87
26.09
Signal processing
23
63.89
22
61.11
27.78
30.56
38.89
Spatial data quality
26
65.00
20
50.00
15.00
20.00
37.50
Physics of EO
20
54.05
18
48.65
27.03
18.92
37.84
Global vegetation
and biogeophysical
products
24
66.67
18
50.00
27.78
30.56
52.78
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waters (resources,
runoff, aquifer,
quality, level)
22
73.33
18
60.00
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13.33
30.00
Soil moisture
15
55.56
16
59.26
25.93
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51.85
Atmospheric
corrections
14
40.00
13
37.14
14.29
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19
76.00
12
48.00
32.00
24.00
40.00
Spatial data
infrastructure
11
47.83
9
39.13
21.74
17.39
34.78
Coastal zone
15
78.95
8
42.11
26.32
15.79
47.37
Land surface
temperature
15
71.43
8
38.10
33.33
33.33
52.38
Climate science
8
50.00
5
31.25
31.25
25.00
37.50
Operation and
management of EO
equipment
4
36.36
4
36.36
27.27
18.18
18.18
Sea surface
temperature
8
61.54
4
30.77
7.69
7.69
23.08
Ocean circulation
4
40.00
3
30.00
10.00
70.00
30.00
Ocean colour
11
68.75
3
18.75
31.25
31.25
18.75
Albedo
4
33.33
2
16.67
0.00
8.33
25.00
Atmospheric
science /
meteorology
6
46.15
2
15.38
23.08
23.08
30.77
Geodesy
1
20.00
2
40.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
Geology
5
55.56
2
22.22
22.22
22.22
22.22
EO sensor /
instrument design
6
40.00
1
6.67
20.00
20.00
20.00
Communications
2
22.22
1
11.11
22.22
11.11
11.11
Near earth
environment
3
50.00
1
16.67
33.33
50.00
16.67
Sea level and
dynamic
topography
1
12.50
0
0.00
0.00
0.00
12.50
Wind and wave /
sea state modeling
3
30.00
0
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
Sea surface salinity
2
22.22
0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Cryopspheric
science
0
0.00
0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Figure 25 STEREO II participants‟ application areas, source: STEREO II participants‟ survey
Survey question: Below is a list of typical application areas/services of Remote Sensing. Please provide an indication of the fields of
application you are working on (within the STEREO II programme and within other programmes).
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Figure 26 Competence vs use: fundamental EO science and information science 27
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27

When the degree of competence is well aligned with the degree of use of the competence the bubble charts would display a
diagonal line from bottom left to top right.
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Figure 27 Competence vs. use: image interpretation, natural resources
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Appendix G Comparative mapping of STEREO II programme and other key
initiatives in Belgium and Dutch programmes in EO
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Box 3EO initiatives in the Netherlands
Looking closer at initiatives in the Netherlands in order to compare Belgium with an economy of a similar size, it
must be first noticed that the majority of EO programmes are funded directly or in cooperation with the NWO,
the Netherlands organization for scientific research. The NWO funds all projects in all areas of science. Much of
the NWO grants are awarded under open calls (call open to all areas of science). As a result, the NWO projects
are more diffused and the overall direction of research is relatively more research led. One example of NWO
funding is the “Building with Nature” call. As explained on the website of NWO, the focus of this call is to fund
research in topics from natural (e.g., hydrology, hydrodynamics, climatology, morphology, ecology, geology,
physics of the sea), social (administration, business administration, planning, economics, environmental science)
and technical sciences deemed relevant to the concept of „Building with Nature‟. Table 8 displays the coverage of
some projects funded by NWO.
For example, the NWO in cooperation with the Netherlands Space Office (NSO) funds researchers working in the
Netherlands working in the areas of EO and planetary research. The budget for this programme is €9.5 million
for the years 2012-2016. As illustrated in the Table, the programme is somewhat compatible with the STEREO II
programme for it likewise covers atmospheric research, research in the area of water and land processes.
Other NWO funded projects include the research programmes on “biodiversity works”, “Agriculture beyond
food”, “Climate variability sustainable earth feedback in the climate system”, the “national ocean and coastal
research programme”, the “integrated ocean drilling programme”, and the programme on “integrated water
management in relation to climate change and sea level rise.” In comparison to STEREO II, research in the
Netherlands in the field of EO has a stronger focus on oceanography, in specific “sea level”. If this is the case and
if it is interesting for Belgium to develop more competence in this EO area, it may be interesting to launch a joint
research programme on the topic stimulating collaboration between Dutch and Belgian higher education
institutes.
Relative to the NWO, the comparative advantage of the STEREO II programme is that it provides a clear portal
for EO and generates competencies and expertise in areas of core interest.
The SRON is the Dutch institute for space research and also works on cooperation with the NWO. The scope of
SRON is to develop and exploit satellite instruments for astrophysical and earth observation. SRON has one
division (out of five) dedicated to earth observation. The focus of earth observation is on the study of topics
including global ozone monitoring and stratospheric sciences. One strategic objective of SRON is that it
contributes to the development of space-borne earth-observing instruments and the interpretation of their
scientific measurements (e.g. including the development of the atmospheric composition instrument TROPOMI).
Overall, it appears that STEREO II does not have a strategic competence in the area of instrument development.
Alternative projects related to EO funded by the Netherlands include the Stichting Technologishe Wetenshappen
(STW) that has an open technology programme under which projects in the field of EO are eligible. Also the
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) undertakes projects in the field of e.g. troposheric
montoring, ozone monitoring, and climate modelling. However, the main objective of KNMI is not to provide
funding for research.
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Appendix H Extracts from the survey results

Figure 28 Added value of STEREO II, source: survey of STEREO II participants
What are the key aspects in which STEREO II has an added-value- in
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support research in Earth Observation? (n=45)
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Figure 29 Please give your opinion about the following STEREO II procedures and processes, source: STEREO II
participants‟ survey
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Appendix I Outputs from the bibliometric analysis

The use of bibliometric methods is a well-known tool for measuring scientific output and impact. There are many
caveats with measuring scientific output. However, we estimate it to be useful to analyse impacts on the funded
participants using bibliometrics. We analysed the STEREO II projects involving academic partners and funded
over the period 2006-2011 using Scopus as our source database.

1. Introduction
Earth observation is a research field where several research disciplines and methods come together. In order to
„define‟ this field a bit more, one can use its self-structure which is embedded through publications by the field. A
better overview is equally necessary in order to better understand and compare the scientific performance of the
STEREO II participants.
By simply searching for “earth observation” in title, keyword or abstract of publications from 2007-2013, one can
obtain the following information that can also be used partly for establishing benchmarks. Earth observation is a
small field with about 3,000 publications for the entire period: about 60% are conference proceedings compared
to 33% articles and another 7% of reviews, surveys and other types of publications.
In terms of the publication disciplinary intellectual background, one can see that its dominating field is
engineering, followed by earth and planetary sciences. Computer sciences is almost as present while physics and
astronomy and environmental sciences are providing much less background.
In terms of countries and affiliations, from where the researchers are publishing, the US come first with a share
of 16.7% of all publications, followed by Italy (15.5%) and Germany (14.2%). A total of ten countries published
more than 100 publications – this includes double counting due to co-publications. Belgium comes 12th in this list
of countries with 76 publications. In terms of preferred journal or proceedings, the „Proceedings of SPIE the
International Society for Optical Engineering‟ and the „International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium
IGARSS‟ are the top proceedings with both more than 200 relevant publications. Journals are less frequent, the
„Remote Sensing of Environment‟ and the „IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and
Remote Sensing‟ provide the largest number of relevant articles with about 50 hits.
One may however test if “earth observation” is the right keyword. We tested also “remote sensing”, which proved
to be much wider with more than 61,000 hits in the same period, and with a rather similar structure. Within the
field of „remote sensing‟, conference proceedings take 48.7% compared to 46.7% of articles, thus both types of
publication means are similarly important as dissemination means. This overall almost 50/50 distribution can be
used in appreciating the large number of conference and workshop proceedings of STEREO II participants.
While they are in general not taken into account for analysis on scientific performance or measuring excellence or
scientific impact, conference proceedings have an important signalling function. Depending on the orientation of
the conference – be it purely basic research oriented or addressing more applied aspects up to applications. In
terms of contributing fields, computer science and earth and planetary sciences are on par, followed with some
distance by engineering, environmental science and physics and astronomy. In terms of journals, there are
leading conference proceedings such as the „International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium IGARSS‟
being the main publication means with more than 7,000 relevant publications. In terms of countries, China takes
the lead with 18.000 publications, followed by the US (15,000) and Germany (3,800). 14 countries have
publication rates above 1,000. Belgium accounts for 700.
Neither „earth observation‟ nor „remote sensing‟ are defined disciplines or field, i.e., they are not defined by a core
set of journals – which is very often the basis for bibliometric analyses at discipline level. Therefore, the
bibliometric analysis for the evaluation of the STEREO II programme requires an individual approach. Since
„remote sensing‟ proves to be the broader field, we will use it in particular to construct an international
benchmark as necessary for the following analyses. The bibliometric analysis will be based on two pillars.
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1.

It will first analyse the publications as provided through self-reporting by the programme participants.
This will include some general descriptive statistics and citation analysis.

2. The second part concerns the comparative analysis. Here we need to construct a sample of researchers
outside the programme which is used as a proxy of “the field”. We will analyse their publications and
establish performance measures and compare them to the outputs of the STEREO II participants. This
will provide an international performance analysis.
Both types of analysis provide additional information about structures, behaviour and can feed into the analysis
of effects. Whenever it seems useful, more detailed analysis on a few examples is provided.

2. Analysing the programme
The following biliometric analysis is based on self-reported data by STEREO participants, provided by BELSPO.
The first two tables provide an overview of the data, how it arrived.
Table 8 Projects by publication outputs
Number of projects (finalised
by 12/2013)

Nr of projects with
publications

Average number of
publications

Thematic poles

11 (9)

11

20.8

Spin-off projects

14 (13)

12

3.6

Innovation projects

13 (12)

10

7

Shared Cost

6 (3)

0

0

Partnership
administration/NGO

6 (6)

4

4.7

Partnership industry

3 (3)

3

2.3

53 (56)

40

Total
Source: Technopolis. Data: BELSPO

Table 9 Publication output by type of project and year
2007
Thematic poles
5
Spin-off projects
Innovation projects
4
Partnership industry
1
Total
10
Source: Technopolis. Data: STEREO

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

In press/other

Total

15
1

26
5
3
34

47
10
19
2
78

66
16
26
2
110

33
5
14

16

27
6
5
2
40

10
4
1
1
16

229
47
72
8
356

52

3. Validation and cleaning
The initial list of publications provided by the participants of the STEREO II programme contained 356 entries,
including journal articles, books, and conference or workshop contributions. The data was labelled “peerreviewed publications”. We started with a search of all entries (i.e. the titles of the articles/conference papers etc.)
in Scopus. Unsurprisingly, a number of entries did not appear. For many cases the main reason is that Scopus
does not include all journals or conference proceedings. In other cases where the journal is covered but the
publication did not appear with the first search based on the title of the publication, we performed a manual
check first again by title and title variations, and if this did not lead to a result, a second check by searching via
author.
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This helped increasing the numbers of so far non-identified articles substantially. It also showed a number of
spelling errors in the publication titles or journal names and incorrect provision of years. There were only a few
which even with this manual, individual search could not be identified. They were then searched in Google
Scholar (which is less strict in terms of spelling variations) and if they did not appear even there, the publication
was classified as non-existing.
One publication is missing in Scopus; the manual search did not reveal it but Google Scholar did, and despite that
the journal is covered in Scopus, the article is not included.
Since conference proceedings are an important diffusion means in the field, we intended to analyse also
conference contributions. While it is relatively straightforward to identify the journals, cleaning of the conference
proceedings, workshops and other non-identifiable sources (e.g., „ISPRS Hannover workshop; Hannover‟ or
„PHYTOMA; la Défense des Végétaux‟) proved more difficult. The information on workshops or conferences was
provided in a very individual manner. Long conference titles are included under sometimes several different
spellings, for example:


„Proceedings of IGARSS2009; IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium; Cape Town;
South Africa; July; 13-17‟



„Proc IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS 2009); Capetown; South
Africa‟).



„Proceedings of IGARSS09‟; July 13-17; 2009; Cape Town; South Africa‟

Several sources were provided incorrectly (which we discovered via the title search) such as “MultiTemp 2009 The fifth International Workshop on the Analysis of Multi-temporal Remote Sensing Images”; Groton;
Connecticut”. The title provided is in fact included in „IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth
Observations and Remote Sensing‟, a covered journal. Whenever a title was identified, we corrected the sources if
necessary but for those articles not identified, we refrained from further cleaning of the sources.
Conference proceedings are in general not considered for a bibliometric analysis – in particular not in
comparison to journal articles for a number of reasons such as a less strict selection of articles that are covered in
the proceedings, often the sheer number of items within a single conference, and if one looks at metrics such as
citations per publication of a conference proceeding type, quantities clearly do not match in terms of quality: the
most preferred conference proceeding of the field of remote sensing, which is also found among the publication
means of STEREO II participants, is the „International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium IGARSS‟ – it
contains more than 7,000 articles. The second most popular are the „Proceedings of SPIE the International
Society for Optical Engineering‟ with 5,555 articles. These two publication means include 20% of the output of
the field. In terms of source-normalised impact, the first one obtains a value of 0.32 and the second 0.31.
Respectively 95% and 50% of the contributions remain uncited in the first year.
Thus while this evaluation will provide information on conference proceedings whenever suitable, for the citation
and impact analysis, they will be omitted. This resulted in the following numbers of publications being included
in the following citation analysis.
Table 10 Initial versus clean number of publications for citation analysis

2007
2008

Initial number of
publications
10
16

Not included in Scopus/not
identified
2
2

Number of publications for
citation analysis
8
14

2009

34

9

25

2010

48

22

26

18
53

56
129

2011
74
Total
182
Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus
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4. Citation analysis
A Citation and impact analysis is possible for the publications dating from 2007 to 2010 if one applies a two-year
citation window (i.e. counting all citations of the publication year plus the two consecutive years). We also
included 2011, however this data is preliminary since 2013 is not yet complete and these publications still could
increase their citation counts. For the 2007-2010 publications, the alternative of a flexible length citation window
up to 2013 was also performed. This tends to result in higher citation numbers since for example publications
from 2007 have a six-year window, those from 2008 a five-year window etc.
Several indicators were developed in order to obtain performance measures. They were aggregated by year and
then totals/averages were calculated.
Table 11 List of indicators
Indicator

Description

What does it tell?

Cites Py+2

Total number of citations per paper in
publication year plus two consecutive
years

The number of citations a publication receives is in general used as an
indication of use, reputation, or influence. Publications can only start
to be cited one they are published. A 2-year citation window is often
used as standard citation window. In some disciplines, the window is
too short, for example in social sciences where it takes much longer a
publication is spotted and referenced.

Cites
Py>2013

Total number of citations per paper
from publication year to Nov 2013.

The longer the citation window, the higher the chances to obtain
citations.

Cites
Py+2,
excl. self
citations

Total number of citations per paper in
publication year plus two consecutive
years, excluding self-citations from all
authors

Researchers tend to cite themselves for several reasons. High selfcitation rates can inflate the total number of citations. Therefore,
removing self-citations and only measuring external citations is a way
to analyse the real influence or impact on other researchers.

Cites Py>2013,
excl. self
citations

Total number of citations per paper
from publication year to Nov. 2013,
excluding self-citations from all
authors

Here the longest possible citation window in combination with
external citations only tells how the publications do in a longer period.

%
nonexternally
cited Py+2

The number of publications not being
cited within the citation period Py+2

%
nonexternally
cited
>2013

The number of publications not being
cited externally within the flexible,
extended citation period up to Nov
2013.

Not all publications will be cited. This indicator shows the share of
non-externally cited publications in the first three years following
publication.
Not all publications will be cited. This indicator shows the share of
non-externally cited publications in the extended citation period. One
could expect that the share of non-cited literature decreases in a longer
period.

SNIP

Source normalized
publication.

CPP

Citations per paper.

Based on the number of citations (Py+2 or Py->2013) per paper. This
ratio tells about individual articles citation performance. It is in
general extended to journal level.

RIP

The raw impact per publication.

The indicator is calculated as the number of citations given in the
present year to publications in the past three years divided by the total
number of publications in the past three years (Calculated by CWTS )

impact

per

The Source-Normalized Impact per Paper (SNIP) measures contextual
citation impact by weighting citations based on the total number of
citations in a subject field. The impact of a single citation is given
higher value in subject areas where citations are less likely, and vice
versa. It is defined as the ratio of a journal‟s citation count per paper
and the citation potential in its subject field. It aims to allow direct
comparison of sources in different subject fields. Citation potential is
shown to vary not only between journal subject categories –– or
disciplines, but also between journals within the same subject
category. SNIP corrects for such differences.
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Indicator

Description

What does it tell?

% of selfcitations

The percentage of self citations

The share of self-citation a the level of a journal is calculated as the
percentage of all citations given in the present year to publications in
the past three years that originate from the source itself (Calculated by
CWTS)

Source: Technopolis.

Table 12 Citation indicators
P

Cites
Py+2

%
nonexternally
cited Py+2

%
nonexternally
cited >2013

Cites
Py->2013

Cites Py+2,
excl.
self
citations

Cites
Py->2013
excl. self citations

2007

8

37

50,0

37,5

122

19

71

2008

14

92

35,7

21,4

272

57

202

2009

25

156

24,0

20,0

324

78

191

2010

26

238

30,8

26,9

226

131

183

2011

56

381

30,4

30,4

381

238

238

Total

129

904

1325

523

885

Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus
Note: For 2011 both citation periods have the same length, hence the same figures

In terms of citations, one can note that the average citation rate per publication - taking all citations into account
- is 7.0 with a two-year citation window. The average number increases to 10.3 if the citation window is flexible
and expanded to Nov. 2013.
Since researchers tend to cite themselves not only because of their scientific findings but also in order to increase
the citation rates, self-citations are an interesting measure to analyse. If self-citations are taken out, the average
citation rate using the two-year window drops to 4.1 and to 6.9 for the flexible, extended one respectively. By
calculating the shares of self-citations one can see that 42% of the citations in the first three years of a
publication, are author‟s self-citations.
In order to know whether this is high, low or average, the indicator „share of self citations‟ was used for
comparison. This indicator provides information about the share of publications within a given year that are cited
by authors within a given period. We used CWTS calculated shares of self-citations which are calculated on a
three year citation window.
Table 13 Average shares of self-citations
Fixed, 2y citation window

Flexible, extended citation period

% of self citations by journal

2007

48,6

41,8

24,5

2008

38,0

25,7

18,7

2009

50,0

41,0

15,5

2010

45,0

19,0

19,9

2011

37,5

37,5

16,2

Average

43,8

33,0

19,0

Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus

Given that there are differences in terms of self-citation rates and reasons between individuals and journals, the
averages do however suggest that programme participants do over-proportionally cite their own work
compared to the self-citation behaviour within the journals they publish in.
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In order to know how the average number of citations per paper compares, we took the average number of
citation per paper (including and excluding self-citations) and compared them with another CWTS calculated
indicator, namely the raw impact per paper. The latter is calculated not excluding self-citations. Since it is similar
to the journal impact factor, it is an indicator that can be manipulated. It basically provides information about
the average citation impact of any publication in a given journal and year. Thus comparing the numbers for the
programme participants with RIP shows how the participants do compared to their direct competitors in terms
of scientific attention and getting cited. In this respect, the citation rates of programme participants
obtained are above the average RIP indicator. This holds also true when self-citations are not included.
Table 14 Citations per paper vs. raw impact per paper
CPP, incl. self citations

CPP, excl. self citations

RIP

2007

4,63

2,37

2,27

2008

6,57

4,07

1,79

2009

6,24

3,12

2,32

2010

9,15

5,03

2,15

2011

6,80

4,25

3,24

Average

7,01

4,05

2,35

Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus
Note: CPP based on publication year plus two year citation window

A lot of research is published but not necessarily cited. Analysing the share of publications from the programme
that remained un-cited, one finds that on average 34% of the publications were not cited by others (thus
excluding self-citations) in the limited citation period of two years. This figure drops to 27% with an extended,
flexible citation window to Nov. 2013. The figures do not change substantially if the publications of 2011 with
their not yet fully achieved two year citation window is excluded. Eight of the publications from 2007-2010 were
also never cited by their own authors, the same can be said for another 12 publications from 2011.
So far, we only looked at the individual publications of the STEREO participants. This does not provide us with
overall metrics comparing the outcome to the field. Table 15 includes comparative metrics, based on the body of
the journals STEREO II participants published in and the preferred journals of „the field‟ - as it is described in the
following section.
Table 15 STEREO vs field performance performance metrics (2012)
STEREO

Sample (proxy of FIELD)

SNIP

RIP

% not cited

SNIP

RIP

% not cited

Median

1,39

2,43

12

1,29

2,19

15

Average

1,53

2,63

14

1,36

2,19

18

Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus
Note: only journal articles are considered. Nature, being an extreme outlier from the STEREO journals was excluded.
Including the journal has a positive effect in particular on the average RIP indicator.

The journals where the STEREO II participants published do on average better than the preferred journals of the
field. Given the skewed distribution, we calculated averages as well as the median values.
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5. Comparing STEREO II programme performance with a random sample
5.1 Construction of a sample from the field
Section 2 and 4 used a bottom-um approach in understanding and delineating „the field‟ by using the publication
means of the participants as basis for analysis. This provided insights on the type of publication means as well as
the journals and conference proceedings used for publications.
In order to construct a sample that can be used as control group but in particular as a proxy for the field – i.e. the
population of internationally active researchers in remote sensing, one needs to look further. As mentioned
earlier, the programme on earth observation as such is built on competences coming from a number of scientific
disciplines. Now, since in our case the field is not predefined for example by a set of journals or a list of keywords,
we need to either define the field or find an approach allowing us to identify the relevant research activities of a
control group. We can use the results from the previous sections since they provide us with an idea of the
publication means of the STEREO II programme participants.
If we decide to identify the structures (and thus active researchers) via a journal approach, there are basically two
options:
1.

We use only the publication means (journals and conference proceedings) the STEREO II participants
were using.

2. We use a broader set of journals which are used by the international scientific community of remote
sensing researchers.
Intuitively, using the first option would be somewhat suboptimal. We know that there are publication habits and
preferences by countries/organisations/individuals. Given the rather small STEREO II publication sample,
chances are quite high that other publication means relatively important for the field are not included. Option
two resolves this problem but requires prior to its identification a reasonable search strategy using keywords. By
taking STEREO II‟s objective to “increase Belgium‟s research capacity in the field of remote sensing” we already
have a keyword with a large number of hits – as seen in section 1. Analysing the preferred journals and
conference proceedings and comparing them with the ones „used‟ by STEREO II participants, we can first analyse
if there is some overlap between STEREO II publication means and the wider „remote sensing‟ pool, and whether
this can be used to construct a sample. The following section provides more details.

5.2 Characteristics of the field
As seen in 1, in the fields of „earth observation‟ and „remote sensing‟, conference proceedings are very important
communication and diffusion means. The same can be said for the STEREO II publications. While there are
thousands of conferences, only a relatively small number is accounted for in terms of scientific output – and
included in Scopus. Citation or impact analysis is thus a tricky issue and is thus not really pursued for conference
proceedings. As we will see, most conferences and workshops are not included in Scopus.
In order to construct a relevant sample, we compared some structural aspects of the pool of publications which
we obtained using the keyword “remote sensing” (see 1), and comparing it to the list of STEREO II publications.
Given that the identified almost 62,000 publications are in hundreds of journals or conference proceedings, we
limited the means to be taken into account to those containing at least 50 publications. This includes 160
journals, book series, or conference proceedings. Out of these 160 sources, 102 are included in Scopus with
corresponding bibliometric information such as citations and SNIP. The remaining sources are included but
without the further information. The majority of non-covered items are conference proceedings.
The first check concerned the overlap of the journals. This is necessary to analyse if the sample will be drawn
from a correct population. If there is only little to no overlap, clearly the fields would be apart.
There are 35 publication means (journals, conference proceedings) shared. Given that we used a threshold of 50
for the „remote sensing‟ population, one can expect that much more of the STEREO II used journals or
conference proceedings would equally be identified among the „remote sensing‟ pool.
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Table 16 Overview of STEREO II and field basic figures
Nr. of single publication items

STEREO II

Field “remote sensing”

356 (before cleaning)

61.479

Nr of publication sources

160 (> threshold of 50)

Journals with SNIP

76

92

Conference proceedings with SNIP

2

7

Book series with SNIP

-

3

Nr of common journals/conf. proceedings

35

35

Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus

In terms of the quality of the most preferred journals, the field‟s metrics for the year 2012 are as following:
Table 17 Field performance metrics
SNIP

RIP

% not cited

Median

1,29

2,19

15

Average

1,36

2,19

18

Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus

Obviously, there is a skewed distribution even among the main 160 publication means.

5.3 Sample overview
Out of this field, a random sample of 20 persons was constructed. The 20 persons were identified from the
authors of all publications (articles and reviews) from 2006. Every 50 th publication was drawn and in general the
second author was considered for the sample. A smoothing was done to allow for a geographically wide sample;
this was done at the expense of Chinese researchers and in favour of countries otherwise less prominently
included (such as Italy, India etc. (see Table 18)). All publications of these 20 people from 2007 onwards were
downloaded and taken as the basis for obtaining citation scores, journal impact factors and other descriptive
indicators to be used for comparison with the STEREO II. The sample is based on 20 randomly sampled authors
with the following country distribution (i.e. author‟s current affiliation country).
Table 18 Sample: authors by affiliation/country origin
Country

US

CN

In sample
5
4
Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus

DE
3

JP

CA

2

FR
1

IT
1

IN
1

KWT
1

1

IR
1

The 20 authors published a total 0f 522 publications between 2007-2013 (see Table 19). Out of those, 60.7% are
articles, another 36% are conference proceedings and the remaining are 16 articles in press, reviews, editorials or
letters.
Table 19 Sample: Publications by year
Year

Total

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

Nr of publications

522

53

83

80

89

91

57

69

Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus

In terms of all author‟s (the samples ones as well as their co-authors) one can see that there are with Morocco,
Spain and the UK three countries among the ten most often „credited‟ countries where none of the sampled
authors is from. In the whole sample, two publications are co-authored by Belgians.
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Figure 30 Sample: Preferred co-operation partners/authors
300
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69
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24

9
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Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus

The sample also shows the normal, skewed distribution for journals in terms of their „popularity‟. For the
sampled authors, the „International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium IGARSS‟ is with 50 articles the
most important journal, followed by the „Proceedings of SPIE the International Society for Optical Engineering‟
with 37 publications. Since we have several Chinese researchers in the sample, it may come to no surprise that a
Chinese journal is the third most often published means („Shengtai Xuebao Acta Ecologica Sinica, 25
publications). 84 publications (17%) are each published in a different journal.
Figure 31 Sample: Distribution of journals

Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus

It may be worth looking at the field classifications of the journals. Considering that most are classified in more
than one SCOPUS sub-field category, we can see that roughly 30% are in the field of „Earth and planetary
sciences‟, followed with 18% by „Computer sciences‟.
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Figure 32 Sample: Journals by sub-field classification
Chemical
Engineering;
Chemistry;
2%
Other; 3%
3%

Earth and
Planetary
Sciences; 29%

Agricultural
and Biological
Sciences; 13%

Engineering;
15%
Computer
Science; 18%

Environmenta
l Science; 17%
Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus

Note: Journals are classified often more than once. This is thus just a relative indication rather than an absolute one.

5.4 Comparing publication means STEREO II vs sample
In terms of citations, there are differences between the STEREO II participants and the sample. Taking the twoyear citation window (thus providing citation per paper figures up to the 2011 publications), there are almost no
differences for the publication year 2007. Over the years however, one notes the increasing self-citation rates
among the STEREO II authors, while self-citations remain rather low or are even decreasing for the sample
authors. Thus, one can note on average 7 citations per paper for STEREO authors when self-citations are taken
into account, compared to only 2.8 for the sample. This confirms the need to exclude self-citations from citation
analysis as it can seriously deter the picture. When excluding self-citations, STEREO authors obtain on average
4.05 citations compared to 1.56 for the sample. This finding is certainly positive for the STEREO II programme.
We noticed however that the very strong self-citation habit seems to impact external citations. STEREO II
authors tend to cite themselves much more often in the publication year or in the first two years following their
publication than in later years. This tends to send a signal – in the large world of publications where one
publication competes with another, a signal such as a citation for a particular article can matter in its further use
and for getting cited. Many researchers will look for research that has been cited already before citing it him- or
herself. But databases do not show simply whether a citation is a self-citation or not.
Table 20 Citations per paper, STEREO vs sample
STEREO

SAMPLE

CPP, incl. self citations

CPP, excl. self citations

CPP, incl. self citations

CPP, excl. self citations

2007

4,63

2,37

3,99

2,36

2008

6,57

4,07

4,81

2,23

2009

6,24

3,12

2,05

0,90

2010

9,15

5,03

2,19

1,36

2011

6,80

4,25

3,25

2,09

Average

7,01

4,05

2,82

1,56

Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus
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We analysed the citation behaviour for these 522 articles, in particular looking at the non-cited ones, equally
differentiating between the 2 year citation and a flexible, extended period and for all citations, thus including
self-citations, as well as excluding self-citations. Table 21 includes the metrics and compares the shares of noncited publications, excluding the self-citations, of the STEREO II group.
The results show some interesting differences. First in the sample group, almost 14 percentage points of selfcitations explain whether or not a publication is cited or not. On average, 35% of the publications remain
externally non-cited after two years, even when authors cite themselves. Without self-citations, almost 55%
remain non-cited. The figures are less when a longer citation window is taken into account. Then, the shares of
con-cited literature drops to 36% and 44% respectively.
The STEREO II publications do much better. Excluding self-citations equally, only 34% remain non-cited after 2
years and only 27% when using a longer citation window.
Table 21 Share of non-cited publications: Sample vs. STEREO metrics
SAMPLE
% non-cited publications, incl.
self-citations

STEREO
% non-cited publications,
excluding self-citations

2y window

Up to Nov. 2013

2y window

Up to Nov. 2013

2007

43,5

36,2

56,5

2008

19,3

19,3

2009

51,6

2010

% non-cited publications,
excluding self-citations
2y window

Up to Nov. 2013

42,0

50,0

37,5

43,9

28,1

35,7

21,4

39,6

60,4

45,1

24,0

20,0

48,3

40,4

61,8

51,7

30,8

26,9

2011

42,5

42,5

51,3

51,3

30,4

30,4

Average

41,0

35,6

54,8

43,6

34,2

27,2

Source: Technopolis. Data: Scopus

In terms of citations and in terms of impact of the journals STEREO publications are included in, they do better
than „the field‟ as proxied by a random sample drawn from „the field‟.
It is not clear however, how the very strong tendency for self-citations in the publication and first two years
following the publication influences external citations positively.
We have also not analysed, who cites the STEREO II publications. Is it predominantly by other Belgian authors
or are they internationally cited? Given the small field, close proximity and the possibility that the research
network is dense, it is possible that the citation behaviour is an artefact and due to a self-referring system.

6. Structural analysis
Bibliometric information can also be used to analyse structures or collaboration patterns. For this type of analysis
the names and affiliations or authors are the basic information means.
If we take the publications with a Belgian affiliation from the initial pool of about 60,000 publications in the field
of remote sensing, we can cross-check if the authors match, and if yes to which extent, with the STEREO II
participants. Among the top 10 most prolific Belgian scientists, only one has not participated in STEREO II.
Among the following 10, four have not participated. If we take the whole list of Belgian affiliated authors with at
least 5 publications in the pool (a total of 158 persons), 96 and thus 60% have not been involved in STEREO II. If
we only take the 58 individuals with more than 10 publications, 35 (again 60%) have not been involved. This
finding suggests that the pool of Belgian researchers in the field is wider than currently tapped by STEREO II. On
the other hand, since the remote sensing field is made of researchers from a number of disciplines, many
programme participants‟ affiliations are not necessarily in environmental sciences or engineering, but they come
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for example from agriculture, biology, geology, or space. In this respect, STEREO II seems to be a meeting point
for interdisciplinary research.
An important question from a programming authority concerns the structuring effects of their programme.
Again, publications can be used as a tool to analyse co-operation patterns over time. Out of the group of 38
respondents of the survey that said STEREO II has improved their Belgian/international co-operation, we
analysed the publication histories of people. The first most prolific one is a male who participated in one STEREO
II project (2006-2010). His publication history dates back to 1993 – this indicates 13 years working experience at
the time the STEREO project started and suggests an experienced researcher. His publication list contains about
120 publications. He has a few preferred co-authors, with his preferred one he shares 88 co-publications, with
the second one 35. The preferred co-author can be traced back to the earliest publications, the two are in the
same department. Together with a second co-author (albeit with only two co-publications) and one more
colleague (no prior co-publications), the four are in the same STEREO II project and collaborate with five other
colleagues from three organisations. Now, has the participation in STEREO II influenced his co-publication
patterns in the sense of greater co-publications with the new STEREO II partners? The answer is no. There are
two publications from 2006 onwards where one or more of the new collaborators are co-authors. There are
however 8 co-publications with the formerly not included colleague – one can speculate that this was a junior
since the co-publications occurred from 2006-2012.
Another example concerns a female researcher that was involved in three STEREO II projects in the period 20102013. Her publication history dates back to 2003 and includes up to now 35 publications. Within her three
projects, seven different collaboration partners are mentioned; four are from a different organisation than her
own. Out of her 49 co-authors, three are among her STEREO II collaborators, among them, her preferred coauthor (sharing 21 publications) from her own department (this collaboration dates back to 2005) and one from
another organisation with whom she collaborates since 2008. The third co-author is from her department, it is
likely a new researcher. With the four colleagues from other organisations, she has no co-publication so far.
The third example is a woman whose publication history dates back to 2007. She was involved in three STEREO
II projects running since 2008 to now. With these projects, she collaborated with 19 individuals, three from her
own department, three from another department and the 13 others from a number of different organisations.
Among her 16 publications, two are with STEREO partners – however they are from her own organisation, two
being even in her department.
Given this very limited sample of three researchers, it is of course insufficient to draw conclusions for the whole
programme. However, the publication behaviour of these three participants does not indicate a widening of their
professional networks through the participation of STEREO II. It would be useful to analyse further reasons for
this very clear dominance of department and organisational-level only co-publications.
Finally, and interestingly, while the programme has no specific gender objective, the evaluation team identified
some positive effects of STEREO II in particular on female researchers. While about 28% of the STEREO
participants were female, the survey included a question on whether the programme participation had a positive
impact on research collaboration within Belgium and internationally. Out of the respondents who answered this
question with a clear yes (a total of 37 individuals), 43% were women – thus a by far larger percentage than the
overall female participation rate.
Since the age of the participants is not known and thus it is not possible to identify whether they are junior or
more experienced researcher, an indirect indicator was constructed to have a closer look at this data. By using the
publication history of researchers and identifying their starting year in terms of appearing as author, the
evaluation team was able to broadly classify researchers as young, advanced, senior etc., depending on premises
such as average age at first publication and the number of years considered for any category. The 38 respondents
were thus classified in terms of junior (publications starting 2006 and later), advanced (publications starting
between 1995 and 2005) and senior researchers (publication history starting earlier than 1994). Out of the 37
respondents only 8 were classified senior, 19 advanced and another 10 were junior researchers. The findings
correspond to social network analyses‟ findings that link age and status (hierarchical position) to the extent of a
professional network: the older and experienced a researcher, the less he or she needs extra measures to extend
its already wide professional network, while the opposite is true for young and less experienced (and thus less
broadly connected) people. This corroborates the finding that positive network effects of collaborative research
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can in particular be achieved for junior and less broadly connected researchers, which obtain through
collaborative research access to new research partners and new ideas. Gender plays also a role within these
groups. There is only one woman among the group of senior researchers, while there are 10 women in the
advanced, and 5 in the group of junior researchers. Thus, in particular young female researchers seem profit from
being involved in collaborative research projects. This is illustrated in the good practice highlighted in the
following pages.
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Appendix J Outputs from the Social Network Analysis

Social Network Analysis (SNA) is a set of theories and methods that has been gaining
significance as an evaluation tool for research networks and policymaking in Europe. SNA can
be deployed to reveal changing patterns of relationships, within and across collaborating
and/or competing stakeholders, and thus identify and visualise emerging or persisting
communities of practice. SNA can identify and pinpoint key actors who play different roles in
research and technological development networks over time; detecting the formation (or
persistence) of communities of practice as a result of policy interventions, such as STEREO II
funding; and detail changes in the cohesiveness of network subgroups, based on common
research interests, funding instruments or geography; measuring, for example, the density of
thematic research networks and emerging communities, the degree that communities are
inward or outward looking, or the average distance connecting all actors in a given network
community (longer paths make knowledge flows in research and collaboration networks
more difficult). In this respect, SNA can be used to describe, visualize and explain both the
statics and dynamics of socio-economic structures of the kind that typify international
research collaborations.
Differently from input or output assessments that are often applied by governmental
institutions to evaluate the effectiveness of their policies, SNA allows to understand the social
capital and the relational structure which are at the base of the knowledge production,
knowledge transmission and knowledge diffusion of the actors involved (Malerba, 2009). This
kind of analysis can provide a powerful and objective test to reveal the nature of collaborative
advantage built by different actors and the extent of structural change within a given
community, for example trends in the engagement and centrality of research institutions in a
research programme. Understanding how knowledge can actually pass from an institution
involved in a research programme to the others is a challenging task, though with potential
strong policy implications.
This chapter presents empirical evidence of the distribution of network centrality of the
research organisations and individuals participating in the STEREO II programme. The
analysis aims to demonstrate the application of SNA concepts and analytical tools for
understanding relative positioning of research participants in STEREO II-funded research
networks. As it will be explained in more detail, the term „centrality‟ stands for different
positions and roles that different actors –research organisations or individual researchers, (or
nodes) play in networks. A typology of network roles often reveals central connectors or hubs,
knowledge brokers or peripheral specialists. In research networks, key organisations or
individuals operate as knowledge repositories and sources of information and ideas.

1. Network Specification
A network can be defined as a set of nodes that are linked together through some kind of
relation. The network formed by STEREO II projects and by the research institutions and
individual researchers participating in projects can be described as a two-mode or bipartite
network. Two-mode data refers to data accounting ties between two sets of entities; usually
identified as actors and events (Borgatti, 1997).
Two-mode data arises when one considers the tie between actors (i.e. in our analysis, the
research institutions and the individual researchers) and events that bring them together (i.e.
the STEREO II research projects). For simplicity of analysis, a usual practice is to transform
the two-mode networks into one-mode or unipartite networks. This process is referred as 1mode projection.
The projection is done by selecting a key set from the two sets of nodes (i.e.
institutions/researchers and projects), and linking those two nodes in the key set that are
connected to the same node of the other set. In this case, we identify the set of research
institutions and individual researchers as key, and the projection is carried out by linking
those research institutions and researchers which are involved in the same STEREO II
research project. Thus, in our 1-mode projections, the nodes are organisations and individual
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researchers. Two given organisations/researchers a and b are linked by an edge if they have
been partners in at least one STEREO II project. For the simplicity of the analysis, the
analysis only reports on undirected and binary valued networks: the direction and intensity of
the ties linking pairs of organisations/researchers are disregarded.
The main concern of this analysis is to examine the position occupied by different participants
in the network in order to identify central actors. There are different ways to understand the
position occupied by a node in a network, however the most important is the notion of
Network Hub. A hub can be defined as a node with a large number of connections and that is
highly influential in the network. More formally, the indicator of betweeness centrality can
capture the notion of network hub. This approach to centralisation in a network relies on the
idea that a participant is more central if it is more important as an intermediary in the
communication network, and is crucial for the transmission of information through the
network. Betweeness centrality is defined as “the proportion of all geodesics between pairs of
other vertices that include this vertex”, or the fraction of shortest paths –the minimum
number of lines connecting two nodes- between node pairs that pass through the node of
interest. In the case of the network of STEREO II research projects, a participant is a gobetween the most central is its position in the network. This only happens if a participant has
been involved in more than one research project.
All the analysis that follows exploits the concept of Network Hub to understand the
importance of the nodes given a series of different attributes.

2. Networks‟ characterisation and main components
In terms of the construction of collaboration networks, results from the Social Network
Analysis developed at the level of research organisations and researchers as individuals, show
interesting evidence in terms of the programme‟s achievements.
The figure below presents the main typological features of the unipartite graph of STEREO II
research collaborations, including a series of indicators widely used in Social Network
Analysis (SNA). These indicators are reported comparatively for the network of research
organisations and the network of researchers.
Figure 33 Characteristics of the unipartite STEREO II research networks, research
organisations and individual researchers
Number of nodes (participant organisations/researchers)
Number of edges (links between pairs of nodes)
Density
Number of components
Size of the largest component
Largest component as a percentage of total nodes
2nd largest component

Organisations
67
210
0.0935
1
67
100%

Researchers
286
1737
0.0429
6
246
86%
18

26.4179
2.3392
3.3939
0.8344

13.1510
3.1140
4.8238
0.9021

Largest component
Average degree
Average distance
Maximum distance
Clustering coefficient (Watts-Strogatz)

Regarding the density of the networks – or the ratio between the number of actual links and
the maximum theoretical number of possible links – the first remark is that the value of the
indicator differs considerably between the network of researchers and that of organisations.
In total, about 9.3% of all possible direct links were actually formed in the network of
organisations, compared to only 4.2% in the network of researchers.
However, even if this shows that not all potential links were directly formed in the form of
one-on-one relations, the results also show that both networks are well connected through
direct and indirect links. The largest component found in each network – or the largest
connected sub-graph of the network – covers the total (or 100%) of all organisations involved
in STEREO II research and 84% of all researchers involved. All other components in the
network of STEREO II researchers are very small: the second largest component contains
only 18 researchers (6% of all). This shows some insights on the effectiveness of STEREO II in
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promoting research collaboration, as the majority of research organisations and researchers
involved are, directly or indirectly, connected via collaboration.
The average degree – or the number of other nodes to which a node is directly connected – is
higher for the organisations‟ network equalling 26 organisations, compared to 13 researchers
for the second network. A higher degree of vertices yields a denser network, because each
vertex/node entertains more ties. These results thus suggest that there is a stronger structural
cohesion of the organisations network if compared to the researchers network.
A further important characteristic to analyse is whether STEREO II research projects are
clustered, or if there are local clusters of nodes in which a higher than average number of
nodes are connected to each other. Clustering coefficients were calculated in order to show
different inherent tendency coefficients. The coefficient shows how much of a node‟s
collaborators are willing to collaborate with each other on average. The clustering coefficients
presented in Figure 1 show extremely high values, implying that on average 83% of the
collaborators of a given participant organisations, and 90% of all researchers involved would
be willing to collaborate with each other. However, these high values should be interpreted
with care, as these could also reflect the fact that a given number of collaborators have only
participated in their own same project.
A measure often used to quantify the efficiency of a network in connecting different
participants and facilitating knowledge and information flows is the average distance. It
measures the number of steps that have to be taken in order to connect two randomly selected
nodes (de Nooy, et al., 2005). The results in Figure 1 show that the values of the average
distance are higher for the researchers network. Most interestingly, is that the average
separation between pairs of organisations and researchers is relatively small: it takes only an
average of 2.3 steps for the organisations and 3.1 steps for the researchers to reach a randomly
chosen participant from any other. This phenomenon of relatively short paths that connect
randomly selected pairs of vertices has been termed as the “small world effect” (Watts and
Strogatz, 1998; Cowan and Jonard, 2004). Moreover, in the case of the STEREO II research
networks, each participant is embedded in a tightly connected cluster. However, some authors
(Breschi et al, 2009) have argued that the emergence of a small-world typology in research
networks might be the obvious consequence of the rules governing the participation in
research projects that favours the formation and consolidation of a small number of
„supernodes‟. In addition, this could also reflect the initial conditions and nature of space
research, which is highly specialised in nature. The formation of supernodes could be further
enhanced by high transaction costs in participation. This could also suggest that a feasible
way of joining STEREO II research projects is actually through the „supernodes‟: by joining
research projects led by larger organisations with better „reputation‟ and more experience of
participation in research programmes.

3. Network centrality, main actors and knowledge hubs
A core concern of the Social Network Analysis is to examine the position occupied by different
participants in the network in order to identify central actors. There are different ways to
understand the position occupied by a node in a network, however the most important being
the notion of Network Hub. A hub can be defined as a node with a large number of
connections and that is highly influential in the network. More formally, the indicator of
betweeness centrality28 can capture the notion of network hub. This approach to
centralisation in a network relies on the idea that a participant is more central if it is more
important as an intermediary in the communication network, and is crucial for the
transmission of information through the network. In the case of the network of STEREO II
research projects, a participant is a go-between the most central is its position in the network.
This only happens if it the participant has been involved in more than one STEREO II
research project.

28

Betweeness centrality is defined as “the proportion of all geodesics between pairs of other vertices that include
this vertex”, or the fraction of shortest paths –the minimum number of lines connecting two nodes- between node
pairs that pass through the node of interest.
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3.1 Main research organisations
In order to identify the most important players or hubs, betweeness centrality has been
calculated for all participant organisations in the main component of the research
organisation networks. Betweeness centrality scores of participants range from 0.00 (when
they only participated in 1 STEREO II project) to 0.37. The top 10 hub organisations are
presented below.
Figure 34 Hubs in the STEREO II organisations network
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Organisation
Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch Onderzoek
Université Libre de Bruxelles
Université Catholique de Louvain
Université de Liège
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Universiteit Gent
Centre de Recherche Gabriel Lippmann
Royal Military Academy
Avia GIS
Musée National d‟Histoire Naturelle du Luxembourg

Country
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Luxemburg
Belgium
Belgium
Luxemburg

Betweenness
Centrality
0.3663
0.2567
0.2188
0.1681
0.1230
0.1021
0.0332
0.0303
0.0120
0.0082

Only 23 organisations (or 34% of total) participated in more than one STEREO II research
project. Looking at the type of organisations that compose the network of research
organisations, only two of the top organisations are not Belgian: both are Luxembourgish
organisations (the Centre de Recherche Gabriel Lippmann and the Musée National d’Histoire
Naturelle du Luxembourg). In terms of acquiring centrality in the research network of space
research, the programme has mainly benefited Belgian organisations.
The Figure below depicts the network of STEREO II research organisations based on
betweenness centrality. The most central participants in the network, according to centrality
scores are the Flemmish Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch Onderzoek (VITO), the
French Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB), and the French Université Catholique de
Louvain (UCL). Betweenness centrality depicts how crucial is an organisation to the
transmission of information through the network. Thus, the centrality ranks presented should
be interpreted as the extent to which these organisations are needed as links in the chains of
contacts that facilitate the spread of information within the network.
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Figure 35 Network of STEREO II research organisations
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Given that the ULB and the UCL have participated in STEREO II projects through different
departments, we have looked at the centrality measures at department level for these two
organisations. The analysis at the department level revealed that there are some departments
in both universities that were only involved in one STEREO project each, and as a
consequence their centrality score equals zero when analysed individually 29. Figure 14
provides an overview of the centrality scores at department level in both universities for the
case of those departments that were involved in more than one STEREO II project. In
addition, the following Figure shows the network position of these departments when treated
individually in a graphical way.
Figure 36 Centrality scores for academic departments in the UCL and ULB
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Organisation
UCL
UCL
ULB
UCL
ULB

Academic Department
Geography
Earth and Life Institute
SIGTEL - Système d‟Information Géographique et Télédétection
Research Laboratory in Environmetrics and Geomatics
IGEAT

Betweenness
Centrality
0.1848
0.1683
0.1030
0.0188
0.0076

Figure 37 Network of STEREO II research organisations, network position of academic
departments for the UCL and ULB

3.2 Top researchers
We used Social Network Analysis to understand how researchers collaborate in STEREO II
projects. Vidgen et al. (2007) argued that in order to understand academic knowledge
creation, it is necessary to understand the structures of the networks that unfold around
academic activities. Usually, the most central actors in research projects are also the most
productive authors or leaders and are very often the ones that introduce new ideas and that
have a greater impact on the community of researchers.
In order to identify the central researchers in the collaboration of STEREO II projects we have
depicted the indicator of betweenness centrality for each of the active researchers involved in
29 The departments participating in only one STEREO II projects are: ULB - Laboratoire d'Ecologie des Systèmes

Aquatiques; ULB - IBMM-Evolutionary genetics; ULB - Lutte biologique et Ecologie spatiale (LUBIES); and ULB Cemubac (Centre scientifique et medical de l'ULB pour ses activités de coopération). In addition, there were two
projects (MORECA and VEGECLIM) for which a department for the UCL was not communicated.
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projects30. Figure 4 presents the top 10 researchers and their main characteristics and
institutional affiliations.
Following the centrality scores, the top 3 researchers on the collaboration network of STEREO
II research projects are Els KNAEPS from the Flemish Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch
Onderzoek (VITO); Lucien HOFFMANN from the Centre de Recherche Gabriel Lippmann
(CRPGL) of Luxembourg, and Pierre DEFOURNY from the French Université Catholique de
Louvain (UCL). Not surprisingly, the top 10 researchers are affiliated to the top research
institutions. Most of them have also acted as promoters, with the exception of three of them,
that have had a dual role of collaborators and promoters (KNAEPS Els, DUCHEYNE Els and
SWINNEN Else). We consider as top researcher those that have a betweeness centrality value
of over 0.01. As a reminder, having a low betweenness centrality value means that a given
research is not crucial to maintain node connections in the network.
Figure 38 Top 10 researchers with the highest betweenness centrality scores in STEREO II
research projects

Organisation

Betweenness
centrality

Country

Collaborator
or promoter

Rank
Full Name
1

KNAEPS Els

Both

Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch Onderzoek

BE

0,2695

2

HOFFMANN Lucien

Promoter

Centre de Recherche Gabriel Lippmann

LU

0,2006

3

DEFOURNY Pierre

Promoter

Université Catholique de Louvain

BE

0,1586

4

GOOSSENS Rudi

Promoter

Universiteit Gent

BE

0,1390

5

WOLFF Eleonore

Promoter

Université libre de Bruxelles

BE

0,1261

6

TYCHON Bernard

Promoter

Université de Liège

BE

0,1254

7

CANTERS Frank

Promoter

Vrije Universiteit Brussel

BE

0,0785

8

LAMBIN Eric

Promoter

Université Catholique de Louvain

BE

0.0783

9

DUCHEYNE Els

Both

Avia GIS

BE

0,0642

10

SWINNEN Else

Both

Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch Onderzoek

BE

0,0401

4. Co-existence of social networks per type of projects and evolution of
network structure over time
We now move our analysis to present how networks differ when analysed separately per type
of project and in time by looking at the different calls. Because the inherent focus of each type
of project is structurally different, we expect to see marked differences on the key participants
dominating knowledge flows in the networks. Moreover, we also aim to understand how the
structure of these networks changed in the different calls for projects launched.

4.1 Thematic projects
The Figure below presents the network characteristics of thematic poles projects per call and
also gives a list of top organisations globally and per call year. The main highlight is that all
organisations are agglomerated in one large component, indicating direct or indirect linkages
between all participants. This is the case for all calls and fore each of them individually. The
top central actors in this type of projects are VITO, the UCL and the ULB. The top central
actors in the 2006 call are mainly French organisations, with the exception of VITO; whereas
the 2008 call benefited in terms of centralisation of the network mainly Flemish

30

Because the focus of this analysis is on active researchers, we have excluded from the analysis 2 researchers
because they are now retired and thus no longer contributing to the STEREO II research network: Klaus Itten from
the University of Zurich, and Marc Acheroy from the Royal Military Academy.
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organisations. There are only 2 central international institutions: the WUR in the
Netherlands, and the JRC, located in Italy.
Figure 39 Network characteristics of STEREO II thematic poles networks and top central
organisations
All calls

2006

2008

29

23

11

Number of nodes
(unique participant
organisations)
Number of edges
(links between
pairs of nodes)
Density
Number of
components
Size of the largest
component
Largest component
as a percentage of
total nodes

109

87

20

0,2592

0,3289

0,3305

1

1

1

29

23

11

100%

100%

100%

7,5172

7,5652

3,6363

0,8246

0,8492

0,8510

Largest component
Average degree
Clustering
coefficients (WattsStrogatz)

Betweenness
centrality
scores

Top most central
organisations

Betweenness
centrality
scores

Betweenness
centrality
scores

1

VITO

0,292

UCL

0,273

UGent

2

UCL

0,266

VITO

0,202

VITO

0,467

3

ULB

0,100

ULB

0,138

KULeuven

0,356

4

KULeuven

0,082

0,099

5

UGent

0,070

ULG
WUR Netherlands

6

ULG

0,070

UGent

0,026

7

WUR

0,023

VUB

0,013

8

INBO

0,011

JRC - Italy

0,011

9

UAntwerpen

0,008

JRC

0,006
WUR Netherlands

0,047

JRC - Italy

0,011

10

Top most central international organisations
WUR 1 Netherlands
0,023
2

JRC - Italy

0,006

0,467

0,047

No other central international actors were identified and there was none of them in the 2008
call. The Figure below presents graphically the thematic poles networks. The size of the nodes
in the graphs corresponds to their value of betweenness centrality. VITO and the University of
Gent have relatively the same values of centralisation in the 2008 call.
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Figure 40 Networks of STERO II thematic poles projects

4.2 Satellite projects
With regards to satellite projects, we notice that this is the type of projects where
international participations are comparatively higher. This is evident from the Figure below
that presents graphically the network of Satellite project participants.
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Figure 41 Network of STEREO II satellite projects, all calls
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VITO is at the core of the network globally, but was also the main actor in the 2009 and 2011
calls. The University of Gent and the UCL were both main actors in the 2006 call. There are
however marked differences per calls. The 2011 call is the one that involved the largest
number of participants, whereas the 2007 call involved only 6 participants in total and was
not cohesive in the sense that it did not create a large amount of links between its
beneficiaries (only 2). The 2006 call created two different sub-networks. One led by the ULG,
involving mainly French participants, and another one led by the University of Gent, involving
mainly Flemish participants. Even though this type of projects reached international partners
the most, none of the international partners were central actors in any of the calls.

4.3 Projects focusing on the development of products and services
Finally, we have looked in more detail at organisations that participated in projects involving
a partnership, including partnership public administration–research, industry–research and
NGO–research. There were 27 organisations involved in this type of projects. Being the most
central actor the Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL), followed by the ULB, and the
Flemish VITO. A graphical representation of this network is presented in the Figure below.
Centrality scores show a particular characteristic of the network: while VITO is the most
central actor overall, the UCL is the most important for partnership type of projects.
Figure 42 Social network of STEREO II research organisations involved in partnership
projects

When looking only at international organisations, we identify only six participating in
STEREO II research: the EC Joint Research Centre (JRC); the Food and Agriculture
Organisation of the United Nations (FAO); UNOPS, the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO); the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP); and the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF).
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Figure 43 Networks of STEREO II Satellite projects, per call
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Only the UNEP, FAO and the JRC are directly connected to each other. This is exclusively
because of the participation of these organisations in the project World Wide Watch by Earth
Observation Services – Phase I and Phase II (WWW and WWW2). No other cohesion has
been created between this type of organisations thanks to STEREO II.

5. Social networks and societal impact
In terms the societal impact of the programme, Social Network Analysis also allows to identify
the importance of social ties to the diffusion of information. This is the key to the exploitation
of social ties as social capital. These ties offer access to information, which can be used to
reduce uncertainty and risk and to create trust. Organisations in crucial positions in a social
network may also spread or retain information strategically given the control they gave over
the diffusion of information in the network.
We have used social network analysis techniques to identify bridges, cut-vertices and bicomponents in the network of STEREO II organisations. A bridge can be defined as a „line‟ or
link whose removal increases the number of components in the network (different sub-graphs
strongly connected to each other). A cut-vertex is a vertex or node (in our case STEREO II
organisations) whose deletion increases the number of components in the network. In other
words, cut-vertexes are important because they help connecting the overall network and are
crucial for information flows. If one of these nodes would not be part of the network, the
network would be broken and would lose some part of its participants.
There are 5 cut-vertexes that are keeping the social network together in STEREO II research
projects. These are the Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch Onderzoek (VITO); Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven (KULeuven); the Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB); the Université de
Liège (ULG); and the Royal Military Academy (RMA). The graphical representation of the
main bi-components, or the sub-networks that would be lost without these participants acting
as cut-vertexes is presented in the Figure below. Important to mention is that 4 of the bicomponents only involve a few organisations, showing that not a big part of the network
would be lost without these participants. On the contrary, VITO is at the heart of the main bicomponent, which is not circled in the graph presented in Figure 11 because it basically spam
a large majority of participants that are directly and only linked in the network to this key
participant. Thus, VITO is not only the most important participant in the network with
regards the flow of information and knowledge, it is also the most „cohesive‟ participant,
keeping a key role as a cut-vertex.
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Figure 44 Bi-components in the STEREO II research organisations network
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6. Conclusions from the Social Network Analysis
From the Social Network Analysis of STEREO II research organisations and researchers we
can conclude the following:


The network of researchers and research organisations funded by STEREO II is well
connected. All organisations are linked to each other, whereas about 84% of all
researchers are linked directly or indirectly to each other.



The most central researcher has assumed a dual role in STEREO II research projects,
acting as promoter and collaborator. The majority of the top researchers had a role of
promoter showing that this role is strongly linked to greater knowledge diffusion in the
network.



The most central actors in STEREO II research are Belgian organisations, being the most
important the Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch Onderzoek (VITO). Among the
Belgian central actors, there is a similar amount of key Flemish organisations and FrenchWalloon organisations. Federal research organisations remain more peripheral to the
STEREO II research networks.



The top central actors in thematic poles projects are VITO, the UCL and the ULB. The top
central actors in the 2006 call are mainly French organisations, with the exception of
VITO; whereas the 2008 call benefited in terms of centralisation of the network mainly
Flemish organisations. There are only 2 central international institutions involved in
thematic poles: the WUR in the Netherlands, and the JRC, located in Italy.



VITO is the central actor in Satellite projects. Even though this type of projects reached
international partners the most, none of the international partners were central actors in
any of the calls.



With regards to projects focusing on the development of products and services, the most
central actor is the Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL), followed by the ULB, and
the Flemish VITO.



An analysis of the societal impact of the programme, showed that VITO is not only the
most important participant in the network with regards the flow of information and
knowledge, it is also the most „cohesive‟ participant, keeping a large bi-component, or
strongly linked sub-network, of the overall network together.
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